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Embracing The Unknown
Elín Hansdóttir is an artist who creates moments of pure magic,  

from Reykjavík to Ísafjörður, Berlin and Marrakech.  
Go behind the curtain on page 23.
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Here’s the thing: terrorism is a form of 
politics. It’s a disgusting and extreme 
form of politics, but it’s nothing more 
nor less than politics. In the case of 
radical Islamic terrorism, the goal is to 
divide societies, to evoke fear and to get 
the message to the West that they’re a 
force to be reckoned with. The message 
is that they are at war with us, because 
of the fundamental difference of our so-
cieties. It’s a fascist ideology that posits 
radical Islam is somehow superior to 
other religions or types of society. It’s 
not, of course. Terrorism today is in the 
same place the IRA and ETA ended up in 
the late 90s. It’s just a bunch of common 
criminals with bombs, and some pa-

thetic, impressionable lone wolves who 
are fed up with being unknown losers.  

     
But the thing is, there’s another group 
with the exact same political goals as 
the terrorists. And they live among 
us in the west. They’re the people that 
want to “modernise” Islam. The same 
people who cry fascism every time 
someone points out the holes in their 
racist rants. Robert Spencer is one of 
these guys, and he’s coming to Iceland 
to speak at a conference held by Vakur, 
as Grapevine reported at the beginning 
of May. He has an Islamophobic blog, 
and it doesn’t take long to see that his 

politics are the same as that of the ter-
rorists. Even Anders Breivik was a fan. 
Although his methods are peaceful—
for now—his goal is to divide societies, 
to evoke fear, and to get the message 
across that Islam is a force to reckon 
with. The message is that Islamists are 
at war with us because of fundamen-
tal difference of our societies. Robert’s 
fascist ideology states that Christianity 
is somehow superior to any other reli-
gions or types of society. If you feel like 
I’m repeating myself, it’s because Rob-
ert wants the same things as the jihad-
ists. That’s the aim and the lifeblood of 
his pathetic politics. And Europe really 
doesn’t need more jihadist supporters.  
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ÍRiiS - Nornin  
(The Witch)

“Nornin” (“The 
Witch”) is a bold and 
dramatic elec-
tronic track from 
newcomer ÍRiiS, who 
sounds partial to a 
bit of Kate Bush. The 
attention-grabbing 
video brings to mind 
Lars von Trier’s ‘An-
tichrist’, with naked 
figures crawling 
around a mono-
chrome landscape. 
Early days, but one 
to watch. JR

Jónsi - Simple Gifts

“Simple Gifts” is 
a Shaker spiri-
tual that’s been 
reinvented by Jónsi 
for the soundtrack 
of ‘The Circle’, a new 
film starring Tom 
Hanks and Emma 
Watson. His upbeat 
version features a 
symphony of elec-
tronic sounds, and a 
heavily treated cho-
ral vocal take. Hear it 
now on Pitchfork. JR

Vök - BTO

Vök’s low-key, 
dreamy aesthetic 
sounds like it’s been 
powered up for their 
new album, ‘Figure’, 
which was released 
on April 28th. New 
single ”BTO” melds 

a warm undertow 
of synths to pulsing 
bass, slick guitars, 
and a catchy 
melody. The video, by 
Magnus Anderson, is 
streaming at now-
ness.com. JR

Birnir - EKKI SWITCHA

The hype surround-
ing rapper Birnir can 
only be compared 
to that which sur-
rounded now mas-
sively popular artists 
like GKR and Aron 
Can. With only two 
songs released, he‘s 
opened for Sturla 
Atlas and Gísli Pálmi, 
and his new banger 
“EKKI SWITCHA” will 
show you why. With 
a chilled out old 
school vibe, even 
you non-Icelanders 
will be singing along. 
HJC

Black Pox - Leyndo

Following in the 
footsteps of the 
worldwide chill-but-
turnt rap scene, 
Black Pox’s new 
song “Leyndo” is like 
if Future only took 
a quarter Xanax, 
downed a double 
espresso, and 
turned off the auto-
tune. It’s a perfect 
mix of proper rap 
flow with a trappy 
beat. The song is 
only around two 
minutes—a teaser 
presenting an artist 
to watch. Well, Black 
Pox, we’re watching. 
HJC 

Listen & watch: 
gpv.is/play
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Words: Paul Fontaine

NEWS IN BRIEF Famed Icelandic 
band Sigur rós teamed up with 
cannabis confectionary producer 
Lord Jones to release a new brand 
of cannabis-infused gumdrops. 
Called “Wild Sigurberries,” they 
are reportedly inspired by the 
flavours of Icelandic berries 
such as blackberries, strawber-
ries and blueberries. Lord Jones’s 
founder said Sigur rós had been 
an “inspiration for us over the 
years,” which is a fancy way of 
saying, “We have often blazed it 
to ‘Ágætis byrjun’.”

You come at the king you best not miss

Esja is often referred to as Tour-
ist Mountain, but despite its easy 
accessibility, it isn’t without its 
dangers. Recently, a hiker on Esja 
was mowed down by a small ava-
lanche, and got his leg broken in 
the process. Fortunately, he was 
soon discovered by fellow hikers, 
who alerted authorities and kept 
him warm until emergency ser-
vices arrived. Let that be a lesson 
to you: no mountain should be 
underestimated.

An artist's rendering of Jamie Oliver 
thinking hard about salmon

Renowned TV chef Jamie Oliver 
came to Iceland on a food-related 
trip, and unleashed a shitstorm 
when he posted a photo of the 
Arnarlax salmon farm, calling 
it “sustainable.” This kicked off 
a flood of comments from an-
gry Icelanders, who pointed out 
that the farm is not only far from 
sustainable—it also presents 
an environmental risk. Oliver’s 
social media cadre fired back 
fast, maintaining that the farm 
“works closely with environ-
mentalists,” effectively 'salmon-
splaining' the situation to people 
who live here. Amazingly, this 
didn’t sit well with the locals, 
who proceeded to school Jamie’s 
team on what the real situation 
is here. 

The government is mean.

Do not bring your cat to Iceland! 
An elderly Swiss couple discov-
ered this the hard way when, af-
ter arriving by ferry in a camper 
van, locals discovered they had a 
cat and immediately snitched on 
them. This prompted police to 
seize the cat and kill it. When the 
head of the Icelandic Food and 
Veterinary Authority was ques-
tioned on the matter and asked 
why they didn’t just send them 
packing, cat and all, she said 
that the couple had not informed 
anyone ahead of time that they 
were bringing a cat—thereby 
confirming that killing the cat 
was an act of punishment, rath-
er than exclusively about health 
concerns.

A 66°North cap, yesterday.

American travel journalist God-
frey Hall lost one of those 66° 
North caps while visiting Ice-
land, prompting him to bemoan 
the loss on social media. This 
may seem odd, considering that 
those caps are common as dirt, 
but Godfrey’s particular hat was 
actually of a variety that hasn’t 
been produced in years. 66° 
North, in their infinite generos-
ity, have offered to custom-make 
him a new one, and inform him 
when it’s ready.

Also not an actual unicorn

Lastly, the international media 
got it wrong again when it comes 
to news in Iceland, erroneously 
reporting that a unicorn was 
spotted on an Icelandic farm. As 
any Dungeons and Dragons nerd 
will tell you, the animal in ques-
tion was not a unicorn—which 
has the head and body of a horse, 
the legs of an antelope, the tail of 
a horse or a lion, and the beard 
of a goat—but was in fact just 
a regular ol’ ram with a single 
horn. SAD!! 

SMJÖRFLUGA 

Envisioning the t-shirts

First

Visit us at Reykjavík City Hall
Do you need helpful hints about  
culture, dining and other activities  
in our favourite city? We would love 
to assist you with planning your 
stay and booking your adventure!
 
See you at the Official Tourist  
Information Centre.

Open daily from 8-20
visitreykjavik.is





NEWS  Vakur, a group claiming to 
be dedicated to “European culture” 
but seeming to be more about Is-
lamophobia and general hatred of 
foreigners, announced that they 
are hosting an event at Grand Hótel 
called “Everything you wanted to 
know about Islam but were afraid 
to ask” on May 11. The speakers at 
this event are scheduled to be Rob-
ert Spencer and Christine Williams.  

For the unfamiliar, Spencer is the man 
behind the Islamophobic blog Jihad-
Watch and the co-founder of Stop Is-
lamization of America. 
The Southern Law Pov-
erty Center has identified 
Spencer as a purveyor of 
hate speech and racism.  
 In fact, Spencer was 
denied entry to the UK in 
2013, on the grounds that 
his presence "is not con-
ducive to the public good," 
as the Home Office put it, 
adding, “We condemn all 
those whose behaviours 
and views run counter to 
our shared values and will 
not stand for extremism in any form.” 
Williams, who has written extensively 
for JihadWatch, carries much the same 
message as Spencer: that Islam is a dan-
gerous religion which must be wiped out.
 We called Grand Hotel to ask if they 

were aware of who Spencer and Williams 
were and, if they were, how they justi-
fied allowing the conference; and if they 
weren’t, what they intend to do about it. 
 Salvör Lilja Brandsdóttir, the General 
Manager of Grand Hotel, told us, "We 
generally do not ask our guests who hire 
conference spaces what the conference 
will be about or who will be speaking. 
It is also not up to us to decide who 
speaks at a conference or to judge the 
subject matter," adding, "Regarding this 

particular case, I need to 
familiarise myself with it 
better to comment on it."
Óskar Steinn Ómars-
son, the secretary of the 
Social Democrats, who 
wrote about the matter 
on Medium, is concerned 
about the development, 
and believes the confer-
ence should be protested.
 " I t  w o r r i e s 
me that an organisa-
tion has flown in a man 
who is globally known 

for spreading hate speech against 
Muslims," he told us. "I don't agree 
that he should be banned from com-
ing to Iceland, but I hope this con-
ference will be met with a powerful 
protest outside of Grand Hotel." 

If you pop on down 
to your local state-
owned alcohol store 
in the mood for a 40 
(that’s a 40-ounce 
bottle of malt 
liquor, to you non-
Americans), you’re 
out of luck.

Malt liquor—a malted 
barley beer known 
for its cheapness 
and high alcohol 
content—is not 
available for sale 
in Iceland. You can 
find beer that’s high 
in alcohol, like the 
ominous Saint-Omer 

8%, or beer that 
is cheap, like the 
frankly terrifying 
Euro Shopper lager, 
but you’re not going 
to find Olde English 
800, Colt 45, Magnum, 
or any of the other 
iconic cornershop 
beers one normally 
drinks from a brown 
paper bag. 
 Why is this? We 
called Ölgerðin, one of 
the largest importers 
and producers of 
alcohol in Iceland. An 
employee we spoke 
to explained that 
ÁTVR, the government 

office which oversees 
the import and sale 
of alcohol in Iceland, 
only makes available 
so many “seats” for 
brands of beer sold 
in Iceland, and if the 
sale of a particular 
beer does not reach 
at least the bottom 
seat, it is simply taken 
off the shelves. The 
employee speculated 
that Colt 45 probably 
never sold enough 
units to justify its 
import.
 That being the 
case, one alternative 
could be Garún Garún, 

an Icelandic Imperial 
stout that boasts 
a whopping 21% 
alcohol content. It’s 
not exactly cheap, 
though, and comes 
in those tiny 33mL 
bottles. It also doesn’t 
have the distinct 
syrupy sweet taste 
of your common malt 
liquor. For those of 
us who appreciate 
a cold 40 every now 
and then, it’s a sad 
state of affairs, but 
malt liquor will for the 
time being remain yet 
another thing missing 
in Iceland. PF

Hate Group 
To Hold 
Conference At 
Grand Hotel

Dr. Melissa Anne Pfeffer, atmospher-
ic volcanologist at the Icelandic Vol-
cano Observatory, explains:
Volcanoes in Iceland emit differ-
ent gases while they are erupting 
and in between eruptions. The 
gases can affect air and water, 
with impacts on human, animal, 
and plant health. The recent 
Bárðarbunga eruption, which 
lasted for six months during 
2014-2015, released a tremen-
dous amount of the pollutant 
SO2 (sulfur dioxide). To put this 
in context, this six-month erup-
tion released more SO2 than the 
entire European Economic Area 
in 2011. Hourly averaged health 
limit standards were exceeded 
many times in the town clos-
est to the eruption, about 100 
km away, and also in Reykjavík, 
250 km away. SO2 can irritate 
the eyes, throat, and respiratory 
tract. Close to the erupting lava, 
gas concentrations were some-
times greater than even the gas 
masks worn by the scientists 
and other essential people near 
to the eruption could filter out, 
requiring these people to move 
away from the high gas levels. 
CO2 (carbon dioxide) is released 
by volcanoes in Iceland both dur-
ing and in between eruptions. 
CO2 is heavier than air, and can 
accumulate in low-lying areas, 
replacing the oxygen we need to 
breathe. During the 1973 Vest-
mannaeyjar eruption on Hei-
maey, a person died from CO2 
which had accumulated inside a 
building. H2S (hydrogen sulfide) 
is released by Icelandic volca-
noes, mainly in between erup-
tions. This gas has some health 
impacts due to long-term low 
concentration exposure, and in 
high concentrations, it can cause 
many different problems to the 
eyes and respiratory tract. H2S 
is often released during volca-
nogenic floods from beneath 
glaciers, or jökulhlaups, perhaps 
the most famous Icelandic word 
in international use. 

ASK AN… 

Expert
Q: “What Exactly Do 

Volcanic Gases Do To 
People?”

Words: 
Paul Fontaine   

Photos: 
MRCTV.org

Share this article: 
gpv.is/ne07

“It worries me 
that an organ-

isation has 
flown in a man 

who is glob-
ally known for 
spreading hate 
speech against 

Muslims"

Malt Liquor
WHAT'S MISSING IN ICELAND
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Non-Muslim explains Islam to other non-Muslims

It's a pretty nice hotel most days.

First  

#bustraveliceland

Find more day tours 
www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+354 511 2600

Snæfellsnes 
Peninsula

Availability: Daily

Pick up starts: 9:00

Duration: 10 hours

Price: 14.990 ISK

Great experience ★★★★★

I had all of my trip with Bustravel. And 
I really enjoyed it. The tour guides are 
really lovely and enthusiastic.
reviewed by wenxuli – United Kingdom
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Whether you’ve been in the country 
for ten minutes or ten years, you’ve 
probably noticed that Icelanders 
have a peculiar notion of “parking.” 
With no qualms about pulling up on 
the sidewalk, in front of a driveway, 
or in as many as four parking spaces 
at one time, Icelandic drivers might 
have you wondering just how much 
tickets are here—with such careless-
ness, they can’t be that much, right?

This automotive audacity is the inspi-
ration behind Facebook group “Verst 
lagði bílinn.” The title translates to 
“The Worst Parked Car” and that’s ex-
actly what this page is for: a place where 
users can submit pictures of badly 
parked cars. While Reykjavík definite-
ly has the worst offenders, the group 
spotlights submissions from Akureyri 
to Ísafjörður, proving that shitty park-
ing is a nationwide epidemic. Since the 
group started in 2014, posts have in-
creased exponentially in quantity (and 
quality), so this problem is clearly not 
alleviating itself. What will it take to 

change car consciousness here? A note 
from the elves? The UN? Björk?
 The major rule of the group is that 
you can’t post driver pictures: “Verst 
lagði bílinn” is definitely public sham-
ing, but it’s not like someone will throw 
a flaming bag of poop on your doorstep if 
you park on the sidewalk in front of IKEA. 
But to be honest, perhaps if they did 
people would think twice before block-
ing the door of Bónus with their Skoda. 
 A personal favorite of the author is 
when people park in the lined area be-

tween handicapped spaces. It’s the per-
fect mix of “I don’t give a fuck” and “but 
I’m not an asshole.” I also like when 
cars park horizontally in vertical park-
ing bays. Are they self-absorbed, blind, 
or just plain stupid? You decide.
 That said, in my personal experi-
ence, Icelanders really just don’t give a 
shit about parking. Too many times to 
count, I’ve had friends park in handi-
capped spaces, flippantly remarking, 
“Oh, I’ll only be inside for an hour!” An 
hour? Really?  

 Share this article: 
gpv.is/groups

Words   
Hannah Jane 

Cohen

DIGITAL LIFE

kulda-
skræfa

AROUND ICELAND IN  
80 FACEBOOK GROUPS: 

Worst  
Parked Car

WORD OF 
THE ISSUE

The word of the issue this issue is kul-
daskræfa. This literally means “cold 
coward,” and is used to refer to people 
who get cold easily or hate being cold. 
It’s a word that has no English equiva-
lent, and also says a lot about the cul-
ture. Iceland has a temperate climate, 
as you may know, so it’s not as if dis-
liking the cold should be some uncom-
mon character trait in this country. Yet 
anecdotally, Icelanders will more often 
than not express great sensitivity to 
heat but near imperviousness to cold. 
Express any sort of dislike for being 
cold and you will invite ridicule upon 
yourself, as people ask you why you 
moved to a country called ICEland in 
the first place. Kuldaskræfa reflects a 
lot of the rugged individualist aspects 
of Icelandic culture, and that’s why 
it’s this issue’s word of the issue. PF
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Readers
Write

Hi Grapevine, 

I’m a Pastor’s wife from the Mid-
West (that’s in America if you don’t 
know!) We just got back from Ice-
land—wow, what a fabulous and 
beautiful country! :D
 While driving through the coun-
tryside on the Ring Road, I couldn’t 
help but wonder: What do people in 
these small towns do for fun? Most 
didn’t seem to have much—not 
even a movie theatre, church, or 
mall! 
God bless you, 
Tammy from Wausau, Wisconsin

Hey Tammy, 

You’re 100% right! Most towns in 
Iceland don’t have a mall, which 
is probably the #1 reason behind 
Iceland being the #1 consumer 
of antidepressants worldwide. 
Malls equal happiness, as every-
one knows, and the lack of Bath 
& Body Works and Starbucks here 
causes a lot of existential angst. 
 It’s also true that most Ice-
landic towns don’t have movie 
theaters, but fortunately it is 
the 21st century and an internet 
connection guarantees access 
to everything from ‘Game of 
Thrones’ to porn. You’ll find that 
Icelandic country folk are just as 
hip as you, and perhaps—con-
sidering your use of the :D smi-
ley—even more so.
 For real though, small town 
Icelanders do many of the same 
things all country people do: 
drag racing, hunting, fishing, 
drinking, playing football, hav-
ing children etc. We’re happy you 
enjoyed Iceland and wish you the 
best at whatever mall or church 
you like to inhabit. 
Óðinn awaits you, 
The Grapevine

Write to us: 
letters@grapevine.is

The elusive NR1DAD is the king of bad parkers in Iceland, local legend of vehicular douchery

LÓABRATORIUM

WHERE WAS IT SHOT?

Dierks Bentley, "Black"
Words: Valur Grettisson 
So, even American country musicians 
have discovered our little sub-Arctic 
island, although relatively few Iceland-
ers have discovered American coun-
try music. We have no idea who Dierks 
Bentley is, but he shot a dramatic mu-
sic video in Sólheimasandar and Reyn-
isfjara, and we were blown away by his 
weird, kitsch art. For Icelanders, the 
name Dierks Bentley is eerily close to 
Jerks, and, of course, the Bentley car 
brand. But most of Icelanders have 
never heard this name before—we’re 
not even sure this video isn’t some 
kind of a meta-joke, like Ali G or Borat. 
 The song’s title is “Black.” The use 
of Iceland’s beaches is probably a state-
ment to underline this dramatic title. 

In the beginning, Dierks sings in front 
of the wreckage of the famous crashed 
DC-3 airplane on Sólheimasandur—a 
popular destination for tourists, de-
spite the fact that the farmer who own 
the land hates the attention, and is al-
ways trying to block the route. 
Anyway, the plane wreckage is prob-
ably a more fitting metaphor for this 
hilarious video.
  Dierks ends up, of course, with a hot 
lady, who flounces casually through 
the emptiness of Iceland in a light 
gown (a life-threatening situation, 
by the way). The couple end up in a 
steamy sex scene, and we’re still no-
where close to understanding the title 
of the song. Not that we were really lis-
tening, by now. 

Typical Icelandic country  
boys, having a good time.





Words:  
Shain Shapiro

Photo 
Art Bicnick 

Share this: 
gpv.is/jake6

There has been much discussion 
within the Reykjavík City Council 
about how Iceland’s capital can be-
come a true music city, and how that 
would benefit the city’s economy. 

But before such a policy decision is 
made, we must first understand what 
the term “music city” means. On the 
surface, Reykjavík is very much a mu-
sic city—the city is home to thousands 
of artists, live music is performed 
nightly, children are provided with 
music education, and the city actively 
works to engage music and 
tourism aims, particularly 
through Iceland Airwaves 
and promoting Harpa’s 
programme. But if this was 
enough, than Reykjavík 
wouldn’t be seeing music 
venues closing, and artists 
frustrated with the oppor-
tunities presented to them, 
and we wouldn’t be discuss-
ing how this term, “music city,” could 
make Reykjavík a better place to live.
 So let’s unpack this. A music city, 
in all it encompasses, is about how the 
needs of music—in terms of artists, 
listeners, aspiring businesspeople, 

and educators—are catered to in a 
particular place. This starts with how 
land is allocated, managed, supported 
and protected. Some cities, like San 
Francisco, London and Berlin, have 
placed safeguards around their built 
music infrastructure, to ensure that 
it can support musicians and 
music listeners of the fu-
ture by ensuring they 
have the spaces and 
places to practice, 
perform and listen. 
When this isn’t a 
priorit y when a 
city regulates the 
use of land, music 
is often pushed to 
the back of the queue. 
This is because music 
is not the most lucrative 
usage for a particular piece of 
real estate—at least, in the short term. 
Hotels, residential units and other 
commercial properties are much more 
profitable, in the first three to five 
years. This is why we’ve seen a number 

of much-loved Reyk ja-
vík music venues, such 
as Faktorý and NASA, 
turn into hotels, bars 
and restaurants.  
 Mu s i c ,  a s  a 
primary function of a 
piece of land, presents 
challenges. Music travels 
through walls, so people 
living in poorly insulated 

houses may not be as supportive of 
local music venues as those that are. 
For those wishing to sleep, a banging 
bassline is not welcome, and when 
more hotels exist, less music in the 
neighbourhood is often seen as desir-

able. And we lose venues as a result.
 A music city understands these 
threats, and works to combat them. 
First, it’s important to understand 
how to value music in a particular 
place, both economically and cultur-
ally. And once it’s valued, we compare 

it against other land uses 
now—and in five, ten and 

t went y years. Often 
a successful venue 

i n c r e a s e s  h o u s e 
prices nearby, for 
example. Secondly, 
a music city looks 
at its existing plan-

ning and licensing 
regulations, and ex-

plores how to support 
music uses responsibly, 

rather than penalising 
them when certain residents 

complain. By doing so, a city learns 
where music shouldn’t be, in addition 
to where it should. Thirdly, a music 
city must communicate this vision in 
how it champions itself. Reykjavík is 
a music city, yes, but its policies have 
not caught up to its reputation. Lastly, 
and most importantly, a music city re-
alises that this is a process, not a race. 
London audits its venues yearly. Berlin 
does the same. Some places call this 
an “asset inventory.” It requires bud-
geting, assembling stakeholders—of-
ten in a board or commission—and 
asking tough questions like “Why are 
venues closing?” and “How can we im-
prove music education?”
 It’s great that Reykjavík is exploring 
what it means to be a music city—but it’s 
also necessary to ensure that when this 
is explored, discussed, and decided, that 
the right questions are being asked. 

Everyone knows Ólafur Ólafsson, 
the man who stole a whole bank 
during the privatisation rush of 
the early 2000s by pretending to 
be a German bank (no, really), 
leading directly to the great bank-
ing collapse of 2008, and who is 
now a major property developer 
for RVK City (again, really). But 
shysters (note: From the German 
“scheisser”) are, of course, noth-
ing new. 
 In 1943, three men aged 19 to 23 
were arrested for various finan-
cial crimes. The main evidence 
against them was, of course, 
found in a detailed diary one of 
them had kept (really). Among 
the charges: attempting to cash 
a check for 20,000 krónur (1,7 
million at today's exchange rate) 
made out in the name of then-
Prime Minister Ólafur Thors. 
Another: convincing a farm boy 
recently arrived in the big city to 
invest a considerable sum in their 
intended brothel, at which estab-
lishment he was in return to re-
ceive a management position as 
well as perks. 
 Most sinisterly, the three in-
tended to rob a taxi driver and 
murder him with an axe. The plan 
foundered over arguments as to 
which one was do the axing. There 
was also a list of names and ad-
dresses of other people to be mur-
dered, describing how and why, 
but the defendants claimed this 
was not meant to be taken literally. 
Psychiatrists deemed the defen-
dants to be of sound mind and 
they received sentences ranging 
from two years to six months. 
By comparison, Ólafur was sen-
tenced to four and a half years in 
jail for his various crimes, but re-
mains at large.

Words: Valur Gunnarsson
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OPINION

BLAST FROM THE PAST

The unknowing foil of one of the 
plots, Prime Minister Ólafur Thórs

"A city learns 
where music 
shouldn’t be, 
in addition 
to where it 
should. "

Tourism Vs. 
The Music 

Scene
Can Reykjavík become a true music city?

Icelandic neo-goth superstars-in-the-making Hatari
 in concert at Sónar Reykjavik, February 2017

Reykjavík Brothel 
Shares for Sale

ArtisAn BAkery
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Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik  





Iceland’s healthcare system is in a 
state of crisis. Hospitals lack the funds 
to operate at full capacity, the spectre 
of privatisation is starting to wind its 
way into the healthcare industry 
again, and Iceland’s Min-
ister of Health, Óttarr 
Proppé, must some-
how find the funds 
to rescue one of 
the crown jewels 
of Iceland’s social 
welfare system. 
However, his first 
legislative act in 
h is capacit y as 
Minister of Health 
has been to introduce 
a bill regulating the sale 
and use of e-cigarettes.

What does the bill 
actually say?

Priorities aside, it bears mentioning 
that there are currently no Icelandic 
regulations regarding the sale and use 
of e-cigarettes and e-fluid. The essence 
of the bill is that vaping would be treat-
ed the same as smoking, i.e., it would 
be banned in bars, restaurants, cafés 
and public institutions. It would also be 

banned in the workplace and in schools 
(a step some schools have already tak-
en). 
 This part of the bill is rather dubi-

ous. The dangers of secondhand 
smoke are well known, and 

when Iceland’s smoking 
ban was introduced 

in 2006, nobody 
objected on the 
grounds that sec-
ondhand smoke 
i s  h a r m l e s s . 
Secondhand va-
pour, by contrast, 

has been little re-
searched, but what 

we know so far is that 
it contains trace ele-

ments of nicotine, propyl-
ene glycol (a non-toxic solvent 
used in food production), and 
sometimes vegetable oil. How-
ever, the argument can be made 

that some flavours of vapour have intru-
sive odours that would not go well with, 
say, a restaurant meal. This should not, 
then, be framed as a health concern; it’s 
more of a public nuisance concern, such 
as playing your music too loud after a 
certain hour.
 Another aspect of the bill would ban 
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Iceland’s Own 
Vaporware
If vaping is outlawed, only outlaws will vape
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the sale of e-cigarettes and e-fluid to 
those under 18 years of age. This is cer-
tainly reasonable enough. Anecdotal 
reports have been coming in that young 
teenagers have begun vaping, and not 
necessarily as an aid for quitting smok-
ing. The appeal is easy to understand: 
vapes themselves can come 
in bright colours, the fla-
vours are often reminiscent 
of candy, and the lack of an 
age restriction provides 
teenagers with a moder-
ately rebellious thing to do 
without actually hurting 
anyone (but themselves). 
Some secondary schools in 
Iceland have already noticed 
the popularity of vaping 
amongst under-18s, with 
Menntaskólinn við Ham-
rahlíð expressly forbidding vaping on 
the premises. 
 Then we come to the matter of the 
contents of e-fluid. The bill in its cur-
rent form would forbid the sale of liquid 
any stronger than 20mg of nicotine per 
millilitre, with the bottles themselves 
limited to 10mL. This part of the bill, 
if it becomes law, is unlikely to have 
much bite. There are already retailers 
in Iceland who have found clever ways 
of importing more powerful forms of 
e-liquid, simply by having the exporter 
label the bottles as having little or even 
no nicotine at all. And then there’s the 
speculations of the retailers themselves.

Are you ready for black 
market vaping?

Erna Margrét Oddsdóttir, who owns 
and runs the e-cigarette supply shop 
Gryfjan, told Vísir last February that 
the reasoning behind the bill, that it is 
meant to protect children from harm, is 
flawed and could make matters worse. 

 “You can buy five litres of bleach from 
the store, and drain cleaner in bulk,” she 
told reporters. “But there is a childproof 
cap [on vape liquid] as there is a child-
proof cap on all these things.”
 In fact, she says the regulations 
could encourage a black market for 

homemade vape liquid—
the process that is easily 
Googlable but potentially 
highly dangerous. 
     Interestingly enough, 
on the same day that Ót-
tarr introduced his bill to 
parliament, Morgunblaðið 
published a story report-
ing that police officer Sig-
valdi Arn ar Lárus son had 
discovered a black market 
for THC-laced e-liquid be-
ing sold in private Face-

book groups. Sigvaldi connected the use 
of e-cigarettes—in particular, young 
people using e-cigarettes—with the use 
of cannabinoids, implying that vaping 
is some kind of gateway drug to can-
nabis use.
 “I feel I must warn parents about 
this,” he wrote on Facebook. “The num-
ber of people who vape is increasing, 
and you can see kids vaping daily, [and 
by] kids I mean those aged 13 to 15 on 
schoolyards and elsewhere. And now 
they’ve developed this into cannabis oil 
that people can smoke and get the same 
effects that they’d get from smoking 
cannabis.”

But does it have the votes?
“I noticed in parliamentary discussions 
about [Óttarr’s] bill that there isn’t a ma-
jority of votes to pass it, as it is today,” 
Pirate Party MP Birgitta Jónsdóttir told 
us. “It’s not a ruling coalition bill [that 
is, the bill was submitted solely on be-
half of Óttarr; not the ruling coalition as 

a whole] and so ruling coalition MPs are 
not obligated to pass it, so you could say 
that this is a waste of time. I would have 
rather have seen the Minister of Health 
fight for nonpartisan support to find 
funds for the healthcare system, which 
is in a state of crisis, and which almost 
all Icelanders want to fund further.”
 Birgitta, while not opposed to regu-
lations on vaping and vape products, 
takes exception with these proposed 
regulations being categorised under to-
bacco laws. Comparing vaping to smok-

ing tobacco, she says, “is like comparing 
coffee to alcohol.”
 As it stands now, Óttarr’s vaping bill 
stands likely to go the way of so many 
other legislative efforts of Bright Fu-
ture: met with confusion and derision 
before vanishing into the wind, like so 
much vapor.  

“Compar-
ing vaping 
to smoking 

tobacco, Bir-
gitta says, “is 
like compar-
ing coffee to 

alcohol.”

Birgitta Jónsdóttir
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Queer Rights 
Activists Descend 

On Russian 
Embassy

 

Words: Elías Þórsson   
Photo: Art Bicnick

NEWS Earlier this 
week, queer rights 
organisation Sam-
tökin 78 staged a 
three-day demon-
stration outside the 
Russian embassy in 
Reykjavík to protest 

the violent crack-
down on homosex-
uals in Chechnya.
     In April, Rus-
sia n newspaper 
Novaya Gazeta re-
ported that around 
100 gay and bisex-
ual men had been 
rounded up by po-
lice authorities and 

that at least three had been killed.
 “The British foreign minis-
try has confirmed that Ramzan 
Kadyrov, the head of the Chechen 
Republic, has said he wants to 
eliminate homosexuality before 
Ramadan starts on May 26,” said 
Kittý Anderson, international 
spokesperson for Samtökin 78.
 The organisation is calling 
for Icelandic authorities to put 
pressure on their Russian coun-
terparts to begin a formal in-
vestigation and put an end to 
anti-gay violence in the semi-au-
tonomous republic.  
 They have provided authori-
t ies w ith updates about the 
situation and last month for-
eign minister Guðlaugur Þór 
Þórðarsson called for an inves-
tigation into reports of violence.
 “We are in direct contact with 
the European queer rights organ-
isation ILGA-Europe and they have 
been collecting donations to help 
evacuate gay people from Chech-
nya,” Kittý said. “It is also vital 
that an investigation gets under-
way about the situation. We fear 
that if nothing is done it might 
embolden other regions in Rus-
sia to commit similar atrocities.”
 According to Kittý, Icelanders 
can assist by donating to ILGA-
Europe in order to help with the 
evacuation, but also by speaking 
up. She claims that activists in 
Russia follow international news 
closely and that it is vital they 
know “they haven’t been forgotten.”
 The protest started with a 
human chain outside the Rus-
sian embassy at Garðstræti 33, 
and will culminate in a large 
demonstration on the after-
noon of Friday, May 5 at 16:00.
“We want to encourage all Ice-
landers to show up,” she said. 
“This protest is about more than 
just queer rights. This is a chance 
for all Icelanders to come to-
gether and show that we believe 
in human rights and demand 
they be upheld everywhere.” 
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Three protesters demonstrated in front of the 
Russian embassy during the first week of May
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TIME CAPSULE  Iceland has often 
been accused of being one of 
the most culturally appropriative 
countries in the world. While this 
is certainly true to an extent when 
it comes to pop culture, believe it 
or not Iceland really does have a 

culture of its own. If you want to 
see what it looks like, visit the top 
floor of Iðno. 

This space, with its slanted attic 
ceilings, grandma furniture and 
walls festooned with old prints, is 
practically a living museum of a by-
gone age in Iceland. It really comes 
across as the kind of place where 
you settle in with some brandy 

over candlelight with a copy of 
Morgunblaðið folded across your 
lap as you discuss What’s Wrong 
With Young People Today with 
your friends from accounting.
 If you do a little walking around 
the space—and a little walk-
ing is all you can really do—you 
can also check out the old spin-
ning wheel, and the massive toy 
doll collection off in one corner. 
 As such, this isn’t exactly the 
place to come trundling into af-
ter you’re already three sheets to 
the wind. Here, you enjoy your 
drink like a civilised human be-
ing, and talk about things that 
matter. That, or you can just ad-
miring the spinning wheel. 

Spinning Wheels
Iðno's top floor is a bygone wonderland

Not the kind of place for 
rounds of shots
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“Ramzan Kady-
rov, head of 
the Chechen 

Republic, has 
said he wants to 
eliminate homo-
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Ramadan.”
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The Robots Are 
Coming For  
The Elderly

“A project like this could have interesting 
ramifications for specific work environments  
that are highly mechanised and involve little  

to no human interaction.”
 

Words: Alice Demurtas
Photo: Art Bicnick

NEWS It wasn’t long ago that hu-
mans were dreaming of a new 
millennium where life would be 
entirely supported by robots. We 
thought we’d be flying the family 
spaceship to work every morning 
by 2010 or that we’d come home 
to a house kept clean by a shiny, 
beeping humanoid on wheels like 
the Jetsons’.
 Though we’re quite there yet, 
the idea of exploiting technology’s 
full potential to help humans in 
their everyday tasks is quickly 
becoming a reality. Even the film 
industry has decided to give its 
utopian tech world a break in or-
der to explore a more realistic re-
lationship between humans and 
machines. In the meantime, while 
the arts debate its ethical dilem-
mas, public and private institu-
tions invest in introducing this 
kind of technology into real-life 
situations.
 Such is the case with CoCo-
Maps, a project that aims to imple-
ment cognitive map architecture 
in humanoid robots to encourage 
complex interactions between 
robots and humans. The project 
was funded by the European Co-
ordination Hub for Open Robotics 
Development (ECHORD++), which 
bridges the gap between research-
ers and manufacturers to bring 
successful experiments and ideas 
into the market.

Robo-buddy
A project like this could have inter-
esting ramifications for specific 
work environments that are high-
ly mechanised and involve little to 
no human interaction. However, 
CoCoMaps has different plans al-
together. As Þór List,the manag-
ing director of CMLabs (the other 

partner in the CoCoMaps project), 
explains on the phone, CoCoMaps 
expect to implement their robots 
within individuals’ homes in the 
near future, especially in rela-
tion to elder care. “These robots 

could be sold to elderly people who 
spend most of their time alone, 
who perhaps live far away from 
their families or who get turned 
down by senior houses,” Þór says. 
“A system like this would definite-
ly diminish individual costs when 
it comes to caregiving.”
 The concept of machines inter-
acting with people through cog-
nitive maps is not new in itself: 
Honda released its first function-
ing ASIMO humanoid robot in the 
year 2000. However, CoCoMaps 
aims at a more complex kind of 

interaction, wherein the robot is 
required to collaborate with an-
other communicative machine 
and more than one human si-
multaneously, thus encouraging 
social interactions with people 
while completing different physi-
cal tasks. For those unfamiliar 
with cognitive maps, they can be 
seen as mental representations 
used by individuals to learn, store 
and remember information about 
their spatial environment.

Electronic helper
From a physical point of view, the 
robots should be able to make out 
spaces as well as to identify, inter-
act with and manipulate objects. 
They should be able to stop and 
change their focus to other tasks 
or interactions if interruptions 
occur. In a similar way, from a 
verbal point of view, the cognitive 
map supports real-time commu-
nication. Although the machine 
is initially programmed with a se-
ries of modular patterns of behav-
iour, it also learns from the indi-
vidual and the environment. The 
cognitive map allows the comput-
er to speak more naturally rather 
than merely understand simple 
sentences. Furthermore, it allows 
for verbal interruptions and two-
way interaction, instead of simply 
providing answers to a stimulus.
 Finding multiple, trustwor-
thy caregivers can indeed be an 
expensive and time-consuming 
issue. Instead, a humanoid robot 
with the ability to interact and 
help humans in their daily tasks 
could become essential by provid-
ing services that a single human 
caregiver cannot provide at all 
times. Not only it would allow peo-
ple to live in their own homes but 
it would also take note of whether 
the patient has taken his or her 
medicines and provide a consis-
tent 24-hour service. 
 “It would also allow people to 

obtain or retain their social net-
work without having to impose 
themselves physically or finan-
cially, as the robot is able to help 
them organise their social life by 
scheduling calls to family mem-
bers,” Þór affirms enthusiasti-
cally. He adds: “Furthermore, it is 
able to collect and store informa-
tion regarding behaviour changes 
that might be helpful to a doc-
tor, as well as assisting in case of 
emergency by picking up visual or 
vocal inputs and forwarding them 
to a help line.”  
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Þór List is the managing director of CMLabs, 
the other partner in the CoCoMaps project
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Poll: Most 
Icelanders 

Support Equal 
Pay Law

Words: Alice Demurtas
Photo: Art Bicnick

NEWS   Iceland made interna-
tional headlines last month with 
the passage of the so-called “equal 
pay law.” The law itself is complex 
in structure, but one key feature 
is that it would require compa-
nies with 25 employees or more to 
guarantee that male and female 
employees are being paid the same 
wages for the same work. 
 While the law was rife with 
grumblings and objections from 
some (almost entirely male) MPs, 
it turns out that most Icelandic 
voters support the measure.
 According to a new poll from 
Market and Media Research, 60.1% 
of those surveyed were either very 
supportive (36.3%) or rather sup-
portive (23.8%) of the law. By con-
trast, only 20.8% were either rath-
er against (8.4%) or very against 
(12.4%) it, with the remaining 19.2% 
decidedly neutral on the subject.
 To the surprise of absolutely no 
one, the demographic breakdown 
shows more women than men 
support the law. It was also most 
popular amongst those aged 18 to 
29 and, in terms of income, had the 
greatest opposition from those 
making a million ISK or more 
per month. Politically, Progres-
sive Party voters were the most 
opposed, while Left-Greens had 
the highest levels of support. 

Endangered 
Language 

Words: Halldór Armand Ásgeirsson

They’re saying you’re killing our 
language. What do you think 
about that? You and the smart-
phones. You don’t understand 
us, so we speak English to you, 
because we all watched 
‘Baywatch’ undubbed 
as children. What 
happens when 
the Internet of 
Things arrives? 
Will my toilet 
be able to speak 
Icelandic to me? 
Hardly. I will have 
to communicate 
with it using my pre-
cious Baywatch-English, 
asking it to read me a Volvo 
owner’s manual while I release my 
waste into it. And this is the prob-
lem now. In all sincerity and se-
riousness this is causing us wor-
ries. Will globalization try to kill 
our language? Will Facebook and 
the other Guardians of the Future 
try to gradually force us and oth-
ers like us into using English be-

cause, well, it’s more convenient 
for them to conduct their global 
control that way? Or will they see 
the light and try to help us?
 It is true that you hear Eng-
lish everywhere these days and, 
yes, it’s flowing from the lips of 

Icelanders as well. Is it 
because of the smart-

phones? The lack of 
proper Netflix sub-

titles? The media 
is saying we need 
something like a 
billion krónur to 

propel our ancient 
language into the 

digital realm. Will 
that save the language? 

Really? Is the problem re-
ally that Siri thinks I’m asking 

for something called a “pussy 
store” when I’m actually asking 
her to Google “Passíusálmarnir,” 
an epic 17th century collection of 
hymns recounting the history of 
the pain and suffering of our Lord 
and Saviour Jesus Christ? 
 One is tempted to think the 
problem runs a little deeper than 

that. Maybe it’s just the Baywatch-
curse—the other side of the coin 
of learning to speak good English 
at an early age. We could call it 
the Seinfeldization of the Mind. 
It would actually be interesting to 
see research that compared how 
many Icelanders have seen every 
single episode of ‘Seinfeld’ with 
the number who’ve read every 
book by Halldór Laxness. We now 
have generations that are much 
more familiar with something we 
could—rather naively—call “Free 
World Pop Culture” than with 
their own unexciting cultural her-
itage of mud farms, repulsive food 
and stories of poor people. It has 
its downside. Their whole world 
of references, ideas and humour 
comes from the FWPC, and that’s 
why they increasingly use English 
to communicate. It’s not that they 
don’t know or don’t want to speak 
Icelandic or that their smartphone 
is manipulating them into using 
English only, but that their inner 
world can increasingly only—well, 
at least fully—be communicated 
through English. A nice example 
is the word “actually” that now 
seems to be part of common Ice-
landic usage. 
 This is of course the trend ev-
erywhere. We live in a world that 
rejects isolation, which is a neces-
sary ingredient of everything “lo-
cal.” Local is disappearing, that’s 
why it’s been a trend in advertis-
ing for years (“We’re a local nico-
tine gum manufacturer with a 
passion for creating artisan gum 
for addicts using only environ-
mentally friendly and sustain-
able…”). Icelandic will perhaps 
sooner than we think be on the 
Endangered Species list of lan-
guages. Or not. Who knows re-
ally. Right now at least it looks 
destined to become a sad mockery 
of itself. People were saying the 
same thing in the 19th century, 
yea yea I know, but at least they 
didn’t have to worry about the Big 
Leak, when their frequent search-
es for “Pussy Stores” and other 
wonders would come to light. 
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SHOW ME THE MONEY:

Crabs and 
Fraud

Until the mid-to-late 19th century, 
most financial transactions in 
Iceland were conducted in vaðmál 
(homespun wool). However, since 
1922, Iceland has issued its own 
currency, the króna. Iceland never 
being the best at economic stabil-
ity, the króna has lost significant 
value every decade since its initial 
issue, and in 1981 we decided to 
cut a couple of zeros from it, intro-
ducing the current króna. So, let’s 
meet the…

50 Króna Coin
Fishing is one of the main indus-
tries in Iceland, so it is no wonder 
that they’ve chosen to depict vari-
ous sea species on all their coins. 
On the 50 króna is the shore crab. 
This little devil is native to the 
shores of Iceland, but making a 
real nuisance of itself elsewhere. 
It is classed as an invasive spe-
cies, mucking up the ecosystem of 
Australian and American coasts, 
eating all their clams and pissing 
off fishermen, and it’s spreading. 
Could this crab singlehandedly 
bring down the world’s fishing in-
dustry, leading to economic col-
lapse, war, famine and the death 
of society? I have no idea. But it’s 
something to ponder when you 
gather a bunch of your 50 krónas 
together to buy a latte. 

So, What’s It worth?
So, the 50 króna is the least valu-
able coin that actually has some 
value. Because, let’s face it, the 1, 5 
and 10 króna coins are pointless. If 
you look *really* hard you may find 
some sweets on sale for around 50 
króna. Many eco-conscious coffee 
shops in the city also charge you 
50 króna for a takeaway cup. So 
theoretically you could trade this 
coin for an empty paper cup. Alter-
natively, I have it on good author-
ity that, due to the size and weight 
of the coin, it can masquerade as a 
£1 coin in many of the UK’s park-
ing and vending machines. And, as 
50 króna is currently worth £0.35, 
you’ll have made yourself a tidy 
profit (in the form of parking time 
and sweets). So save up your 50s, 
head to Britain, and make it rain. JS
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What would happen if a bunch of 
nerdy intellectuals assembled 
some kind of strip show? Well, we 
would probably have a sexy version 
of the grey wizard, Gandalf himself, 
wouldn’t we? And perhaps some 
raunchy flack for the booming tour-
ism industry in Iceland? In a word, 
you’d probably have something like 
The Reykjavík Kabarett. And we had 
to see it for ourselves.

A few words about the 
sleazy era

Perhaps we need to explain the complex 
relationship Reykjavík has with strip-

ping. The city of Reykjavík legalised strip 
clubs in the late 90s, and it didn’t take 
long for clubs to open on seemingly every 
corner of Reykjavík (and even Kópavogur). 
For a short time we had the most strip 
clubs per person in the world. To be fair, 
Icelanders have always been 
the best in being the best. 
 The situation was out of 
control. So, in the end, the 
city of Reykjavík was fed up 
with horny Icelanders and 
regulations became strict 
again, although we didn’t 
ban strip clubs completely. 
A few of the clubs survived 
in the form of “gentle-
men’s clubs” (the change 
in nomenclature doesn’t 
really fool anyone, except 
perhaps the poor sucker 
who think he’s classy for be-
ing ripped off by strippers).
 One of these clubs, Straw-
berries, was closed few years 
ago amid allegations that 
prostitution was ongoing 
there. The charges were nev-
er definitively proven, but the 
club closed anyway after  the 
tax inspectors had their way 
with it (they always get you 
somehow in the end). And today, the for-
mer location of Strawberries is the host 
of a new era in downtown exhibitionism: 
Reykjavík Kabarett, founded by the for-
mer TV personality Margrét Erla Maack.

CULTURE

Sexy Gandalf And 
Something About 
Abortion  

“This is an 
intellectual 

theatre where 
a different 

bunch of 
people find 
very inter-
esting and 

funny ways 
to express 
humour, 

sexuality,
and even 
opinions 

about abor-
tion.” 

New life, a sexy life, a funny 
life

Which brings us to the sexy life of mod-
ern-day Reykjavík. The Kabarett is an en-
semble of different artists with one thing 
in common: they’re hilariously funny, and 
they’re sexy at the same time. The core of 
the group is Icelandic, though foreign 
performers take part. For example the 
drop-dead gorgeous Wilfredo, who looks 
like a combination of Marty Feldman (the 
one who played Igor in ‘Young Franken-
stein’) and Serge Gainsbourg. And then 
there are hula hoops, a magician and yes, 
a weirdly sexy version of the Grey Wizard 
(I am not ashamed of admitting that). 
 The show is held in the damp cellar 
of the Green Room (Græna herbergið 
at Lækjargata, the former location of 
Strawberries). But the venue is plainly 
too small, because at a recent perfor-
mance, every seat was taken and the air 
was damp and boozy, like the show itself.
 “We are going bigger,” said Margrét Erla 
Maack when I talked to her at intermis-
sion. “But we don’t want to be too big,” she 
added. Well, size doesn’t matter, does it?

Something else 
But the show is getting 
bigger, and it’s getting 
louder. This is the kind of 
theatre Icelanders don’t 
see often, and they’ve 
taken notice of these 
unique performers. Al-
though the Kabarett is a 
raunchy show, it is proba-
bly far-fetched to called it 
a strip show. The correct 
word would be burlesque. 
This is intellectual the-
atre where a different 
bunch of people find very 
interesting and funny 
ways to express humour, 
sexuality—and even 
opinions about abortion.  
 The next show will be 
at Kex Hostel on May 8, 
then it will run weekly 
from June. Grapevine, of 
course, went to the show 

with a photographer to document a 
whole night with this strange bunch. 
You can find more on page 58. 

Before aaaand...

... after.

Margrét Erla Maack (on the right) was 
a TV personality in Iceland and is now 
the director of Reykjavík Kabarett
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BOOK NOW! ON WWW.RE.IS AT YOUR RECEPTION

WE’LL TAKE YOU THERE!Day Tours - All the most exciting places in Iceland



Contact information:

Tel. +354 540 1313 | iceland@grayline.is | grayline.is

THE GOLDEN CIRCLE

Get ready to visit 
Iceland’s most 
popular attractions

AH12 Golden Circle Classic 
daily at 08:30, 09:30 and 10:30
Price: 9,400 ISK
AH11 Golden Circle Express 
daily at 11:00 and 13:00
Price: 8,500 ISK

Over 10 different combination tours available!

BOOK HERE

Varma is dedicated to maintaining 
Icelandic tradition in developing, 
designing and manufacturing quality 
garments and accessories from the 
best Icelandic wool and sheepskin 
shearling.

Varma is available in various 
tourist shops around 
Iceland
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FEATURE

Elín Hansdóttir stands in front 
of a wall of flowers. She exam-
ines them closely, leaning in to 
see the details, her fingers me-
ticulously tracing the edges of 
the petals in each of the pho-
tographs pinned to her studio 
wall. “I’ve become really inter-
ested in still life from the 17th 
and 18th century,” she says. “I 
read somewhere that some of 
these bouquet arrangements 
are assembled—they’re collag-
es of flowers that bloom at dif-
ferent times of the year. So it’s 
fictional.” 

The pictures are source material 
for ‘Simulacra’, a piece that recently 
showed at Iceland’s premier contem-
porary art dealer, i8. Glancing through 
the large windows of the gallery, a 
passerby might not notice the intrin-
sic paradox of the work: a series of pho-
tographs of a large bouquet hanging in 
the same space that is, in reality, occu-
pied by the room’s solid central pillar. 
 Upon closer inspection, it becomes 
apparent that the flowers are an illu-
sion: both the bouquet and the scene 
were hand-painted onto glass, which 
was then positioned in front of the 
camera, creating a fictionalised pho-
tograph of the space.
 “It was a strange show,” laughs Elín. 
“I really enjoyed working on it. For the 
last two years I’ve been obsessed with 
this glass painting method used in 
film. The craft grew during the first 
World War. There was a shortage of 
money and materials to build film 
sets, so the studios built up depart-
ments of people painting photorealis-
tic paintings on little pieces of glass, to 
create these grand backgrounds.”
 “It’s a beautiful attitude towards 
creating something so incredibly 
simple,” she continues. “This moment 
where we suspend our disbelief, set 
rational thought aside, and make a 
pact with ourselves to go with the illu-
sion...” She pauses, and smiles. “That’s 
really interesting.”

WITHOUT LANGUAGE
Elín has made a name for herself over 
the last decade creating disorientating 
interventions like this one, in a variety 
of media. Her studio is littered with 
draft versions and remnants of previ-
ous works, from colourfully painted 
Voronoi tessellations, to the flower 
wall, to crumpled up grids inspired by 
the techniques of pioneering photog-
rapher Eadweard Muybridge.
 “I’ve worked with installation, films 
and photography,” she says. “I’m a Sag-
ittarius who needs to try new things 
out. It’s a risky way of working—some-
times these works succeed in becom-
ing independent from what I have in 
mind. And sometimes they don’t.”
 This open-ended and evolving ap-
proach means that, to some degree, 
Elín starts from square one each time 
a work is completed, and the next be-
gins. Each piece requires a reassess-
ment, refinement, evolution or adap-
tation of her artistic language. But it’s 
a method Elín feels comfortable with.
 “It’s a way of expressing things 
without language,” she says. “A large 
part of our surroundings are text-
based—news, and communication. I 
was so relieved to find a way of com-
municating not through language.” 

STRANGE COUNTRIES
The root of this thinking comes, per-
haps, from her childhood. Elín was 
raised overseas, her parents having 
moved the family to mainland Europe 
when she was two years old. “I grew 
up in another small, strange country 
called Luxembourg, which is very dif-
ferent to Iceland,” she says. “It’s heav-
ily Catholic, very religious, and gender 
roles are quite extreme. In the late 70s 
and early 80s, there was a lot of unem-
ployment in Iceland. They just wanted 

The Known Unknown
Elín Hansdóttir steps outside of everyday life

“I was finishing up, pulling out the plugs, 
creating a darkness as I went”



to try something else.”
 At home, she spoke Icelandic, and at 
school, French, German, English and 
Luxembourgish, meaning Elín has felt 
forever between languages. Both of 
her parents were self-employed—her 
father a violin maker, and her mother 
a creative writing graduate—so Elín 
also grew used to the idea of work-
ing independently. “They controlled 
their own time,” she says. “I got used 
to that way of life, with money coming 
in unevenly. It was very handy for an 
artist—you’d never go into the field, 
otherwise. But I didn’t know anything 
else.”
 Elín also spent a lot of time picking 
things up in her father’s violin work-
shop. “It was in a big castle from the 
Middle Ages,” she smiles. “A beauti-
ful, romantic setting surrounded by 
woods with huge trees. My dad taught 
me to use machinery from an early 
age. His philosophy was that if you 
teach a kid to use a bandsaw when 
they’re six, they’ll understand the se-
riousness and danger of it. I’m certain 
this is one of the reasons that I wasn’t 
afraid of building large things when I 
started out.”
 Having planned to stay there for 
just a couple of years, it was twelve 
before the family returned to Iceland. 

“I think my parents were worried I’d 
become a Luxembourger,” Elín laughs. 
They moved into a place on Ingólf-
stræti. As luck would have it, a new 
gallery was opening on the square. 
 “It was the i8 gallery,” says Elín. 
“We got to know Edda Jónsdóttir, the 
lady running it. We were there every 
day. I had an interest in art, and start-
ed working there 
on weekends. I was 
paid in artwork, and 
I could read all the 
magazines, and look 
at the books. From 
there, studying art 
happened naturally.”

MORE CRITICAL
Elín applied for the 
foundation course at Iceland’s Acad-
emy of Arts. The course was undergo-
ing a rethink at the time, and didn’t re-
quire students to specialise in a single 
discipline. It was perfect for Elín, who 
was already curious and exploratory in 
nature. “I’ve never chosen a medium,” 
she says. “It just depends on my inter-
ests at the time. Which also makes me 
an amateur in many things, rather 
than a specialist in one.” 
 “There were some frustrations,” 
she smiles, “but I was twenty, so being 

frustrated is normal. I realised after a 
couple of years that I was craving more 
critical thinking. And I got that in Ber-
lin.”
 The MA course at KHB Weissensee 
in Berlin was a stark contrast with the 
open nature of art education in Reyk-
javík. “What I admire in Iceland is this 
‘get up and go, no fear, just do and see 

what happens’ energy,” says Elín. “But 
there’s also a lack of critical thinking. 
In Germany it was very different: my 
fellow students on the MA had been 
studying for five years and maybe 
never had an exhibition. They were 
waiting for their ideas to become rock 
solid. It was good to find balance, and 
have access to both worlds.”

WHITE TUNNEL
As she approached the final year of 
her studies in 2005, Elín was commis-

sioned by Reykjavík Arts Festival. The 
curator was Jessica Morgan from the 
Tate Modern, and rather than basing 
the event in downtown Reykjavík, she 
decided to spread the artists all over 
Iceland. Elín’s show would take place 
in Ísafjörður in a large 1890s building 
called The Edinburgh House. Inside a 
corrugated iron exterior the house was 
under renovation, resulting in a raw, 
cavernous space.
 Elín had some cash on hand from 
selling an apartment, and decided to 
go all-in on the project. “I had the op-
portunity to do something in a huge 
space—and I went for it!” she ex-
claims. “I was like: ‘Mum, Dad, I’d like 
to spend a million króna on plywood 
and screws, do you mind?’ But they 
said, ‘Go for it, girl!’ That’s real sup-
port.”
 She assembled a group of collabo-
rators, including two architects, a 
sound artist and a vocalist, and head-
ed for Ísafjörður. The team stayed in a 
tiny rented apartment for six weeks, 
through a snowy, stormy spring, shar-
ing a room and working day and night 
on Elín’s idea: a 150 metre-long zig-
zagging tunnel environment, with 
brightly lit walls. 
 “We were endlessly walking along 
the tunnel,” Elín recalls, “and no mat-
ter how many times we walked this 
distance, we never knew where we 
were. If you forgot a tool somewhere, 
there was no way to remember. The 
distance seemed to expand.”

COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT
During its construction, Elín had little 
idea what the outcome would be. “It 
was an experiment,” she states. “I just 
knew what dimensions I wanted, and 
the lighting, and to have it as white as 
possible. You walked in and reached 
the end, expecting to see something 
around the corner… but there was 
another corner, then another, then 
another. You got the feeling of being 
snowblind. There were no reference 
points, and it became a projection 
screen for your own thoughts.”
 The results were a surprise even to 
the artist. “The piece took on a life of 
its own,” says Elín, “and became some-
thing, without me directing it in that 
way. That’s very exciting to me—when 
you make decisions, one step at a time, 
but in the end it becomes something 
completely independent.”
 One of the difficulties for early ca-
reer artists to create such work is the 
sheer logistical challenge. Elín re-
members a different atmosphere in 
2005, before the financial collapse. 
“The festival opening was so deca-
dent,” she says. “It was an airplane ride 
around the island, from Ísafjörður to 
Akureyri to Egillstaðir to Vestman-
naeyjar, with the politicians and art-
ists and curators all getting gradually 
more drunk. It was fun.” 
 The success of the piece was a 
breakthrough for Elín. “It opened my 
eyes to a world where a space can move 

you, literally and mentally, without 
telling a story,” she says. “After that I 
knew anything was possible.”

NEW PATH
Whilst constructing the tunnel, Elín 
happened upon another idea. Fin-
ishing work one night, she walked 
its length, gradually turning out the 
lights, when something unexpected 
caught her attention. “I was finishing 
up, pulling out the plugs, creating a 
darkness as I went,” she says. “I came 
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“I think art is a social force, not 
this hierarchical, market-driven 
place. We all own these spaces. 

They should be a place we all have 
the right to use, to question these 

systems that we have put up.”

“A lot of what we experience in daily life, 
we expect to happen… it’s interesting 

trying to shake up the usual way of 
seeing things.”
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to a sharp corner where there was a 
fantastic lighting situation. It was 
bright enough to see the structure, but 
dark enough for the edges to blur out 
and disappear. I had no sense of dis-
tance, and it fascinated me.”
 That moment would become the 
trigger for another large scale work 
that came to fruition three years later 
at the Maribel Lopez Gallery in Berlin, 
entitled ‘Path’. Visitors would ring the 
doorbell, and enter an unexpected and 
discombobulating corridor, dimly lit 
through horizontal and vertical slits. 
“The lighting created a shadow play,” 
says Elín. “Once your eyes adjusted, 
you’d start seeing the structure. Ev-
erything got inverted—you might 
think you’re supposed to turn right, 
then walk into the wall. People came 
out the same door they went in, but 

thought they were on the other side of 
the building.”
 The piece travelled next to Iceland’s 
National Gallery, tripled in both scale 
and, as it would turn out, in effect. 
“One person broke through the wall 
and ran out of the fire escape,” says 
Elín. “They never found them. Anoth-
er—a renowned writer, Þór Vilhjálms-
son—kicked through the wall. He was 
a critic, and a black belt. He was so 
angry. He didn’t think this was art, he 
thought it was bullshit. It was a won-
derful response.”

EMBRACING THE UNKNOWN
This momentary escape from real-
ity—when the viewer is taken by sur-
prise by a visual effect, an architectur-
al interference, or the realisation that 
they’re looking at something other 
than they first thought—is a thread 
that runs throughout Elín’s work.
 “It’s like waking up,” says Elín. 
“That’s what interests me: figuring 
out situations that can surprise us. 
A lot of what we experience in daily 
life, we expect to happen. We lose our 
sense of alertness—walking down 
a stair, knowing you’ll turn left and 
walk down a hill. It’s interesting try-
ing to shake up the usual way of seeing 
things. It has a lot to do with embrac-
ing the unknown, whatever that is. 
Even I don’t know what these works 
will produce or what kind of experi-
ences they will be.”
 Producing such experiences touch-

es on some bigger questions, such as 
how able we are to navigate the unfa-
miliar, how we cope with change, and 
even, through the widest possible lens, 
how we relate to death. “I like to think 
about that bigger picture,” says Elín. 
“What I experienced in the dark space 
of ‘Path’ was that, because there was 
nothing to focus on visually, all the 
attention was drawn 
to myself, and my 
thoughts, my fears—
everything. The envi-
ronment draws atten-
tion to yourself.” 

THE COLLAPSE
This theme was 
echoed again in ‘Par-
allax’, a piece made in 
2009. Whilst prepar-
ing for an exhibition at 
the Reykjavík Art Mu-
seum, Elín was con-
fronted by the realities 
of Iceland’s financial 
collapse. “I was really 
confused,” she explains. “I didn’t want 
to just exhibit something, given what 
has just happened.”
 The situation made her ask some 
core questions about the value and 
purpose of art, especially in con-
trast to other government-funded 
programmes like healthcare. “I was 
thinking about the role of museums, 
and asking what their purpose was,” 
Elín recalls. “So I decided to draw at-
tention to the space itself, and its po-
tential as a place to discuss these is-
sues in society.”
 The resulting artwork was based 
on a photograph of a house in Haf-
narfjörður, taken by her father in the 
70s, in which a modern frontage was 
placed over a traditional wooden house 
in an ineffective attempt to mask what 
lay behind. 
 “It felt so symbolic for Iceland,” says 
Elín. “It’s so surreal to put up a mod-
ernistic front and not consider that if 
you take five steps to the right, you see 
the old wooden house. It’s symbolic for 
the superficiality of image.”
 The piece also contained a room 
that appeared normal on the accom-
panying live video feed, until someone 
moved through the space, at which 
point a perspective trick was revealed. 
“I was really interested in scale, and 
shifts of scale, and power relations,” 
says Elín, “and how they can smoothly 
change without you noticing.”
 The show also brought home the 
power of art as a driver for grass-
roots discourse. “I think art is a social 
force,” says Elín, “not this hierarchi-
cal, market-driven place. We all own 
these spaces. They should be a place 

we all have the right to use, to question 
these systems that we have put up.”

BRICK SPIRAL
Elín came face to face with the socio-
political and socioeconomic aspects of 
art again in 2012 when, during a resi-
dency in a village in Morocco, she was 
invited to take part in the Marrakech 

Biennale. The cura-
tors were from outside 
of the country, and 
wanted to connect the 
artists with locals in 
downtown Marrakech.
 “It was a beau-
tiful idea,” says Elín, 
“but I wondered if 
they’d be able to pull it 
off without being pa-
tronising towards the 
locals. I said I wanted 
to make a project in 
the village where I 
lived. It was problem-
atic at first, but in the 
end they realised what 

I wanted to do and supported it.”
 Elín had arrived with just a very 
basic toolbox, but took the challenge 
head-on. She enlisted eight local ma-
sons from the village, where houses 
were constructed from sunbaked mud 
bricks. “It’s a very different culture,” 
she recalls. “Men and women don’t eat 
together, they eat in separate rooms. 
There are strict rules on gender roles 
and how you behave in public. It wasn’t 
easy for me to come in—a blonde for-
eign woman with blue eyes—and hire 
eight men, tell them what to do, and 
try to gain their trust.”
 Between Elín’s French language 
skills and lots of improvisation, she 
got the workmen on board to create 
a tall spiral of mud brick walls with 
large mirrors on the inside. “They 
asked about why I was doing it, and 
who it was for,” says Elín. “I was fac-
ing the fact that the cost of the piece 
was the same as they earned in a year, 
and these people are struggling to feed 
their kids. It raised heavy questions 
about why I was doing it. For me, the 
work became about the process of be-
ing confronted with these questions of 
purpose.”
 Elín fondly remembers the atten-
tion of some local children during the 
spiral’s construction. On the first day, 
three showed up, then ten. Soon Elín 
and the workmen were surrounded 
daily by up to fifty local children, all 
fascinated by what was happening. 
“They didn’t know what I was doing, 
and neither did I,” smiles Elín. “In the 
end, the spiral became a place to meet. 
It was a magnet—an excuse to start a 
dialogue. And that’s what’s most im-
portant.”

CLUES APPEAR
Once again, Elín had succeeded in 
starting an experimental process that 
yielded unexpected results. 
 “Each piece teaches me something 
through the process of making it,” she 
says. “I often don’t understand the 
works until many years later. I don’t 
have that distance yet, somehow. I feel 
like I’m in my teenage years of creating 
work, and I don’t think there’ll come a 
time when it all becomes clear. I don’t 
have an aim, really—I look forward to 
the surprises. Projects are more like 
gifts that open up ways of living and 
thinking.”
 “It’s an adventure,” she finishes. 
“Like trekking on a map that’s just 
white. And as you go along, the land-
scape builds up around you gradually, 
and clues appear. And I’ll probably 
never figure it out, in the end.”
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Myrkfælni (a noun meaning fear of 
the dark) is a new and exciting dis-
tribution company for Icelandic al-
ternative music that aims to build 
bridges between avant-garde scenes 
in Iceland and abroad. Myrkfælni is 
lead by musician Sólveig Kristjáns-
dóttir (from Kælan Mikla) and 
graphic designer Kinnat Sóley. They 
just put out their first compilation, 
‘Myrkfælni 1’, featuring the cream of 
the crop of Icelandic music from the 
margins. It’s a very diverse package 
covering the whole spectrum of alter-
native music from punk to ambient, 
doom metal, experimental hip-hop, 
poetic post-punk and other niche 
genres that have yet to be defined. 
 One of our favourite tracks from 
the comp is a new song by Andi, who 
put out one of the best LPs of last 

year, a self-titled cassette released 
by Lady Boy Records. The song, 
called “Samráð” (“Consultation”), 
is a jittery electro cut with spar-
kling synthesizer lines bouncing off 
each other but always progressing, 
maintaining melodic momentum 
through the whole song. Other high-
lights include the ice-cold new wave 
of Kælan Mikla, the rolling sass of 
rapstress Countess Malaise and the 
Kraftwerk-on-mushrooms insanity 
that is “Milljón Ára,” by Kuldaboli.

�����
Myrkfælni have also recently success-
fully crowdfunded a print magazine 
they are going to publish in English, so 
watch out for those in the near future.
 Mammút, the mainstays of the 
Icelandic indie rock scene, just re-

turned with a brand new single called 
“Breathe into Me,”the first song off 
the upcoming album ‘Kinder Ver-
sions’, their follow-up to ‘Komdu 
til mín svarta systir’ from 2013. On 
“Breathe into Me,” the band contin-
ues with the dark soundscape they 
are known for, adding a little bit of 
psychedelic influences. ‘Kinder Ver-
sions’ will be the group’s first album 
in English. We look forward to it! 
 Dinosaur Jr., one of the most in-
fluential alternative rock bands of 
the 90s, will play a show in Harpa Sil-
furberg on July 22. Ticket sales open 
on Thursday May 11. We were lucky 
to see them play Primavera last sum-
mer and can safely say that it was 
one of our favorite shows of last year. 
Expect guitar wizardry by the bar-
relful and fireworks of feedback! 

Drama Queens
Reykjavíkurdætur take to the stage at Borgarleikhúsið

Reykjavíkurdætur, the thirteen-strong 
feminist rap group, are taking the 
world by storm. After performing at 
London’s WOW (Women of the World) 
Festival, they were scouted by BBC Ra-
dio One’s Huw Stephens. “Wowed, as 
it were, by their performance, Huw in-
vited them to perform on his high-pro-
file show, following in the footsteps of 
the likes of Beyoncé and Kanye West, 
whose portraits loom down from the 
studio walls. This is a big deal.
  Hot off this success, the Daughters 
of Reykjavík are back in town, prepar-
ing for their next venture: performing 
at the Borgarleikhúsið theatre, one 
of the city’s most prestigious cultural 
venues. “It’s very exciting,” Steinunn 
Jonsdòttir, one-thirteenth of Reykja-
víkurdætur, tells me. “The head of the 
theatre basically just gave us permis-

sion to do whatever we want.”  
 

Same Energy
Reykjavíkurdætur are, first and fore-
most, a rap group, but this show utilis-
es the strong performance background 
of many of the group’s members. “We 
are going to make our theatre dreams 
come true!” laughs Steinunn. “This is 
a new experience and new ground for 
us. But we’re still the same group, with 
that same energy.”
 But this energy is being managed 
in a slightly different format to their 
usual rap gigs. Whereas their perfor-
mances are usually an equal collabora-
tive effort, for this show they’ve decid-
ed to utilise their various individual 
strengths. Kolfinna Nikulásardóttir, 
who has a degree in performing arts, 
is taking the role of director; Jóhanna 

Rakel, who is studying fine art, is in 
charge of costumes and set design; 
and Salka Valsdóttir, a student sound 
engineer, is taking the role of music 
director.
 

Fun Feminism
I ask Steinunn what people can expect 
from this performance. “Well, there’s 
not that much rap. It’s more theatre 
and music,” she says “It will give peo-
ple a different insight into our group, 
we’re really opening up in this piece, 
so people can get to know us in a new 
way.” Reykjavíkurdætur are famous 
for their unashamedly feminist and 
highly politicised lyrics, and I wonder 
whether the different insight Steinunn 
promises will continue on this theme. 
“We are political because we’re tak-
ing up a space that was not meant for 
us,” she replies. “This show touches on 
everything we see around us and the 
society we live in. But it’s also fun.” 
Steinunn pauses and laughs. “Don’t 
worry, it’s not just a seminar about 
feminism.”
 

Fluidity
I’m trying to get my head around what 
exactly to expect. “Are you telling a 
chronological story?” I ask. Steinunn 
thinks for a while and then says, “The 
show definitely has form. There is 
a script that we’ve written, and ev-
erything happens within this world 
we’ve created. But there’s not an obvi-
ous narration as such. It’s more fluid 
than that.”
  Either Steinunn finds it difficult to 
fully describe their creation, or she is 
keeping her cards close to her chest, 
not wanting to give anything away. Ei-
ther way, I’m intrigued to see what this 
badass group of women have come up 
with. Much like the group themselves, 
it’s sure to be unforgettable.
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Money, Ca$h, Loans...
FOKK LÍN!

May 5, 20:00, Gaukurinn, 1.500 ISK

After being accepted to the Cours 
Florent acting program in Paris, 
Telma Huld Jóhannesdóttir ap-
plied for a student loan from LÍN. 
Unfortunately, she was denied. 
Undeterred, Thelma decided she 
would raise the money herself, 
and is starting her fundraising 
with this jam-packed concert at 
Gaukurinn. Featuring a crazy 
lineup with acts like Cyber, Svar-
ta Solla, Fever Dream, Tiny, and 
Alvia Islandia, this concert might 
actually make you say, uh, not fuck 
LÍN. How else would we see all 
these people in the same place at 
the same time? HJC

*Insert Australia Joke*
An Evening With Jono Duffy

May 5, May 10, 20:30              
Tjarnarbíó, 2.500 ISK

Jono Duffy (aka Jonathan Duff) is 
the only gay Australian comedian 
in Iceland—the only one! Known 
for cutting social commen-
tary, jokes about crabs, poignant 
thoughts on Icelandic grammar 
and a love of Páll Óskar, Jono will 
show you a  new side of Iceland. 
Even more fabulously, he will be 
joined by a plethora of guest stars 
ranging from drag performers to 
C-list Icelandic celebrities. We’re 
crossing our fingers for Páll Ós-
kar.  HJC

None So Vile...
Reykjavík Deathfest 2017

May 12-14, 21:00,                       
Gaukurinn, 9.000 ISK 

Reykjavík Deathfest is the only 
festival in Iceland dedicated only 
to Death Metal. Headlined this 
year by the Canadian technical 
death metal monoliths Cryptopsy 
and featuring Icelandic favourites 
like Severed and Grit Teeth, it’ll 
be the perfect mix to get you head-
banging. Never been to a metal 
show before? Don’t worry—though 
leather clad and bearded, metal-
heads are some of the friendliest 
people you’ll ever meet.  HJC



Afraid Of  
The Dark
Iceland’s underground music reaches the surface  

 
Words: Steindór Grétar Jónsson      Photos: Ulfar Loga 

The word “myrkfælni” translates 
as “fear of darkness”—apropos for 
the tension-filled music presented 
by MYRKFÆLNI, a new under-
ground music organisation cel-
ebrating Iceland’s grittier genres. 
The group has announced the 
launch of an international maga-
zine of the same name, aimed at 
promoting the local underground 
scene. 
 “ We  f i r s t  g o t 
this idea at a black 
meta l festiva l in 
Portugal,” says Kin-
nat Sóley, one half 
of the team behind 
t he projec t .  “We 
went to this record 
store and the guy 
had a bunch of black 
metal fanzines that 
some dudes ju st 
made themselves. 
They’d glued every-
thing copy together by hand—real 
DIY.” Then it hit them: they should 
start a magazine of their own. 
 Sólveig Matthildur Kristjáns-
dóttir is the other half of MYRK-
FÆLNI, and a member of synth-
punk trio Kælan Mikla. “There’s 
so much great underground music 
in Iceland, but the platform for 
exporting it is missing,” she says. 
They quickly set about rectifying 
the situation, starting up a Karoli-
na Fund crowdfunding campaign. 
“We’ve been touring with Kælan 
Mikla for two weeks all over Eu-
rope,” says Sólveig, “and the whole 
time we’ve been on 3G internet in 
the car, promoting the campaign 
non-stop.”

Unlimited Fernet Branca
The two Berlin-based expats, 
dressed in the standard all black, 
are fired up about the project 
when we meet up at a vegan café 
in Berlin’s Neukölln neighbour-
hood. Having released their first 
M Y RK FÆLNI compi lation on 

Easter Sunday—featuring mu-
sic by bands like Godchilla, Lord 
Pusswhip and, of course, Kælan 
Mikla—they’re around halfway to 
their €3,300 goal for the magazine.
 “Our main objective is promot-
ing Icelandic underground mu-
sic abroad, and the MYRKFÆLNI 
magazine is a way to do that,” says 
Kinnat. The rewards for partici-

pants vary from a 
copy of the f irst 
issue or compila-
tion, to the one-off 
option—priced at 
€1500—for a party 
with the two found-
ers,  who’ l l  of fer 
their benefactor a 
home cooked vegan 
meal and as much 
Fernet Branca as 
they can drink. “Ev-
ery campaign has 
one crazy reward,” 

says Solveig, “so this is what we 
came up with.”
 The amount of unorthodox 
music coming from an island of 
330,000 is teeming, and demand 
for it growing, they feel. It fits 
with the scene’s inquisitive cul-
ture. “People go to concerts fea-
turing Icelandic bands abroad, and 
if there’s someone selling mer-
ch—CDs with Icelandic minimal 
wave—people want it,” Sólveig 
says. Kinnat agrees that there’s a 
niche, but also a substantial mar-
ket for their kind of music. “Some 
people just showed up and asked 
for one of each CD,” she says. “They 
just trust that it’s good. There’s a 
practice of supporting the bands 
in underground scenes like this. 
When we played the more punk 
venues, we sold more merch.”

None more dark
The music distributed by MYRK-
FÆLNI, as well as on Sólveig’s own 
label Hið Myrka Man (“The Dark 
Woman”) is diverse, but shares a 
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certain attitude. The girls have 
a hard time expressing exactly 
what defines their scene, but they 
know it when they hear it. “I’ve 
been thinking a lot about this,” 
says Kinnat. “On our compilation 
there’s downtempo electronica, 
then a super fast punk track, and 
somehow it makes sense. It ’s 
something darker.”
 Sólveig notes the prevalence 
of synths, and a punk aesthetic. 
“There’s so much new synth punk 
stuff like Hatari coming out,” she 
says, “and we also want to reach 
the black metal scene and involve 
it more. There’s also loads of 
solo electronic projects, and noir 
experimental electronica, and 
almost-hip-hop like Lord Puss-
whip.”
 The lineup of Sólveig’s pop-up 
festival Myrkramakt—another 
name invoking darkness—also 
blended genres together with 

reckless abandon. “Even if there’s 
an alternative scene in Iceland, 
it’s not just punk kids coming to 
the shows,” says Kinnat. “It’s all 
kinds of people. There are only, 
like, three venues in Reykjavík 
anyway—Dillion, Gaukurinn and 
Húrra—so people just turn up 
whenever there’s a show.”

Based on Earth
Sólveig and Kinnat moved to Ber-
lin in the fall, Sólveig to study 
music production and Kinnat to 
intern at a design studio. On top of 
that, Sólveig strong-armed a band-
member—bassist Margrét Rósa—
into joining them two months ago. 
“I just bought a ticket for her, one-
way,” she says. “Like: You are now 
moving to Berlin!”
 Despite their love for the city, 
they miss the accessibility of the 
vibrant Icelandic music scene. “I 
was always putting on concerts in 
Iceland,” says Solveig, “but if I did 
it here I’d probably have to keep at 
it for three years before more than 
ten people show up. If I had an idea 
like opening a vegan café, it prob-
ably already exists, because the 
city has everything. It’s not great 
for starting out.”
 With two-thirds of the band 
now based in Berlin, Kælan Mikla 
just completed a European tour, 
followed by a second leg through 
Spain, with the south of France 
coming up in May. Their summer 
and fall will include an EP release 
and festival performances, cul-
minating with Iceland Airwaves. 
“In Iceland, Kælan would never be 
considered pop,” says Sólveig, “but 
in Berlin it’s almost mainstream, 
regular, out-in-the-open music.”
 “MYRKFÆLNI isn’t specifically 
based in Berlin though,” says Kin-
nat. “More like based on Earth,” 
Sólveig laughs.

Getting out there
Despite their doomy branding, 
there's no darkness in Sólveig and 
Kinnat's demeanour, as they pas-
sionately make the passionate case 
for the style of music they love. 
“In the magazine we’ll cover the 
underground labels and festivals,” 
says Kinnat, “focusing on upcom-
ing releases, and interviews with 
musicians.”
 “I don’t mean to take shots at 
certain genres, but most of the 
support for Icelandic musicians 
goes to bigger acts,” says Sólveig. 
“The other, more interesting stuff 
doesn’t get out there as much. I 
want to get people out here to play. 
We have a wide network of con-
tacts in Europe, Mexico, the US 
and Japan.”
 Distribution for the magazine 
has been lined up in five conti-
nents. “People are hyped,” says 
Sólveig. “Next, we can plan like a 
ten-stop tour for our bands. The 
hardest thing for up-and-coming 
bands is to book gigs, and get in 
touch with people. You can’t just 
Google ‘punk venue Berlin,’ and 
this is where we can help.”
 “It took me six months to book a 
two-week tour for Kælan, and now 
it’s just over,” Sólveig concludes. 
“We could arrange swap deals with 
different cities. There are many 
possibilities. Oh man. I’m so ex-
cited for this!”
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Taste the
best of Iceland

ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST 
Starts with a shot of the infamous Icelandic 
spirit Brennívín

Followed by 7 delicious tapas 
• Smoked puffin with blueberry“brennivín” sauce

• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa

• Lobster tails baked in garlic

• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with lobster-sauce

• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina

• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce

And for dessert 
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion    
 fruit coulis

late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends
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The New Hverfisgata
Reykjavík’s second street has reinvented itself

 
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen & John Rogers   
Photos: Art Bicnick & Timothée Lambrecq

Hverfisgata, the street that runs 
paral lel to the main strip of 
Laugavegur, used to be consid-
ered the “Reykjavík ghetto,” but 
has recently been smartened up, 
with new shops and restaurants 
springing up on a regular basis. 
Here’s a guide to the places you 
should check out on the city’s up-
and-coming second street.

Essensia
Hverfisgata 6

This fancy new restaurant has 
a decadent interior, a cocktail 
bar, huge windows and an Ital-
ian-themed menu. It’s quiet and 
relaxed during the week, but be-
comes pretty packed with the older 
Reykjavík crowd at peak time, so 
make a reservation if you go at the 
weekend.

Hverfisgata 12
Hverfisgata (you guessed it) 12

This cosy restaurant has become a 
firm locals favourite. Downstairs, 
the restaurant serves creatively 
topped pizzas, with a bar room to 
perch at for a pint or a cocktail. 
Upstairs is Mikkeller & Friends, 
a craft beer bar pouring imported 
brews like sour ales, double IPAs, 
and dark-as-night stouts and por-
ters.

Julia & Julia
Hverfisgata 15

Julia & Julia took over the café of 
the city’s Culture House this year, 
giving it a bottle-green facelift 
and introducing a daily menu of 
homemade soups, snacks, and—
the star of the show—cakes. It’s 

the perfect spot for a glass of bub-
bly (on offer on Wednesday and 
Sunday).

 Mat Bar
Hverfisgata 26

Mat Bar opened earlier this year, 
and was an instant hit. The in-
terior is a departure from the 
reclaimed-wood-and-animal-fur 
trend, with big mirrors, a deli 
counter, and a shiny ‘n’ new vibe. 
The menu is Italian-themed, but 
with a worldly feel—try the basil 
and pisco cocktails, arancini balls, 
smoked almonds, and the excel-
lent tasting menu.

Geiri Smart
Hverfisgata 30

If any place in the city could rival 
cocktail megaliths like Death & 
Company or Employees Only, it’s 
Geiri Smart, where the bartend-
ers let you smell their handmade 
bitters before dipping your glass 
in absinthe for extra pizazz. The 
music is chill, and the couches 
cushy, so settle in for a night your 
tastebuds won’t forget. 

Wind & Weather Gallery
Hverfisgata 37

This eye-catching street gallery 
is a large window with regularly 
changing exhibitions, visible day 
and night, whatever the weather. 
Sometimes you’ll see odd sculp-
tures peering out onto the street, 
and others you might catch a live 
performance, a video projection, 
or an intriguing installation. 

Húrra Reykjavík
Hverfisgata 50 & 78

Húrra Reykjavík (not to be con-
fused with the music venue Húrra) 
changed the game of Reykjavík 
fashion. They were the first in Ice-
land to offer á la mode streetwear 
like Stüssy, Champion, and Adidas, 
and by doing so, created a fashion 
frenzy. Kids have camped in front 
of the store for new Yeezys. Trump 
might not have “made America 
great again,” but Húrra Reykjavík 
has made Reykjavík streetwear 
great again.

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

Options used to be limited for 
Reykjavík’s vegans, with one or 
two menu items here and there. 
Enter Kaffi Vínyl. With mis-
matched chairs and crates full of 
records, it’s the Portland dream in 
downtown Reykjavík. Standouts 
include the lasagne and Kawaii 
sandwich—order one with extra 
Oomph. You won’t regret it. 

Bismút
Hverfisgata 82

The newest kid on the block is 
Bismút, a new gallery café right 
at the top of the street. It’s a fam-
ily-run place—the owners live up-
stairs—and with gourmet coffee 
and big windows, it’s the perfect 
spot for a bit of chilling and taking 
in Hverfisgata street life.
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Best place to end the night

Paloma 
Naustin 1-3
Ending the night in Reykjavík 
usually means an afterparty, 
so where you end up before that 
tends to be the bottom of the 
barrel. Paloma’s basement is 
literally at the bottom of town 
and it’s truly the place to cap 
off an evening. “It’s the only 
place I end up,” said one panel-
ist. “It’s pretty grimy, and you 
can go upstairs or downstairs, 
or over to Húrra—it’s really 
easy to hang there.” One usu-
ally doesn’t have to battle long 
lines because the place is so big, 
and you’re basically guaranteed 
a fun messy time.

Best Art Museum

The National 
Gallery
Fríkirkjuvegur 7
Iceland’s National Gallery sits 
on the shore of the town pond, 
Tjörnin. Our panel praised its 
“interesting mix of older in-
ternational exhibitions, often 
from Nordic and older Icelandic 
artists, alongside people like 
Jeff Koons, Louise Bourgeois 
and fairly out-there contem-
porary stuff.” They also liked 
the museum’s “interesting mix 
of provocative new work and 
20th century Icelandic work 
that isn’t on display at other 
museums.” It’s a labyrinthine 
network of spaces where you 
could easily spend an afternoon.

THE NEW 
LEGEND
NEW VERSIONS OF THE 
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

INGÓLFSTORG



Perfect Day
A face of the downtown scene tells us how to spend a perfect day in Reykjavík

Reykjavík Map

Vital Info

Places We Like Best Of Reykjavík

May 5 - 18

In Your 
Pocket

Oskar Þór Arngrimsson
DJ & sound engineer

Oskar Þór is a sound engineer and a 
face-around-town, often seen play-
ing an eclectic mash-up of music 
under the name DJ Z. Here, he tells 
us how he’d spend a perfect day in 
Reykjavík.

First thing in the morning:

There is no first thing in the 
morning—I’m usually sleeping 
until eleven. But the first thing I 
do is to make coffee. It's always a 
slow pour, so I take my time doing 
that. I also try to make hummus 
two or three times a week, so my 
favorite breakfast place is here at 
home, with my girlfriend and two 
cats. Usually I listen to some cosy 
podcast while making the break-
fast. If I’m in a good mood I get my 
bread from Brauð & Co. next door—
their sourdough bread is a killer. 

At noon: 

After I messed up my ankle play-
ing basketball, I needed a new 
sport, so me and my friend Emil 

play tennis a few times a week. 
Well, we try at least. It’s so much 
fun—I fell in love with the sport 
this winter and recommend it for 
everyone that needs a nice sport 
to play. 

In the afternoon:  

I usually have some 
work to do, at home, 
o r  a t  m y  s t u d i o 
Hljóðverk in Árbær 
where I do post-pro-
duction. But it ’s a 
perfect day fantasy, 
so I don’t have to work 
today. I’d rather have 
a long walk along Sæ-
braut. I have always 
been super attract-
ed to the ocean—it 
calms me dow n. A 
h idden gem, close 
to Kirkjusandur, is 
Hrafn Gun n laugs-
son's garden. Hrafn 
has been collecting 
all sorts of sculptures 
over the years, and has made it 
into his own unique wonderland. 
I’ve never been yelled at by Mr. 
Gunnlaugsson, so I keep going 

there to enjoy the best view in 
Reykjavík. It’s perfect for mean-
ingful conversations about life, 
death and cats. From there I would 
walk to Laugardalslaug for a swim 
and some relaxing hot tub/sauna 
chill. Then I would like to have 
some drinks at Kaffibarinn before 
dinner. It’s my home away from 
home. 

For dinner: 

I would go to Ban Thai. The food 
there is so amazing. By far the 
best Thai food in Iceland. My girl-
friend and I always bring a small 
chess table with us, because you 
have to wait a while for the food, 
but it's always worth it. If I was 
going out with friends, the pizza 
place at Hverfisgata 12 is a favou-
rite—good food, nice staff, and 
the best cocktails. They also have 
DJs on weekends, and that's always 
a good thing. 

In the heat of the night: 

If I’m not DJing I would start the 
night at Bravó. It's 
the perfect place to 
have a beer and play 
some cards. Then 
usually I would go 
to Ba r A na na s—
they shake some of 
the meanest cock-
tails, and the vibe is 
good. I would prob-
ably end the night 
back at Kaffibarinn, 
where I dance and 
have more mean-
ingless conversa-
t ion s about l i fe, 
death and cats. If it 
were a Sunday, my 
absolute favourite 
would be “Svartir 
Sunnudagar” at Bíó 
Paradís—a Sunday 

film club that screens cult classics.

     SHARE:   gpv.is/tw07

Venues
The numbers on the right (i.e. E4) tell you 
position on the map on the next page 
Austur
Austurstræti 7 D3

B5
Bankastræti 5 E4

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18 E5

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28 E5

Bíó Paradís 
Hverfisgata 54 E5 

Bjarni Fel 
Austurstræti 20 E4

Bravó
Laugavegur 22 E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b E5

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 E5 

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 E4 

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 E5

Dubliner 
Naustin 1-3 D3 

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18 D3 

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 D3

Gaukurinn 
Tryggvagata 22 D3 
 
Green Room

Lækjargata 6a  E4

Hressó
Austurstræti 20 D3

Húrra 
Naustin  D3

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 E7

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 E4

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76 E6

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22 E5

Loft 
Bankastræti 7 E4

Paloma
Naustin  D3 

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 E4

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 F5

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 D3

Ölsmiðjan 
Lækjargata 10 E3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 E5

Tivoli bar 
Hafnarstræti 4  D3

Museums & Galleries 
ART67
Laugavegur 67   F7
Open 09-21

ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41   G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2   B1
Open 09-21

Ásgrimur Jónsson 
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 G4
Mon-Fri through Sep 1

Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16 E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17

Better Weather 
Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41 E6

The Culture House
Hverfisgata 15   
Open daily 10–17 E5

The Einar Jónsson  
Museum
Eiriksgata   G5
Tue–Sun 14–17

Ekkisens
Bergstaðast. 25b  F4

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A   H10
M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16 

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34,  
Hafnarfjörður

Hannesarholt 
Grundarstígur 10   F4

Hitt Húsið  
Pósthússtræti 3-5   D4

Hverfisgallerí 
Hverfisgata 4 D4

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16   D3
Tue–Fri 11–17, 
Sat 13–17 and by 
appointment. 

The Penis Museum
Laugavegur 116   F8

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4  D3

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2   F5

Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A E5

The National  
Gallery of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7   F3
Tue–Sun 11–17

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41   
Open daily 10–17 G2

The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5   H2
Mon–Sun 11–17

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30   E7
Tue-Sun 14–18

Reykjavík Art Museum 
- Hafnarhús 
Tryggvagata 17   D3
Open 10-17, Thu 10-20

Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24   H8
Open 10-17

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15   D3

Reykjavík City 
Museum - 
Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4 
Daily tours at 13

The Settlement 
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17   D3
Open daily 9–20

Reykjavík Maritime 
Museum
Grandagarður 8   B2
Open daily 10-17

Reykjavík Museum  
of Photography
Tryggvagata 15   D3
Mon-Thu 12–19, Fri 
12-18, Sat–Sun 13–17 

Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2   B2

Sigurjón Ólafsson 
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70

SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 D3
Mon-Fri 10-16

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a E4
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01, Sun 
11-23

Tveir Hrafnar 
Baldursgata 12   G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 
13-16

Wind & Weather 
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 E5

Venue Finder

Useful Numbers
Emergency: 112 
On-call doctors: 1770 
Dental emergency: 575 0505 
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Post Offices 
The downtown post office is at 
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri 
09:00–18:00. 

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020 
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045  
and Lágmúli 5, tel: 533 2300

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs
Bars can stay open until 01:00 on week-
days and 04:30 on weekends.

Opening Hours - Shops & Banks
Most shops: Mon–Fri 10–18, Sat 10–16, 
Sun closed. Banks: Mon-Fri 09-16

Swimming Pools 
Sundhöllin, the downtown pool at 
Barónsstígur, is an indoor swimming 
pool with hot tubs and a diving board. 
More pools: gpv.is/swim 
Open: Mon-Thu from 06:30–22. Fri from 
06:30–20. Sat from 08–16. Sun from 10–18. 

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found 
inside the green-poster covered towers 
located at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by 
Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art Mu-
seum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson 
on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can also be 
found inside the Reykjavík City Hall and 
the Reykjavík Library.

Public Transport
Most buses run every 20–30 min, 
Fare:440 ISK adults, 210 ISK children. 
Buses run from 07–24:00, and 10–24:00 
on weekends. More info at: www.bus.is. 

Photo Art Bicnick

t

“I bring 
a small 
chess 
table, 

because 
you have 
to wait a 
while for 
the food, 

but it's 
worth it.”

The viking:info
Skólavörðustíg 3 · Reykjavík 
Skólavörðustíg 25 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

e:info@theviking.is

www.theviking.is
TAX FREE

Akureyri

Reykjavík

Great collection,
good prices
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Dining
1. Hornið
Hafnarstræti 15

Hornið was the first Italian 
restaurant in Iceland, and its 
reputation for authentic Italian 
food still prevails. This year, Hornið 
was given the title of “Best Pizza” 
in Grapevine’s Best Of Reykjavík 
awards. With thin-crust pizzas and 
no-frills Italian-American flair—in 
the décor as well as the toppings—
this place is a local treasure.

2. Brauð & Co.
Frakkastígur 16

One of Reykjavík’s finest bakeries. 
Regulars swear by their “snuðurs”—
cinnamon bread rolls smothered 
with a sugary glaze. They take it 
a step further and stuff these 
classics with blueberries and 
whatnot, eliciting inappropriate 
satisfied moans. Get there early to 
snatch a warm one. 

3. Ban Thai
Laugavegur 130

Ban Thai is one of those rare gems 
in Iceland that consistently deliver 
tongue-tickling, satisfying Thai fare, 
despite the challenges of being 
on a distant island, nowhere near 
Thailand. They have been awarded 
Grapevine’s “Best Thai” award a 
whopping four years in a row. Also, 
Russell Crowe visited once. Trust 
us—go and see what all the fuss is 
about.

4. Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgata 76

A dedicated vegan café, Kaffi Vínyl 
offers wholesome vegan fare in 
generous portions with soy-based 
meat substitutes and non-dairy 
milk options for beverages. As the 
name suggests, they have a huge 
record collection and DJs several 
times a weeks. With the crackle 
of vinyl lending a warm and cosy 
atmosphere, and healthy guilt-free 
food—what more could you want?

5. Gló
Laugavegur 20

Gló is a largely vegetarian café 
with a strong emphasis on being 
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eco-conscious—you won’t find 
any plastic takeaway containers 
here. The food here is delicious and 
über-healthy. Try the fresh pressed 
juices, fresh salad and raw lasagne. 

6. Dill
Hverfisgata 12
 
If you’re a gourmand looking for a 
memorable meal when in Reykjavík, 
Dill has to top the list. Dill showcases 
the best of Iceland with seasonal 
menus, paying homage to the 
island’s bounty, executed with all 
the tweezer precision of modern 
cuisine. Don’t even think twice 
about splurging for the seven-
course menu—it’s the only way to 
do it. 

7. Matur og Drykkur
Grandagarður 2

If you want classic Icelandic cuisine 
with a dramatic, modern flair, this is 
the place to go. The cod head is an 
Instagram sensation (and delicious 
too), but if it’s too experimental for 
you, try one of the tasting menus—
and go to town on the appetizers.  

8. Snaps
Þórsgata 1

This beloved casual-chic French 
style bistro has a forget-you’re-
in-Reykjavík vibe thanks to its lush 
greenery and warm lighting. On 
a grey day, nothing beats sitting 
by the greenhouse walls with an 

excellent French onion soup. They 
make a stellar crème brûlée as well.

9. Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

This converted former biscuit 
factory is loved by visitors and 
locals alike. It’s the perfect place 
for lunch or dinner and has a 
warm and welcoming atmosphere, 
perfect for the whole family. Try 
their trademark spicy “Freedom 
Burger” and wash it down with an 
Icelandic brew.

10. Ali Baba
Veltusund 3b

This spot was awarded Grapevine’s 

New In Town

The Marshall House Bar + 
Restaurant, Grandagarður 20

The opening of this new art 

museum was met with unbridled joy 
by the city’s culture-loving residents, 
and now—as if Kling & Bang, NÝLÓ, and 
an Ólafur Elíasson showroom weren’t 
enough—there’s another reason for 
the trip to Grandi. The Marshall House 
restaurant is open for business, serving 
Italian-inspired fare with vegetarian 
dishes, fish and pasta featuring 
heavily on the menu. You’re in capable 
hands: head chef Leifur Kolbeinsson 
was previously involved with much-
loved restaurants La Primavera and 
Kólabrautin. Don’t forget to peek at the 
cocktail list (the happy hour is 16:00-
18:00 daily, except Thursdays).  JR

  Let‘s have

BRUNCH
at the unique japanese inspired

Teahouse Kumiko

Grandagarði 101 
Old Harbour Reykjavík
open daily - 517 24 24
hello@kumiko.is

K

GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517

WWW.SAGAMUSEUM.IS

A Viking museum that 
gives a compelling view 

into Icelandic history

C

Party Every Night.
Cocktails! Bottle Service! 
Live Music Every Night! 

50 different kinds of beer. 
Live Sports Coverage

Kitchen open from 11.00.
Ribs - Burgers
Chicken Wings! AUSTURSTRAETI 8  • REYKJAVIK

B

D

BANKASTRÆTI 7A - 101 REYKJAVÍK - TEL. 562 3232

E L E G A N T  P R E M I S E S
I N  T H E  H E A R T  O F

R E Y K J A V I K
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Fiskislóð 1-21, Skarfagarðar 2 (& 
other locations)

This supermarket chain is head and 
shoulders above the rest when it 
comes to size and the quality and 
variety of produce on offer, as well 
as their lengthy opening hours. 

21. Mál og Menning
Laugavegur 18

This bookshop has a special place 
in the hearts of Icelanders. It has 
three levels with curated displays of 
the latest titles, and there’s an area 
dedicated to selling recent and 
classic Icelandic lit in English.

22. Red Cross
Laugavegur 12b & more

There are a handful of Red Cross 
locations in Reykjavík, the most 
popular of which is a small store on 
Laugavegur. Here you’ll be able to 
find some pretty cool and unique 
stuff for cheap prices. 

23. Lucky Records
Rauðarárstígur 10

Lucky Records is probably the 
biggest record store in Iceland, 
with shelves upon shelves of new 
and used vinyl and CDs on offer. 
They have a small stage where 
bands perform, and an expert staff.

24. Húrra Reykjavík
Hverfisgata 50 & 78

Many credit this store with 
Reykjavík’s sudden obsession with 
sneakers, with people camping 
outside the store to get their 
hands on a new pair. Needless to 
say, this store is shaping fashion in 
downtown Reykjavík. 

25. Kjötborg
Ásvallagata 19

Kjötborg is a neighbourhood 
convenience store that takes 
people back to the days before 
supermarkets and chains. A 
favourite with Vesturbær locals, it’s 
a bastion of continuity in a rapidly 
changing city.

26. Handprjónasambandið
Skólavörðustígur 19

The Icelandic wool sweater's 
popularity with visitors means that 
they’re sometimes mass-produced. 
But one place you know you’ll get the 
real deal is Handprjónasambandið, 
Iceland’s very own hand-knitting 
association. They have plenty of 
different styles and colours available, 
so choose wisely! 

2
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“Best Late Night Bite.” Needless to 
say, it’s the perfect place to satisfy 
pregnancy cravings, splitting 
hangovers and midnight binges. We 
recommend the lamb kofte wrap: 
it’s to die for.

Drinking
11. Paloma
Naustin 1-3

Paloma is a place to cut loose. It has 
two floors with different DJs and 
atmospheres, with plenty of room 
to dance. The place is so big, in fact, 
that you won’t have to battle long 
lines at the bar. This is the place to 
go for a fun, messy time.

12. Húrra
Tryggvagata 22

Húrra has been awarded 
Grapevine’s coveted “Best All-
Around Bar.” It’s a great place 
to go anytime for almost any 
reason—whether it’s weeknight 
drinks, dancing with your friends 
or catching a gig in their excellent 
music and events programme. They 
even have karaoke downstairs!

13. Prikið
Bankastræti 12

With its packed and grinding dance 
floor and huge social smoking 
area, this hip-hop spot is another 
classic drinking hole. It’s got a good 
happy hour, fun DJs and a generally 
upbeat atmosphere. 

14. Pablo Discobar
Veltusund 1

This fancy-ass cocktail place is 
one of the more upscale clubs in 
Reykjavík. It has 70s tiki lounge/
Boogie Nights décor, and the 
throwback disco music is on point.

15. Microbar
Vesturgata 2

Microbar won this year’s “Best Beer 
Selection” in our Best Of Reykjavík 
awards. They feature local beer 
samplers for the brew connoisseur, 
and a huge selection of beers 
for the casual taster. With a calm 
atmosphere and friendly bar staff, 
this is the place to get your beer on.

16. Mikkeller & Friends
Hverfisgata 12

This place has a unique and 
constantly rotating selection of 
beers from Mikkeller and other 
carefully picked craft breweries, 
knowledgeable bartenders, and it’s 
located upstairs from Hverfisgata 
12, so you get good weekend DJs, 
fancy bar snacks and pizzas.

17. Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1

Here you’ll find locals and tourists 
chilling by day and partying by 
night. It’s a great place to go on 
weeknights, as the weekends can 
get pretty packed with long lines—
but those parties do get wild.

18. Bravó
Laugavegur 22

Bravó is Húrra’s sister bar. They have 
Icelandic beers on tap and DJs at 
the weekend, but one of the best 
things about Bravó is its lengthy 
happy hours—all the way from 
11am to 8pm, in fact. 

Shopping
19. Kolaportið
Tryggvagata 19

Kolaportið is a huge indoor flea 
market that takes place on 
weekends. It’s filled with stalls 
selling bric-a-brac, secondhand 
clothes, unusual foods, antique 
postcards, lopapeysur, and the 
occasional religious booth filled 
with literature and pamphlets. 

20. Krónan

Happy 
Hour

Beer & Wine 
kr. 800

12:00 - 19:35

Klapparstíg 33, 
Reykjavík

J

www.maturogdrykkur.is
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‘Milkywhale’ 
by Milkywhale 

Words: Milkywhale    Photo: Art Bicnick 

Milk y wh al e are 
a pop duo who’ve 
taken Iceland by 
storm since first 

appearing on our radar in 2015. Now 
they’re preparing to release their 
debut album into the oceans. Singer 
Melkorka talks us through it.

1. Milkywhale   
Originally Milkywhale was my 
alter ego—a lonely whale that 
struggles to survive, and does so 
through music and singing. Later 
we found out that scientists have 
actually discovered the loneliest 
whale in the world. She sings at 
different frequencies than other 
whales, so nobody can hear her. 
This first song is dedicated to this 
female whale. We imagine her be-
ing white. 

2. Birds of Paradise  
This song is an ode to 
David Attenborough's 
birds of paradise docu-
mentary (check it out 
on YouTube!). It ’s a 
mating dance, and we 
wanted the lyrics to 
be simple but sincere 
at the same time. Ev-
erybody is out there 
looking for the right 
person, doing whatever 
it takes, even though it 
means making a little 
fool of yourself. 

3. Motionless  
Know that feeling when 
you meet someone, 
time stands still and 
you never want that 
moment to end? It’s 
time to explore your 
depths while the world 
rests.
    
4. Animal Kingdom  
"I wanna be main-
stream, not a gulfstream" are lyr-
ics that somehow zoom this album 
together for me. It’s the sincere 
voice of Milkywhale—her mani-
festo. 

5. Revelation  
That’s what we made out of the arc-
tic darkness and the freezing cold; 
one of Milkywhale's favourite live 
dancing songs! It is also one of our 
most recent ones.

6. Immaterial    
Well… on the one hand there is the 
materiality of a whale and on the 
other hand there is immateriality. 
There is emotion and there is logic. 
This is the dialectical struggle of 
Milkywhale.  

7. Rhubarb Girl  
The lyrics are actually inspired by 
my mother's first novel, ‘The Rhu-
barb Girl’. It’s about the meeting of 
a body and nature in a rhubarb for-
est. The text is really poetic. This 
is probably our most upbeat song.    

8. Invisible  
Many of the songs on this record 
are based on the feeling of loneli-
ness and being different, and in 
this love song it’s the coming to-
gether of two senses—seeing and 
touching.

9. Goodbye   
“Goodbye” was originally sup-
posed to be a power ballad but 
when we started working on it 
took a different turn and in the 

end, a massive instru-
mental part hits you. 
The results are a song 
where you can release 
your frustration, show 
off your dance skills or 
just go crazy while do-
ing your dishwashing. 

10. Eclipse  
Before me and Árni 
s t a r t e d  w o r k i n g 
on Mi l k y wha le we 
worked together on a 
play in the Reykjavik 
City Theatre. The play 
took place in a church, 
and we got inspired 
by church choirs. For 
this song we knew we 
wanted it to be sol-
emn and we had the 
desire to incorporate 
a choir into it. The cho-
rus feels almost like a 
mantra: "Longing for 
a meaningful world, 
where you mean some-
thing to me, long-
ing for a meaningful 

world, where you mean something 
to me…”
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“Well… on 
the one hand 

there is the 
materiality 
of a whale 
and on the 
other hand 
there is im-
materiality. 

There is 
emotion and 
there is logic. 

This is the 
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of Milky-
whale.”
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Happy Christmas from John & Yoko 
(and The Laundromat Cafe)
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Music
Veteran Icelandic indie 
rock band MAMMÚT 
came out of hiberna-
tion this month with 
the announcement 
that their new album, 
‘Kinder Versions’, will 
come on July 13th via 
Bella Union—the famed 
UK indie label that’s 
home to bands like 
Fleet Foxes and Beach 
House. In an interview 
with The Line of Best 
Fit, MAMMÚT said they 

feel it’s their strongest album to date; 
that “It completely took us over, and 
we grew a lot inside it.” It’s their first 
album to be sung in English, and this 
month they begin a tour of Europe. 
After that, they’ll play Roskilde Festival. 
And after that? World domination, 
maybe. 

 

Björk has announced a songbook 
entitled ‘34 Scores for Piano, Organ, 
Harpsichord and Celeste’. It’s the first 
ever sheet music to be published by 
Björk, and was created in collaboration 
with pianist Jónas Sen, design house 
M/M (Paris) and engraving company 
Notengrafik Berlin. It contains reimag-
ined versions of tracks from ‘Debut’, 
‘Post’, ‘Homogenic’, ‘Selmasongs’, ‘Ves-
pertine’, ‘Medúlla’, ‘Drawing Restraint 
9’, ‘Volta’ and ‘Vulnicura’. Björk will 
perform songs from the book in Los 
Angeles on May 30 at the Walt Disney 
Hall, and the book is set for publication 
in June 5, via Wise Publications—pre-
order a copy at indian.co.uk/shop.

Three Icelandic heavy hitters release 
new albums on the same day: Friday 
May 5. First up (alphabetically, be-
cause, you know, justice, or something) 
is Ásgeir, whose new LP ‘Afterglow’ has 
been three long years in the making. 
It comes out via One Little Indian. Sec-
ondly, livewire pop duo Milkywhale will 
unleash their debut self-titled album 
on the world—on Spotify, at least. A 
vinyl version is promised later in the 
year, and you can read their track-by-
track guide on page 35. Finally, sóley 
releases her third, and best, studio 
album, entitled ‘Endless Summer’.

MUSIC 

NEWS 

Summer Of Sóley
On “Endless Summer”, sóley dreams  

of warmer climes

Words: John Rogers   Photo: Art Bicnick 

Endless Summer
Released on May 5, with a release 
party at MENGI on May 6

Sóley has just arrived back in Ice-
land from a whistlestop trip to 
England. She played a one-off show 
in Hull, to celebrate its status as 
UK City of Culture 2017, ahead of an 
upcoming European tour. “I was 
in the UK for just 24 hours,” she 
smiles, breathlessly. “I ended up 
in an industrial rave with Curver 
[Thoroddsen, of Ghostigital]. I 
always think I’ll just go back to 
the hotel after the show and go to 
sleep, but it never happens.”
 She performed solo, on a grand 
piano, sandwiched between ex-
perimental electronica duo Ghos-
tigital and honorary Icelander John 
Grant on the lineup. “I’d been re-
hearsing with the band, and so I’d 
kind of forgotten to practice for 
this one,” says sóley. “I was so ner-
vous. I thought, ‘I couldn’t be more 
naked—I could literally be naked 
onstage.’ It was really powerful.”
 Her new album, ‘Endless Sum-
mer’, is similarly intimate. The 
opening song, “Úa,” is named af-
ter her daughter, and the lyrics are 
deeply personal in nature through-
out. But despite the record’s opti-
mistic title and its billing as her 
“happy album,” the nature of the 
music remains contemplative, and 
sometimes even mournful. 
 “Well, I did my best!” she laughs. 
“The title came before the album. It 
was finding it hard to play ‘Ask the 
Deep’—I wasn’t enjoying playing it 
live any more. Then in January 2016 
I woke up and thought: ‘I’m going 
to make an album about spring, 
and hope.’ I didn’t want to be stuck 
in this depression pond forever.”

Major chords
‘Endless Summer’ feels like a de-
parture to sóley, who’s still in the 
process of getting to know the al-

bum. “Every time I release some-
thing, I can listen to it for a month, 
then I have to stop,” she says. “I’ll 
start wishing I’d done little things 
differently. But I’m still listen-
ing to this album in my car—my 
daughter likes it, and knows all the 
words.” 
 The album is sóley’s third, and 
was produced over a period of one 
year. During the recording, she re-
alised that she’d unwittingly type-
cast her own sound. “I was stuck 
in a box,” she explains. “I’d been 
thinking that I only made dark 
music in minor keys, with funny 
horror shit. I realised I could also 
use major chords. The first song, 
“Úa”, starts with a major chord—
that was a big step for me.”

Back to reality
This newfound freedom breathed 
life into the writing process. “I 
enjoyed making it so much,” só-
ley smiles. ”It was the first time 
I’ve enjoyed making music for a 
long while. I decided to do what-
ever I love, and put it all together 
in an album. I realised that I can 
go outside of that box. Sometimes 
you feel stuck, but it’s so easy to 
go out.”
 Ironically, the songs on ‘Endless 
Summer’ were written in some of 
the darkest days of the Icelandic 
year. “In January, endless summer 
is what you want,” says sóley. “But 
I wouldn’t want to live in Califor-
nia—I like the dynamic that Ice-
land has to offer. And I love the 
craving, sitting in a café and talk-
ing to my friends about what we’ll 
do when summer comes. Those 
summer days are endless, in a way. 
The day and night merge together, 
for a really short time. And then, 
it’s back to reality.”
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Sóley has her summer dress ready and everything!



  May 5 - May 18

Concerts & Nightlife
Events listed are all live performances and  
DJs. Venues are listed by day. For complete  
listings and detailed information on venues  

visit grapevine.is/happening.  
Send your listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday May 5
Concerts:

Moji & The Midnight Sons
22:00 Boston
Einar Scheving Band 
22:00 Dillon

 FUCK LÍN
20:00 Gaukurinn
Kiriyama Family
22:00 Hard Rock Café 
One Week Wonder 
20:00 Hlemmur Square Hostel
Lemur & Friends 
21:00 Mengi

DJs:

21:00 DJ OD Hverfisgata 12
21:00 DJ Big Gee / Kocoon Prikið
22:00 DJ Dora Sæta Svínið

Saturday May 6
Concerts:

 Milkywhale
22:00 Boston
Johnny & The Rest
22:00 Dillon
Who Are You Opera?
11:00 Harpa
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: 
The Moomins
14:00 Harpa

Pearls Of Icelandic Song
17:00 Harpa 

 Wacken Metal Battle Iceland
19:00 Húrra
Í Svörtum Fötum
11:00 SPOT

 Sóley Album Release Party
21:00 Mengi

DJs:

22:00 DJ Api Pabbi Hverfisgata 12
22:00 DJ Vald / Gerviskykur Prikið

Sunday May 7
Concerts:

SunnuDjass 
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Feigðin
21:00 Dillon
Brák Baroque: Italian Spring
17:00 Harpa
Marta Kristin Friðriksdóttir
20:00 Harpa
Banzai Night! 
20:00 Húrra

Monday May 8
Concerts:

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
The Hard Truth
21:00 Dillon

Tuesday May 9
Concerts:

KEX Jazz 
20:30 KEX Hostel

DJs:

21:00 DJ Duplo Prikið

Wednesday May 10
Concerts:

Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Múlinn Jazz Club: Grímsey
21:00 Harpa
El Odderiño
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Accordion Show With Margret Arnar
20:00 Kaffi Laugalæk
The Foghorns / One Week Wonder / 
Ceasetone
21:00 KEX Hostel
Don Lockwood Band 
21:00 Slippbarinn 
Ásgeir Ásgeirsson & Sigrún 
Kristbjörg Jónsdóttir 
21:00 Mengi 

DJs:

21:00 DJ Mogesen Prikið

Thursday May 11
Pick:

 
 Iceland Symphony Orchestra: 

Five Songs And A Symphony
In the 19th century, men ruled the 
orchestral world. Fanny Mendels-
sohn was quite the anomaly then—
even while living in an era that con-
signed her to the role of housewife 
and mother, she composed upwards 
of 460 bold and complex works. In 
this concert program, the Iceland 
Symphony Orchestra tackles her 
only orchestral piece, "Overture 
in C Major." Also on the program 
are Hafliði Hallgrímsson and Jean 
Sibelius. HJC 

Concerts:

Reykjavík Deathfest Pre-Party
20:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: Open 
Rehearsal
9:30 Harpa

 Iceland Symphony Orchestra: 
Five Songs And A Symphony
19:30 Harpa
Arnar Dór
20:00 Hljómahöll
Deffice
21:00 Húrra
Magnús Trygvason Elíassen & 
Snorri Helgason 
21:00 Mengi 
DJs:

21:00 Bangsi TechSoul Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Kiruma / Beatmachine  Prikið 

Friday May 12
Pick:

 DJ Thaison
DJ Thaison is known to play ev-
erything from Willow Smith to Páll 
Óskar, always mixed with old school 
hip-hop though. He will be spin-
nin' on the dance floor of Prikið, so 
make sure to wear comfortable 
(but c'mon cool) shoes. And if you're 
nervous, a good magic carpet shot 
makes everyone dance. Say it with 
me: Don't be jealous of my boogie!  
HJC 

Concerts:

 Reykjavík Deathfest
21:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: 
Brahms And The Baroque 
18:00 Harpa
Matilda Rolfsson & Emilie Thun 
21:00 Mengi 
DJs:

21:00 DJ Pabbi Hverfisgata 12
 22:00 DJ Thaison / SURA Prikið

22:00 DJ Dora Sæta Svínið

Saturday May 13
Concerts:

Skaði
23:00 Dillon
Pearls Of Icelandic Sound
17:00 Harpa

 Reykjavík Deathfest
21:00 Gaukurinn
RVK Soundsystem Reggae Night
23:00 Paloma

DJs:

21:00 DJ Davíð Roach Hverfisgata 12
 23:00 DJ Caspa Kaffibarinn

22:00 DJ Kári / Karítas Prikið

Sunday May 14
Concerts:

SunnuDjass
22:00 Bryggjan Brugghús
Signora Langbrok
17:00 Harpa

 Hamlet In Absentina
15:00 Harpa
Banzai Night!  
20:00 Húrra

Monday May 15
Concerts:

MonJazz
21:00 Húrra
The Reykjavík Big Band: New 
Icelandic Music
20:00 Harpa

Tuesday May 16
Concerts:

KEX Jazz
20:30 KEX Hostel

DJs:

21:00 DJ KrBear Prikið

Wednesday May 17
Concerts:

Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Múlinn Jazz Club: 
 Lester Young Tribute
21:00 Harpa
The Voice Iceland Concert
21:00 Hard Rock Café
Rytmatík / Mourning Coughy! 
20:00 Húrra
Accordion Show With Margret Arnar
20:00 Kaffi Laugalæk
Don Joey
22:00 Gaukurinn
Don Lockwood Band 
21:00 Slippbarinn

 

Alvia Islandia Bash! 
22:00 Prikið
Án 
20:00 Hlemmur Square 

Thursday May 18
Concerts:

Gangly
20:00 Húrra
While My City Burns / Devine 
Defilement / Óværa
22:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony Orchestra: 
Carmen Fantasy
19:30 Harpa
A-Team
21:00 Dillon
Battle of the Bands! 
20:00 Hard Rock Café

DJs:

21:00 DJ Retronaut Hverfisgata 12
22:00 DJ Introbeats  Prikið 

Our Picks
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Guten Tag Reykjavík

 Wacken Metal 
Battle Iceland

Sat. 6 May, 19:00,  
Húrra, 2.900 ISK

If you’re not in the 
“Metal World,” you 
might not know  
Germany’s Wacken 
Open Air festival. 
A TL;DR is that it is 
the biggest metal 
festival in the 
world, with tickets 
usually selling 
out in less than 
24 hours. For any 
rock/metal/hard-
core/what-have-
you band, playing 
at the festival is 
a dream. Luckily, 
every year Wacken 
gives unknown 

bands a chance 
to bring down the 
house through 
the Wacken Metal 
Battle, where a 
number of bands 
from each country 
compete for a 
spot in the lineup. 
Competing this 
year are: Cult of 
Lilith, CXVIII, Future 
Figment, Lucy In 
Blue, Nexion, and 
Une Misère. Our 
pick? [REDACTED BY 
EDITOR SO AS TO NOT 
DISPLAY FAVOURIT-
ISM.] HJC

 
 Milkywhale

Sat. 6 May, 23:30, 
Boston, Free!

Do you long for 
a meaningful 
world? So do 
electro-pop 
party duo 
Milkywhale. 
Dance like you're 
an orca. JR

 
 Sóley Album 

Release Party 

Sat. 6 May, 20:00 
MENGI, 2.000 ISK

Sóley’s new 
album “Endless 
Summer” yearns 
for the coming 
of those long 
pink sunsets. So 
do we, tbh. JR

  
Kaffibarinn Gonna 
Percolate

 DJ Caspa

Sat. 13 May, 23:00 
Kaffibarinn, Free!

DJ Caspa’s long 
career has 
brought him 
through the 
myriad forms of 

house, gigging 
on pirate radio, in 
his native London 
and across 
Europe. Expect 
depth and vari-
ety from this UK 
legend. Trust. SP

  
Don't Doubt, 
These Stars Are Fire 

 Hamlet in 
Absentia

Sun. 14 May, 
15:00, Harpa,. 
1.500 ISK

Harpa presents 
a screening of 
'Hamlet in Absen-

tia' by Icelandic 
composer Hugi 
Guðmundsson—
a grotesque, yet 
humorous retell-
ing of Shake-
speare’s Hamlet. 
This above all: Go 
see it.  HJC



Music

That Glowie Sound
Sara Pétursdóttir is realising her dreams

 

Words: Steindór Grétar Jónsson    Photo: Art Bicnick 

Less than two years since the re-
lease of her debut single “No More,” 
Icelandic pop sensation Glowie is 
set to make a splash on the interna-
tional stage. In March, 
she joined some of the 
biggest names in music 
by signing a major label 
deal with Columbia Re-
cords/RCA.
 “I’m surprised by 
how calm I am about 
all this,” says Glowie, 
known outside of her 
work as Sara Péturs-
dóttir. “It ’s been my 
dream for so long, and 
always a little out of 
reach. I hoped this might happen in 
the future, maybe someday. It took 
me a while to realise what’s been 
happening for the last few weeks.”

Teen angst
Sara has dreamed of being a pro-
fessional singer since she was ten 
years old. Now just turned twenty, 
she is contemplating opportuni-
ties beyond what she could have 
ever imagined. “A few years ago, 
when I was in the throes of ‘teen 
angst,’ I doubted this would ever 
happen,” says Sara. “I think most 
teenagers go through a ‘life sucks’ 
period.”
 In 2015, after releasing her 
f irst single and w inning the 

Singing Contest of Icelandic Ju-
nior Colleges, she started feel-
ing more confident. “There are so 
many people involved,” she says. 

“This is not a one-
woman job. I’ve had a 
team of people helping 
me to where I am now. 
Getting to this place 
has been the goal since 
2015. We were always 
planning to expand 
from Iceland. W hen 
I  relea sed my f i rst 
single we had some 
interest from abroad, 
but we decided to hang 
back and allow me to 

grow and practice, get more ex-
perience.”
 Glowie followed up her debut 
with “Party” and then “No Lie,” 
and is set to release an EP in 
June after strenuous recording 
sessions in London, with long-
time collaborator Pálmi Ragnar 
Ásgeirsson still involved. “We’ve 
been experimenting with differ-
ent producers and songwriters,” 
she says. “We’re close to the sound 
we want and are happy with. The 
genre is a mix of hip-hop, RnB 
and pop, because I like mixing 
styles into the Glowie sound. 
But I’m not a fan of copy/paste, 
or trying to sound like a specific 
established artist. I want a sound 

that when people hear it they think: 
‘Yeah, this is a Glowie song.’”

The long haul
The ball started rolling for Sara 
when she was chosen by the radio 
station Rás 2 to perform at the 
Eurosonic festival in the Nether-
lands. Following her appearance, 
the interest poured in from ma-
jor labels. Some sent A&R staff to 
see her show at Sónar Reykjavík 
in February. “All in all there were 
eleven labels interested,” says Sara. 
“They started making offers, so 
there was a lot of pressure. I had 
to make the right decision and 
cover my bases. Do things sensi-
bly. I picked Columbia because they 
were passionate about the project 
and had a long-term vision. Not 
just dropping a few singles and see 
what happens—they’re in it for the 
long haul.”
 Now faced with introducing her-
self on the international stage, Sara 
says she feels at ease putting in the 
necessary work in London. “It’s such 
a different environment from work-
ing in Iceland,” Sara concludes. “Now 
there’s money to do what I want—
create videos, and make everything 
top notch. I’ve come to realize these 
past few weeks how I was used to 
operating in Iceland where every-
thing has limits. There are only cer-
tain options, in terms of locations to 
shoot a video, budgets and so forth. 
Now that I can do whatever I want, it 
feels a little challenging. There’s so 
much to choose from, but it’s incred-
ibly fun. A dream come true."

     LISTEN & SHARE:   gpv.is/glo07
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“I want a 
sound that 
when peo-
ple hear it 
they think: 
‘Yeah, this 
is a Glowie 

song.’”

Glowie gonna glow

MADE IN ICELAND  www.jswatch.com

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master 
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.  
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman, 
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

bergcontemporary.is Klapparstígur 16
101 Reykjavík / Iceland

11.5 — 4.8 2017
Steina and Woody Vasulka

LET’S

TACO
‘BOUT IT

We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut, 

Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun, 
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

Mexican food that is a true 
fiesta for your taste buds!



Music

When Is Life?
Newcomers Omotrack seize the day

 
Words: Rex Beckett   Photos: Varvara Lozenko 

Fifteen years ago in a remote 
village in Ethiopia, two Icelan-
dic toddlers started writing rap 
songs. The broth-
ers, Mark ús and 
Birkir Bjarnason, 
then five and three 
years old, cou ld 
not speak the local 
dialect of Daasan-
ach and would only 
s omet i me s play 
games with the lo-
cal children. They 
relied on each other 
for friendship, fun 
and musical entertainment. Now, 
in their early twenties, the broth-

ers form the nucleus of Omotrack, 
and a band that’s been a diamond 
in the rough for the past two years 

is finally getting 
polished.
 T he brothers 
eventually round-
ed out the band 
with a four-piece 
brass section, and 
Omotrack recent-
ly placed third in 
Músiktilraunir, Ice-
land’s annual battle 
of the bands for 
young and emerg-

ing talent who are hoping to take 
their careers to the next level. “We 

tried to enter two years ago, but 
we only had two songs,” says lead 
singer and guitarist Markús. “We 
had been a band for maybe ten 
days. Now we have more music, 
and we feel more comfortable, so 
we just thought: let’s try this.” 
 It worked out: their bronze 
finish earned them a spot at this 
year’s Iceland Airwaves, and a 
supporting slot with the contest’s 
winners, Between Mountains. 

Straight Out Of Omorate
After their childhood in Sub-Sa-
haran Africa, the pair grew up in 
Iceland, with Birkir studying clas-
sical and jazz piano and Markús 
taking jazz guitar lessons. They 
found that they brought the songs 
they wrote as toddlers along 
with them. “We just remembered 
them, I don’t know why, they have 
just followed us around,” says 
Markús. “A few of the songs on 
our album are inspired by those, 
actually,” adds Birkir.
 Composing the songs as an 
equal pair, they found themselves 
writing about their experiences 
in the village where they grew up, 
lending a depth and spirituality 
to the music that is wise beyond 
their years. “One of our songs is 
about a ten-year-old boy we met 
in Omorate when we went back 
for a visit recently, whose par-
ents have shunned him,” Birkir 
explains. “Everyone in the whole 
town treats him like a pariah. So 
he lives around the house we used 
to live in, and some of our friends 
are helping him, giving him food, 
paying for his school, things like 
that, but he has no friends, no 
family, nobody.”

Right Here, Right Now
A longside writing about the 
heartbreaking injustices they 
have seen, Omotrack churn out 
interesting, upbeat pop songs like 
the life-affirming mantra “Life 
Is Now,” which is equally fun and 
full of grace. “We try to think of 
our lives and see how lucky we 
are,” says Markús. “We have so 
much.” 
 The song is a highlight in their 
live set to the point that at a recent 
show at Gaukurinn, an audience 
member called out for it after it 
had already been played. “It’s very 
important to us that we are hav-
ing fun,” says Birkir. “We’re mak-
ing this music for ourselves and 
maybe someone else will like it. If 
it stops being fun, it’s pointless.”

  LISTEN & SHARE:    gpv.is/omo07
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“We tried to 
enter Músiktil-

raunir two years 
ago, but we only 
had two songs. 

We’d been a band 
for ten days.”

APPY HOUR
Happy Hours

CRAVING
Food & Dining

EAT!

APPENING 
 Event Listings

The Reykjavik Grapevine Apps 
available on the App Store and the 

Google Play Store.

Life is now, Omotrack.

Suðurgata 41  
101 Reykjavík  
www.thjodminjasafn.is 
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15  
101 Reykjavík  
www.safnahusid.is 
tel +354 530 22  10

National Museum of Iceland  

The country’s largest 
museum of cultural  
history from settlement  
to present day.

The Culture House  

Manuscripts, fine art, natural 
specimens, curiosities and 
archeaological findings form 
the exhibition Points of View.

 National 
Museum of
 Iceland   

  The  
Culture    
House 

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17 Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

Bun in the SunBun in the Sun
Frakkastígur 16, 101 Reykjavík

www. braudogco.is

Kjarvalsstaðir 
 Flókagata 24
 105 Reykjavík
 +354 411 6420  

Open daily 
 10h00–17h00
artmuseum.is
#listasafnreykjavikur

KyrrðCalm
30.04.– 
 17.09.2017

Louisa  
Matthíasdóttir



Art Find today's events  
in Iceland! 

Download our free 
listings app - APPENING 

on the Apple and 
Android stores

A Bard’s Bordello
Reykjavík’s first “poetry brothel” opens its doors

 
Words: Joanna Smith   Photo: Rachael Saltzman

The term “Poetry Broth-
el” is somewhat oxy-
moronic. Poetry is, of 
course, the age-old art 
of manipulating lan-
guage to express one’s 
innermost emotions 
and desires. A brothel, 
on the other hand, is a 
place associated with 
debauchery, deviancy, 
and often times, cruelty. 
 The two words just 
don’t seem to fit togeth-
er. The Poetry Society of 
New York, however, thought other-
wise. They set up the very first “Po-
etry Brothel,” an immersive event 
set against various backdrops, 
from the fin-de-siècle Parisian 
bordello to the Prohibition-era 
speakeasy. Instead of prostitutes, 
there are “poetry whores” who 
will indulge you in an intimate 
sonnet, all while jazz plays and 
burlesque dancers entertain. It’s 
always glamorous, it’s always fun.
  The Poetry Brothel branched 
out from New York, setting up resi-
dence in LA, New Orleans, London, 
Paris, Barcelona and elsewhere. 
“Madame” Meg Matich, who has 
been involved with The Poetry 
Brothel since its infancy, decided 
to set up a new branch right here in 
Reykjavík, after moving to Iceland. 
 “The idea originally was to re-
claim the function of sex work and 
reinterpret the intimacy behind 
it,” Meg explains. “But we are not 

using the terms ‘broth-
el’ and ‘whore’ this time. 
I spoke to many of my 
Icelandic friends who 
thought it was just too 
crass. It has a different 
meaning to it, a differ-
ent subtext. I felt that 
appropriating the term 
‘whore’ would be an up-
hill struggle here. Peo-
ple just don’t respond 
in the same way.” In-
stead, the event is called 
“Rauða skáldahúsið” 

meaning “Red Poetry House.” 
It’s still a nod to the red light 
district, but far subtler in tone.
 

The art of escapism
I think part of the appeal of this 
immersion into a different world, 
especially one that has undertones 
of illegality and subversion, is the 

freeing effect it has. When we see 
depictions of the roaring twen-
ties, for example, there is a sense 
of revolution, of progress which is 
hugely appealing to a society that 
can often feel stagnant and some-
what unexciting in comparison. 
 For Meg, though, the appeal is 
the escapism itself. “It’s an oppor-
tunity for people to dress up and 
play pretend as adults,” she says. 
“It gives them the permission to 
be carefree, to be someone else for 
the night. In Iceland, especially, 
people really seem to be drawn to 
the idea of blending art forms—
poetry, music, dance. Also,” she 
laughs, “I just love the glitz of it all.”
  One of the most intriguing ad-
ditions to Rauða skáldahúsið is 
that of a tarot card reader. “She’s a 
practising witch,” says Meg. “Even 
if you don’t believe in the magic 
or power behind it, it’s sort of like 
therapy. She reads your cards but 
also talks to you about your life and 
your experiences. It makes you feel 
vulnerable, but also empowered 
by that vulnerability, which is the 
point of the entire event really.”
 

Pure decadence
The event is being held at Iðnó, one 
of the oldest cultural centres in Ice-
land. “The venue is beautiful,” says 
Meg. “It has tall ceilings, and it’s 
decadent and ornate. We’re going 
to decorate it with red velvet and 
beads and flowers everywhere.”
  From the venue, to the en-
tertainment, to the costumes, 
it’s sure to be a night to remem-
ber. Meg, your Madame for the 
evening, invites you to dress 
for the occasion and get lost in 
the romanticism, the extrava-
gance and, of course, the poetry.

Info: Iðnó, May 18, 20:00 
Tickets are ISK 3,000 via midi.is.

     SHARE:   gpv.is/pb07

“It makes 
you feel 
vulner-

able, but 
also em-
powered 
by that 

vulnerabil-
ity.”

Meet Madame Meg Matich.

It'll be intimate as heck.It'll be intimate as heck.

VISIT KÓPAVOGUR 
CULTURE HOUSES 
AND EXPERIENCE
NATURAL  
HISTORY  
MUSEUM  
& ART MUSEUM  
& PUBLIC LIBRARY  
& CONCERT  
HALL  
& THERMAL  
POOL  
& MORE
Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art Museum
Salurinn Concert Hall
Náttúrufræðistofa Kópavogs Natural History Museum of Kópavogur
Bókasafn Kópavogs Kópavogur Public Library 
Sundlaug Kópavogs Kopavogur Thermal Pool 
Kópavogskirkja Kopavogur Church

Hamraborg 4–6
Kópavogur 
Bus 1, 2 & 4

Open 11:30-22:00

saegreif inn. is

Geirsgata 8  •  101 Reykjavík  •  Tel. 553 1500  •  seabaron8@gmail.com

An absolute 
   must-try!

Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other 
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse 
fish selection.

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is

t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

HILDIGUNNUR
BIRGISDÓTTIR
27 April - 10 June 2017

a) b) c) d) e) & f )



Art Listings
Events are listed by venue. For complete listings 

and detailed information on venues visit grapevine.
is/happening. Send your listings to: listings@

grapevine.is

Opening
RAMSKRAM GALLERY
A Matter of Some Moments
By photographing families at home 
and then decomposing them, Char-
lotta María Hauksdóttir explores 
memories, intimacy, and attach-
ment.  
• Opens on May 6, 2017
• Runs until July 16, 2017

ART67
Gísli Sigurðsson
Originally from the Westmann 
Islands, Gísli Sigurðsson’s works 
mainly feature the Icelandic coun-
tryside.
• Opens on May 6, 2017
• Runs until May 31, 2017

BERG CONTEMPORARY
Steina & Woody Vasulka
In this exhibit at BERG Contemporary, 
experience a dialogue between art-
ist and technology as the Vasulkas’ 
showcase their expressive elec-
tronic vocabulary of image-making. 
The exhibit will feature the works, 
“Distant Activities,” “Electromagnetic 
Objects,” “The Matter,” and “Wave-
form Studies XXVIII.”   
• Opens on May 11, 2017
• Runs until August 4, 2017

IPA GALLERY
Mame Coumba Bang
The name Mame Coumba Bang 
comes from a river goddess in 
Senegal. The exhibit contains instal-
lation art, videos, and drawings.
• Opens on May 6, 2017
• Runs until May 21, 2017

GERÐAFSAFN KÓPAVOGUR ART MUSEUM
MA 2017 Fine Arts Degree Show
The graduates of Design and Fine Art 
at the Iceland Academy of the Arts 
present their Master’s work.
• Opens on May 6, 2017
• Runs until May 21, 2017
Ongoing 
MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
"Chair"
“Chair” presents a series of chairs 
made by Icelandic designers. A few 
hundred will be on display, made 
from 1930 to 2013.  
• Runs until June 18, 2017 

ÁSGRÍMUR JÓNNSON COLLECTION
‘Frightening Nature’

• Runs until May 7, 2017

THE CULTURE HOUSE
'Points of View' 
Guests are taken on a journey 
through the Icelandic visual world of 
past and present.
• On permanent view.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY
“Art of Memory” by Woody Vasulka
Woody’s work leads the viewer 
through a dreamlike journey fo-
cused on landscapes and historical 
paintings. 
• Runs until September 1, 2017

T E X T
This exhibition contains a selection 
of text-based art work by fifty Ice-
landic and international artists.
• Runs until May 14,  2017

Treasures of a Nation
This new long-term exhibit presents 
a selected number of works from 
1884 to 1911 of mostly Danish and 
Scandinavian artists. 
• Runs until December 31, 2017 

EINAR JÓNSSON MUSEUM 
Permanent Exhibition
The museum contains close to 
300 artworks including a beautiful 
garden with 26 bronze casts of the 
artist’s sculptures.
• On permanent view.

GALLERÝ H
“Rat Race” by Haraldur Ingi Haralds-
son
Haraldur presents 19 paintings in-
spired by politics and the addiction 
to power. 
• Runs until December 21, 2017

MUSEUM OF DESIGN AND APPLIED ART
‘KEEPERS’
This exhibition focuses on the ques-
tion of how we decide which objects 
are worth keeping. 
• Runs until June 4, 2017.

REYKJAVÍK ART MUSEUM - HAFNARHÚS
Bout: Video Works from the Collec-
tion
BOUT is an extensive project where a 
large part of the animated works in 
the Reykjavík Art Museum collection 
will be put on show. The themes in 
question are play, performance, 
documentation and storytelling. The 
first theme was PLAY, which opened 

in early January. The second, PERFOR-
MANCE, starts on February 9th, the 
third, RECORD; starts on March 9th, 
and last, TALE, begins on April 6th.
• Runs until May 7, 2017

D29: Anna Hrund Másdóttir: Fantastic 
Souvenirs
In this exhibit, Anna Hrund Másdót-
tir explores the subconscious and 
meditation by dissecting and rear-
ranging real world objects.
• Runs until May 7, 2017

D30 Ragnar Þórisson: Human Dis-
guise
Ragnar´s paintings offer us a 
glimpse of people, shrouded in 
mystical atmosphere. Huge, multi-
layered, coloured surfaces are inter-
twined with delicate brush strokes. 
• Runs until May 7, 2017

Louisa Matthíasdóttir: Calm
The exhibition spans the whole 
career of Louisa Matthíasdóttir, who 
painted mainly Icelandic landscapes 
and still-lifes. 
• Runs until Setpember 17, 2017

REYKJAVÍK MUSEUM OF PHOTOGRAPHY
“Ljósmyndir” by Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir  
Jóhanna Ólafsdóttir has been 
documenting life in Iceland through 
photography since the 1970s. focus-
ing on the commonplace, capturing 
everyday scenes that tell a different 
story of Iceland. In doing so, she 
sensitively preserves moments that 
would otherwise become memo-
ries and, eventually, be lost to time 
completely. 
• Runs until May 14, 2017

Situations
Auður Ómarsdóttir describes her 
pictures as, “intimate and objective 
observations of situations.” In this 
exhibit, she presents autobiographi-
cal work mixed with found footage.
• Runs until May 30, 2017 

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
Steinholt
The exhibition 'Steinholt' is a story 
about the origin of names and the 
memory of a place. Christopher 
Taylor spent time in Þórshöfn, North-
East Iceland, and travelled the area 
to capture the landscape and tell 
stories of memories connected with 
Steinholt. 
• Runs until May 28, 2017

"Grímsey" by Cole Barash
Cold Barash was fascinated by 
Grímsey from his first visit there. In 
this exhibit, he captures intimate 
moments with the local people and 
reactions to the light and land-
scape. 
• Runs until May 28,  2017

RAMSKRAM GALLERY
From Hörgshóli to Hollywood

The exhibition presents a mother 
and son in both Los Angeles and Ice-
land. It contains both watercolors 
and photographs. 
• Runs until May 28, 2017

GALLERY O
Exhibit by Snorri Ásmundsson
Snorri has often been called the 
"Naughty Child of Icelandic Art", stir-
ring the community with exhibitions, 
where he works with "taboos" such 
as politics and religion. 
• Runs unti May 8,2017

HANNESHOLT
Málverk / 12 rendur
Hlynur Helgason presents an exhibit 
where every painting has 12 lines. 
He works on thing canvas with oil, 
which allows the colours to bleed.
• Runs until May 12, 2017

I8 GALLERY
Hildigunnur Birgisdóttir
Hildigunnur creates art where small 
details take on great importance, in 
the past working with materials as 
varied as stickers and notebooks. 
In this exhibit, she uses copper, 
porcelain, printed pieces, scultures, 
and wallpaper to explore abstract 
knowledge and physical senses. This 
is her first exhibit in i8 gallery. 
• Runs until June 10, 2017  

LISTASAFNIÐ Á AKUREYRI
The Creation of Childhood
This is a group exhibition featuring 
professional artists, child artists, 
and toy creators. It is meant to 
stimulate a childlike mindset and 
creativity.
• Runs until May 28, 2017  

KLING & BANG
Opnun - Opening
Kling & Bang opened this year by cel-

ebrating young artists; their second 
show brings in some of Iceland’s 
big guns, including Ragnar Kjartans-
son and this issue’s cover star Elín 
Hansdóttir.
• Runs until June 11, 2017  

WIND AND WEATHER WINDOW GALLERY
Making Sense
Eygló Harðardóttir explores colour, 
shape, and space in this month’s 
window display.
• Runs until June 28, 2017  

LIVING ART MUSEUM
READ THROUGH
The Living Art Museum presents a 
reading room full of domestic and 
international artworks in book form 
spanning from the 1960s until today.
• Runs until September 2, 2017  

GALLERÍ FOLD
Þorri Hringsson
Þorri Hringsson is a landscape 
painted who only paints landscapes 
he feels a personal connection to—
this exhibit focuses on Aðaldalur.
• Runs until May 13, 2017  

HAFNARBORG
Literally 
'Literally' presents Icelandic 
concrete poetry from 1957 to the 
present day.
• Runs until May 21, 2017  

BÓKASAFN KÓPAVOGS
Hlýnun
Ynja Mist, a 22 year old artist from 
Kópavogur, presents an exhibit 
based on consumerism, global 
warming, and the consequences of 
humans on nature. 'Hlýnun' means 
warming, 
• Runs until May 13, 2017

May 5 - May 18

Our Picks

  
See Onscreen...Onscreen

 Steina & Woody 
Vasulka

Opens 11 May, 
Runs until 4 Aug.,                         
BERG 
Contemporary

Steina and 
Woody Vasulka 

are pioneers of 
multimedia and 
video art. The 
two began ex-
perimenting with 
electronic sound, 
stroboscopic 
light, and video in 
the late ‘60s, and 
they’re still going. 

In this exhibit at 
BERG Contem-
porary, experi-
ence a dialogue 
between artist 
and technology 
as the Vasulkas’ 
showcase their 
expressive elec-
tronic vocabulary 
of image-making. 
To whet your pal-
ette, their 1974 
piece “Noise-
fields” is a good 
starting point. 
“Noisefields” was 
a visualization of 

the electronic 
signal as a mate-
rial itself—the 
content being 
colourised video 
noise or “snow.” 
If this captures 
your interest, the 
BERG Contem-
porary exhibit 
will feature the 
works, “Dis-
tant Activities,” 
“Electromagnetic 
Objects,” “The 
Matter,” and 
“Waveform Stud-
ies XXVIII.”  HJC

  
Open Fire

 Opnun - 
Opening

Runs until 11 
June,   
Kling & Bang

Kling & Bang 
opened this year 
by celebrating 

young artists; 
their second 
show brings in 
some of Ice-
land’s big guns, 
including Ragnar 
Kjartansson and 
this issue’s cover 
star Elín Hansdót-
tir. JR

  
From Medium to Medium

 a) b) c) d) e) & 
f) by Hildigunnar 
Birgisdóttir

Runs until  
10 June,   
i8 Gallery 

Hildigunnar uses 
many mediums— 

copper, por-
celain, printed 
pieces, montage 
sculptures, and 
wallpaper—to 
explore abstract 
knowledge and 
physical senses. 
Don’t miss it. HJC

  
Real Life Pinterest

 Craft and 
Design Fair

May 5-7   
12:00-17:00 
City Hall

Come get some 
inspiration at 
City Hall with an 

inside look into 
many craft and 
design studios 
in Iceland. If any-
thing will make 
you want to 
finally spruce up 
the house, this'll 
be it!  HJC
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Organic bistro
EST 2006

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house  
Tel:511-1118

Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is



Find today's events  
in Iceland! 

Download our free 
listings app - APPENING 

on the Apple and 
Android stores

The Last Free Thinker
Polish cinema at Bíó Paradís

Words: Valur Gunnarsson     Photo via: Wkipedia Commons

It’s 1945 and the struggle against 
totalitarianism is just beginning. 
While the people of Western Eu-
rope celebrate the end of Hitler-
ism and look forward to years of 
Marshall Plan aid, the people of 
Eastern Europe brace themselves 
for Stalinism. Or, as the Polish 
Home Army would say, “We await 
you, Red Plague, to deliver us from 
the Black Death.”
 Director Andrzej Wajda, who 
died last year at the age of 90, 
fought in the Home Army against 
the Nazis, while his father was 
killed in the infamous Katyn Mas-
sacre by Soviet troops. He made 
quite a few films dealing with 
the period in his long career, but 
initially studied painting in Kra-
kow. His final film, ‘Afterimage’, 
dealing with the last years in the 
life of real-life painter Władysław 
Strzemiński, is thus in some part 
inspired by his own experiences.
 Wajda uses a strong brush to 
tell his story. Our painter is inter-
rupted from his work as a large 
portrait of Stalin obscures his 
window. He punches a hole in the 
thing to let the light in, leading 
to predictably dire consequences. 

But this is, in fact, Wladyslaw’s 
only attempt at open rebellion. 
Mainly, he is content to keep his 
head down and concentrate on his 
abstract painting. But it is the ter-
rible logic of totalitarianism that 
it is not content to control people’s 
actions, it must also invade their 
minds. Wladyslaw’s major crime 
lies not in what he does but in his 
refusal to actively participate in 
the system—not in what he says 
but what he does not say. 

Big Brother
Most of the story is set in 1948, 
not quite coincidentally the year 
George Orwell wrote ‘1984’. Partici-
pation in the morning hate is man-
datory. Perhaps an individual’s ul-
timate freedom lies in the right 
to remain silent. But even this is 
taken away. Abstract painting, 
seen in the West as largely apoliti-
cal, is here a threat to the system 
merely by refusing to endorse it. 
 Wladyslaw is fired from his 
teaching position and gets a job 
painting likenesses of Stalin. A 
capable painter, he turns out to 
be quite good at this, but is again 
fired as his licence has been re-

voked. Ultimately, he is even re-
fused permission to buy paint. 
There is no place left to run to. 
 The ultimate irony is that Wlady-
slaw used to support the revolution, 
in 1917 when it was still fresh and 
seemed set to liberate those who 
had so long been oppressed. This 
had gotten him into trouble with 
the previous, nationalistic govern-
ment. Three decades later, and the 
communists have become exactly 
what they set out to oppose. Differ-
ent ideology, same shit.
 The true artist must always stand 
against whatever is the thought po-
lice of the day. As an artist, he can do 
nothing else. Whatever the personal 
cost. Władysław Strzemiński was a 
rare, brave soul in one of the darkest 
days of mankind. We can only hope 
that those days won’t come again.      
 The Polish Film Days have been 
held at Bíó Paradís in late April since 
2012 in conjunction with the Pol-
ish Embassy. They are quite a boon 
for Reykjavík’s burgeoning Polish-
speaking community and are also 
a welcome opportunity for locals to 
see some of the best cinema from 
a country that has become so con-
nected with ours. (There are even 
Polish-Icelandic sausages now, fus-
ing a beloved staple from both coun-
tries’ kitchens.) The marquee title 
at this year’s Polish Film Days, ‘Af-
terimage’ is still screening, so you 
can still get a taste of Polish culture 
there.  

     SHARE:  gpv.is/bio07

Museums
ÁRBÆR OPEN AIR MUSEM
Daily guided tours 
Tours are rom 13:00 to 14:00 through 
its open air exhibits.
• On permanent view. 

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ICELAND
 'The Making of A Nation' 
This exhibition is intended to pro-
vide insight into the history of the 
Icelandic nation from Settlement to 
the present day.
• On permanent view

REYKJAVÍK CITY MUSEUM
‘Settlement Sagas: Accounts from 
Manuscripts’
This exhibition has rarely seen 
manuscripts that tell the history of 
the settlement of Reykjavík.
• On permanent view

REYKJAVÍK MARITIME MUSEUM
'The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn' 
This vessel sailed through all three 
Cod Wars and has also served as a 
rescue ship to more than 200 ships. 
• On permanent view

'From Poverty to Abundance' 
Photos documenting Icelandic 
fishermen at the turn of the 20th 
century.
• On permanent view
'The History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that 
showcases the growth of the Reyk-
javík Harbour.
• On permanent view
'Seawomen'
The fishing women of Iceland, past 
and present
• On permanent view

VOLCANO HOUSE
The exhibition gives a brief overview 
of Iceland’s magnificent nature. 
• On permanent view

THE ICELANDIC PHALLOLOGICAL 
MUSEUM 
Permanent Exhibition
More than 215 penises and penile 
parts belonging to land and sea 
mammals of Iceland. 
• On permanent view

Film

This month's special screenings at Bíó Paradís. For the complete schedule, 
visit www.bioparadis.is.

Currently Screening 

• Ghostbusters Party Screening!
• Coppelia Live Ballet
• Eurovision
• Spaceballs Party Screening!
• Rammstein In Paris
• Child's Play Late Night Screening
• Á Nýjum Stað / Eisheimat

• From Top To Bottoms 
• The Sea Of Trees
• A Monster Calls
• Moonlight
• Genius
• Afterimage
• I, Daniel Blake

Events

Eurovision

Andrzej Wajda

Daily departures at 08:30
Visit Seljalandsfoss Waterfall,  

Skógarfoss Waterfall, 
Sólheimajökull Glacier and 

Reynis�ara the Black Sand Beach

Price: 13.400 ISK

BOOK 
ONLINE & GET

STERNATRAVEL .COM

THE BEAUTIFUL 
SOUTH COAST 

WALK UP TO A GLACIER
BLACK SAND BEACH

WALK BEHIND SELJALANDSFOSS
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“The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll is as 
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”

David Fricke, Rolling Stone.

The museum is located in Keflavík 
only 5 minutes away from 

Keflavík International Airport.

Open daily from 11am - 6pm
 

For more go to rokksafn.is

Visit Iceland's largest music museum and enjoy our history 
of Icelandic rock and pop music. Browse through the timeline of 
Icelandic pop and rock music with the Rock 'n' Roll app on Ipads, 
spend time in our soundlab, cinema, karaoke booth, gift store, 

exhibitions or simply grab a cup of co�ee at our café (free wifi!).

THE ICELANDIC 
MUSEUM OF 

ROCK 'N' ROLL

The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll

Various Events
Friday May 5

How To Become 
Icelandic in 60 
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
Icelandic Sagas: The 
Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Drag Show: April 
Fantasy!
21:00 Gaukurinn

Saturday May 6

Einvera Clearance Sale
11:00 Einvera
Reykjavík Record Store 
Day 
10:00 Reykjavík Record 
Shop
Family Hour
13:00 Gerðarsafn 
Kópavogur 
Art Museum 
Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30

Sunday May 7

Yoga Class
12:00 Loft Hostel
Party Bingo With Sigga 
Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Guided Tour
15:00 Listasafn Reykja-
vík: Kjarvalsstaðir

Monday May 8

Standup Comedy (in 
English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn 
What Works 2017 
Summit
16:00 Harpa 

Tuesday May 9

Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Stand Up: The 
Goonsquad 
20:30 Græna Herbergið

Cult Movie Night
20:00 Húrra
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
What Works 2017 
Summit
16:00 Harpa

Wednesday May 10

 Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið
What Works 2017 
Summit
16:00 Harpa
Party Karaoke With 
Þórunn Antonia and 
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Canon EOS Workshop 
18:30 Canon Á Íslandi
Spirit Of Humanity 
Forum 
17:00 University of 
Iceland

Thursday April 27

Karaoke Night!
20:00 Loft Hostel
Vinyasa Flow 
17:30 Skúlagata 30
What Works 2017 
Summit
16:00 Harpa

 Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið

Friday April 28

Guided Tour of 
the National Gallery
12:30 Listasafn Íslands
Spirit Of Humanity 
Forum 
17:00 University of 
Iceland

 Reykjavík Cabaret
20:30 Græna herbergið

Saturday April 29

Vinyasa Flow
11:00 Skúlagata 30
Children’s Culture 
Festival
13:00 Gerðarsafn - 
Kópavogur Art Museum
How To Become 
Icelandic in 60 
Minutes
19:00 Harpa

 Own Two Feet 
15:00 Tjarnabíó
Kizomba Workshop 
13:00 KEX Hostel
Sandspyrna: Iceland 

Championships 
10:00 Kvartmílubrautin 
Spirit Of Humanity 
Forum 
17:00 University of 
Iceland

Sunday April 30

 Own Two Feet 
15:00 Tjarnabíó
Hangover Cinema 
20:15 Prikið
Icelandic Sagas: The 
Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Party Bingo With Sigga 
Kling
21:00 Sæta Svínið
Yoga Class
12:00 Loft Hostel

Monday May 1

Standup Comedy (in 
English!)
21:00 Gaukurinn 

Tuesday May 2

Karaoke Party!
22:00 Gaukurinn
Icetralia Podcast LIVE!
21:00 Húrra
Stand Up: The 
Goonsquad 
20:30 Græna Herbergið
Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30

Wednesday May 3

Icelandic Sagas: The 
Greatest Hits
20:15 Harpa
Party Karaoke With 
Þórunn Antonia and 
DJ Dora
21:00 Sæta Svínið

Thursday May 4

Vinyasa Flow
17:30 Skúlagata 30
Michael McIntyre: 
The Big World Tour
20:00 Laugardalshöll
How To Become 
Icelandic in 60 
Minutes
19:00 Harpa
20:00 Húrra

Ha�ð Bláa
The Blue Sea

restaurant with a view

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is  
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki 
at the Ölfusá bridge

483-3330 • raudahusid.is  
10 minutes from Selfoss
and Highway 1 in Eyrarbakki
open daily 11:30-22:00

Traveling the south coast or Golden Circle?
Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki
Ke�avík

International
Airport

Vík



Are Icelanders just like everyone else 
or are they a little, well… special? This 
show, which purports to teach you how 
to become Icelandic, addresses what 
constitutes particularly Icelandic be-
haviour. 
 All the obvious stuff is here. We eat 
sheep’s balls (although this is actually 
rarely done), and we drink a lot of Bren-
nivín. While the latter is true, the show 
also points out that if you’re spotted 
having a glass of wine on a Tuesday, 
you will generally be assumed to have 
a drinking problem, while a bottle or 
two of vodka on weekends is fine. 
 Other generalisations are more 
debatable. Do Icelanders really argue 
more than other people? While this is 
in itself a wonderful basis for an argu-
ment, in a small country there is also 
a strong push for conformity— a point 
that goes unaddressed. 

 Some of the national characteris-
tics might be handy to know about. Ice-
landers are generally rude, yes, but it is 
an equal opportunity type of rudeness. 
So don’t feel it’s personal if someone 
pushes past you to get on a bus or to 
the bar. Iceland is a fairly large island 
with a very sparse population. We just 
aren’t that used to having other people 
around. 
 The show even finds time to dig a 
little deeper into the national psyche. 
One of the defining traits of Icelanders 
is their boundless optimism, even in 
the face of facts or reason. While this 

does give the country a certain dyna-
mism, it has also been known to lead to 
trouble. Why does winter, while being 
an annual occurrence, still manage to 
come as a surprise every year? No one 
ever seems to remember to switch to 
winter tyres or get their warm clothes 
out, as if magically somehow this year 
winter won’t come.
 Then again, thanks to climate 
change, we may finally be proven right. 
While the show might be a little hit 
and miss when it comes to the jokes, 
it’s actually very accurate when it 
comes to describing Iceland’s national 

character, and hence fully lives up to 
its name. 
The two main actors, Karl Ágúst Úlfs-
son and Örn Árnason, who take turns 
performing, are both comedy legends 
in Iceland, having starred in the long 
running political spoof ‘Spaugstofan’ 
for 30 years. The director is also a vet-
eran of that show, and this is a wonder-
ful opportunity to see the gang per-
form in English.

     SHARE:   gpv.is/sag07
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Musician

Úlfur Alexander Einarsson is the front-
man of Oyama, and a member of Gangly 
and Útidúr. Here, he talks us through his 
formative artists and albums. 
 
Bands I grew up with

Ba nd s l i ke Joy Div i sion, P i x ies, 
the Smiths, Radiohead really had 

a big effect on me, since my par-
ents listened to them a lot. They 
later became my favourite bands 
and probably shaped ideas in my 
head about how I think about music.

Blonde Redhead 

Blonde Redhead was like a gate-
way drug for me into indie/weird 
music. I first heard “Melody of Cer-

tain Damaged Lemons” when I was 
sixteen, and me and my friends 
were just “Wait, what is this? Hold 
the phone. What's going on here?”

My Bloody Valentine

MBV blew my teenage self's mind. My 
friend told me at the time that they 
achieved their signature guitar sound 
by recording to tape and then heat-
ing the tape in the oven. I believed 
him, of course, and thought it was the 
coolest thing ever. I don't anymore, 
though. I know now that they put the 
tapes in the toaster, not the oven. 

Neutral Milk Hotel

Neutral Milk Hotel is one of those art-
ists that makes me want to stop mak-
ing music because I'll never make any-
thing as beautiful. I don't know what 
it is exactly. It's just this combination 
of his voice, melodies and weird lyrics 
that make me want to cry. Not about 
anything special, just being alive.

Dirty Projectors

I started listening to Dirty Projectors 
when he was still a solo project do-
ing clangy orchestral guitar music. 
When ‘Rise Above’ came out—his re-
interpretation of Black Flag's album 
‘Damaged’—it just blew my mind. 
The inventiveness of the guitars, time 
changes and vocal harmonies liter-
ally hurt my brain. ‘Rise Above’ and 
‘Bitte Orca’ really split my head open.

Weeknd / Pharrell

Pharrell and Kanye West made me in-
terested in pop music. I don't listen to 
mainstream pop music a lot, but I love 
good pop songs. The Weeknd re-ig-
nited my love for pop and RnB. I loved 
how all his songs were super bleak and 
dark, but really catchy. I can't listen to 
too many in a row though—they're so 
bleak, I just get depressed after a while.

Bedroom Recordings / Bradford Cox 

I've always loved bedroom record-
ings—artists who record in their 
home, like Mount Eerie and Atlas 
Sound. I once read an interview with 
Bradford Cox where he talked about 
writing the songs that you wanted your 
favourite bands to write. Like, he made 
a song that sounded like a song he 
wanted Animal Collective to make, but 
then it took on a life of its own and be-
came something new. This actually be-
came the start of me making the songs 
that I wanted to make and the birth 
of Oyama, which was just me writing 
Sonic Youth and My Bloody Valen-
tine songs, to begin with. And Gangly 
started with me just trying to write 
sexy Weeknd and FKA Twigs songs. 
I like working that way sometimes, it 
can lead to great creative experienc-
es. But also sometimes plagiarism. 

     SHARE:   gpv.is/UAE07

MAKING OF  
AN ARTIST

Words: 
Úlfur Alexander 

Einarsson

Photo: 
Art Bicnick

THEATRE

Words: 
Valur Gunnarsson

Photo: 
Art Bicnick

Rude, 
Drunk and 
Boundlessly 
Optimistic

Rain sucks when you 
wear glasses.

‘How to Become Icelandic 
in 60 Minutes’, running in 
Harpa almost every day 
of the week.

Úlfur Alexander 
Einarsson



A GUIDE THAT 

FUCKS YOU UP

A selection from 

Every  
Happy 
Hour 

in 101 Reykjavík
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AMERICAN BAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00. 
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK.

APÓTEK
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 695 ISK, 
Wine 745 ISK.

BAR ANANAS
Every day from 
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600 
ISK.

BAZAAR
Every day from 
14:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 750 ISK,
Cocktails 1,800 
ISK.

BRAVÓ
Every day from 
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK, 
Wine 900 ISK.

BRYGGJAN 
BRUGGHÚS
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK, 
Wine 950 ISK.

FORRÉTTABARINN
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

GAUKURINN
Every day from 
14:00 to 21:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.

HÚRRA
Mon-Sat from 
18:00 to 21:00, 
Sunday from 
19:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

ÍSLENSKI BARINN
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

ÍSAFOLD 
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

KAFFIBARINN
Every day from 
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

KEX HOSTEL
Every day from 
17:00  to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 650 ISK.

KRYDDLEGIN 
HJÖRTU
Every day from 
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 850 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

LOFT HOSTEL
Every day from 
16:00 to 19:00.

Beer 650 ISK, 
Wine 700 ISK.

MARBAR
Every day from 
18:00 to 21:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cockails 1.200 
ISK.

PABLO DISCOBAR
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 750 
ISK.

PUBLIC HOUSE
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00, 
23:00 to 1:00.
Beer 790 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.

SÆTA SVÍNIÐ
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.

SKY
Every day from 
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

SUSHI SOCIAL
Every day from 
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK,

TAPAS BARINN
Every day from 
17:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.

UNO
Every day from 
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 425 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktails 1.200 
ISK.

VEÐUR
Every day from 
12:00 to 19:35.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

GRAPEVINE’S BEST OF 2017:

BEST BURGER

Open 11:30–23:30 

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.

Get the complete 
Happy Hour listings! 

Download our free app - 
appy hour on the Apple 

and Android stores

  
Featured Happy Hour

 The Marshall 
House
Grandagarður 20 
16:00 - 18:00

The Marshall 
House contains 
not only the Kling 
& Bang gallery, the 
Living Art Museum, 
and the Studio 

Ólafur Elíasson, it 
also holds a tasty 
Italien-inspired 
restaurant. So 
stop by for their 
cocktail happy 
hour (everyday 
except Thursday) 
and enjoy more 
than just a drink—
enjoy culture.. HJC

Where you will find the locals
JOIN THE LOCALS AT THIS HIDDEN GEM IN DOWNTOWN REYKJAVÍK FOR 
A UNIQUE MEAL IN A FUN, RELAXED ATMOSPHERE. ALL OF OUR DISHES 
ARE COMPOSED OF HIGH QUALITY ICELANDIC INGREDIENTS THAT OUR 

MASTERCHEFS PREPARE WITH A LATIN TWIST.

BURRO TAPAS + STEAKS - BY INGÓLFSTORG VELTUSUND 1
+354 552 7333 WWW.BURRO.IS

Happy Hour 16-18 

@burro_rvk /BurroRvk

H A P P I E S T 
EVERY DAY BETWEEN 23:00-01:00

HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN

@publichousegastropub/GastroPubRvk

publichouse.is 
Laugavegur 24 - 555 7333
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Uncharted Waters
Emil Hjörvar Petersen boldly goes  

where no one has gone before

Words: Björn Halldórsson      Photo: Kristin Osk Ingvarsdottir

Emil Hjörvar Petersen published 
the first book in his Saga of Survi-
vors trilogy in 2010. The trilogy is a 
sci-fi/fantasy epic that follows the 
exploits of the old Viking gods that 
survived Ragnarok, the Asgardian 
apocalypse. It basically made Emil a 
one-man genre in the Icelandic pub-
lishing market. 

“For many years I felt as if I was 
on my own,” he reminisces now. 
“Some days I was filled with con-
fidence; didn't care what anyone 
thought and was glad to be free to 
write whatever I wanted, not stop-
ping to consider whether I was 
driven by an urge to create high 
art or entertainment, but freely 
mixing the two. Other days I felt 
as if I was fighting a losing battle.”

 Emil explains that Iceland-
ers can be hesitant to try new 
things and that, for a long time, 
Icelandic publishers doubted 
that there was any readership 
for speculative fiction. It led to 
authors not daring to try their 
hand at the genre. “At this sort of 
an impasse,” says Emil, “change 
needs to come from the fringe—
from those able to take chances.”
 This change has been a grad-
ual process. “The larger pub-
lishers are still being cautious,” 
Emil says, “publishing works 
of speculative fiction under the 
guise of young adult or teen fic-
tion. There’s still very little sci-fi 
or fantasy being published in Ice-
landic that's aimed specifically 
at adults, aside from my own.” 

Cli-fi
In addition to the Survivors tril-
ogy, Emil recently published a new 
thriller entitled 'Víghólar' that 
mixes elements of Nordic noir 
with urban fantasy. For him, writ-
ing in a language that has little to 
no tradition of the fantasy genre 
offers some unique challenges. 
“Iceland's speculative fiction tra-
dition is so recent,” he explains, 
“so some of the necessary vocabu-
lary for the genre is not in place. 
I often have to hunt down old 
words, or create new ones. When 
it comes to the Icelandic language, 
fantasy and sci-fi writing are un-
charted waters, linguistically.”
 Despite being something of an 
oddity on the publishing market, 
Emil has high hopes for the bur-
geoning genre. “I'm no prophet,” 
he smiles, “but my hope is that 
Icelandic speculative fiction of 
the future will focus on environ-
mental matters. Climate change 
and environmental protection 
has been prominent in specula-
tive fiction in the past few years, 
and has even gained the moniker 
‘climate fiction’ or ‘cli-fi.’ It seems 
as if many people today don't re-
alise how urgent a matter pro-
tecting the environment is, the 
dangers that we are inflicting on 
future generations. Authors of 
speculative fiction can raise their 
concerns on these matters. At the 
same time, I’d like to see Icelandic 
speculative fiction authors tackle 
our cultural heritage from differ-
ent angles, seeking more unortho-
dox uses of the folklore in their 
fiction, as well as stories that have 
nothing to do with Icelandic cul-
tural heritage. The concept of Ice-
land doesn't necessarily have to be 
at the centre of Icelandic spec-fic. 
Still, it is obvious that Icelandic 
speculative fiction is here to stay.”

     SHARE:  gpv.is/bks07

Two Books
Jar City & Dreamland

Words: Björn Halldórsson

Each issue, we take a look at two 
Icelandic titles old and new, avail-
able in English translation at most 
Reykjavík bookstores. If you’d like 
more ideas, or to read more on 
Icelandic literature, head over 
to gpv.is/lit for in-depth author 
interviews, guides, and more  
book reviews.

Arnaldur Indriðason –  
Jar City

Published in the year 2000, ‘Jar 
City’ was an outrider for the ex-
plosion of Icelandic crime nov-
els which hold such a prominent 
place in the country's publishing 
industry today. It wasn’t the first 
Icelandic crime novel, nor was 
it the first appearance of the au-
thor's most famous character—
the sour-faced Detective Erlendur, 
who had already taken the lead in 
two novels that remain unavail-
able in English. However, this 

novel is where Arnaldur found his 
stride, inserting the crime fiction 
genre into Icelandic culture with a 
tightly wound plot, strong charac-
ters, and a cold and succinct writ-
ing style that echoes the grittiness 
and attention to detail of Derek 
Raymond.

Andri Snær Magnason – 
Dreamland: A Self-Help 
Manual for a Frightened 
Nation

Published just before the financial 
crash in 2007, ‘Dreamland’ arrived 
at a crucial time in Iceland’s his-
tory. Icelanders were in the midst of 
an identity crisis after the collapse 
of their economy—it was a time of 
immediate historical revisionism, 
when everyone was searching for a 
simple scapegoat or explanation for 
the country's position at the centre 
of the worldwide financial melt-
down. Through essays tackling top-
ics such as environmentalism, local 
politics and more, the book sets out 
to explore the state of the recently 
urbanised Icelander and their con-
nection to their nation, to nature, to 
other Icelanders, and the rest of the 
world. The results are a profound 
document that explores a difficult 
time, still so close to the present 
that viewing it in perspective is a 
hefty chore.

     SHARE:  gpv.is/2b07



Vík Prjónsdóttir Scarf

Vík Prjónsdóttir is a fashion 
house making unusual, distinc-
tive scarves from machine-knit-
ted Icelandic wool. They come in 
various shapes, colours and sizes, 
from the popular “Healing Hands” 
design and its larger sibling “The 
Wing,” to hats and blankets in a 
similar vein. There’s also a double-
hooded “Twosome Blanket” for… 
idk, twins, or sickening couples 
who can’t stand to be more than a 
few inches away from each other. 

Ólafur Elíasson’s “Little Sun”

Ólafur Elíasson is one of Ice-
land’s best-known artists, not 
least for designing the glittering 
facade of Harpa, and more re-
cently, for opening a new show-
room at the Marshall House art 
museum. The Little Sun is an 
environmentally friendly solar-
powered phone charger that’s 
perfect to take on a camping 
trip—each one also works as a 
torch—or just to perch on your 
windowsill. Get it at i8 gallery, or 
the Hafnarhúsið museum shop.  

Reyka Vodka

Back in the day, Icelandic liquor 
meant either some black licorice-
flavoured goop, or the dreaded 
Brennivín. These days, Iceland-
ers are turning their hands to all 
kinds of fancy super strong booze. 
Arguably the best of the bunch is 
Reyka: a lava-filtered vodka that’s 
so crisp, clean-tasting and ever-
so-slightly sweet that it might 
just be the best we’ve ever tasted. 
Grab a 1L bottle in the duty free 
and drink it neat or on the rocks, 
straight from the freezer. 

Sóley Toiletries

Sóley’s all-organic line of skin 
care lotions, creams, masks and 
balms are notable for their Ice-
landic ingredients, from the 
steinEY mineral mask—contain-
ing volcanic mud from Eyjaf-
jallajökull—to the Fersk White 
cleansing foam with wild Icelan-
dic yarrow. People trying out the 
products whilst waiting in line at 
the juice bar is a common sight in 
Heilsuhúsið on Laugavegur, and 
they’re widely available elsewhere. 

This is not a sponsored article. We 
just genuinely like these things.
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Buy Shit
Upgrade your Iceland gift from a stuffed puffin.  

Your mom/significant other will be happy.
Words: John Rogers

Magnea x aurum

Last Thing I Bought
 

Name: Ingólfur Freyr Elmers    Age: 38  
Job: Labourer  

Last Purchase: Hot dog
Photo & Text: Art Bicnick

Look at this sexy grandpa

Look at this sexy... pa.

NATURE
PARADISE

IN BREIDAFJORDUR AND VESTMANNAEYJAR
ICELAND'S LARGEST & SMALLEST

INHABITED ISLANDS



Find the best 
food in Iceland!

Download our 
free dining 

app, CRAVING on 
the Apple and 

Android stores

Simple and 
Effortless

Marshall Restaurant + Bar
 

Words: Shruthi Basappa  Photo: Art Bicnick

Few would disagree that the Marshall 
Plan money that Iceland received in 
the aftermath of World War II radi-
cally altered the nation’s prospects. 
It’s small wonder that the newest 
restaurant in town pays homage to 
the aid that transformed the country.
 The Marshall Restaurant is like 
being in a chic sit-down in Boston’s 
Seaport. Like Seaport, Grandi has 
witnessed a revival in recent times, 
but few places capture the city-by-
the-shore vibe like Marshall does 
with its sweeping windows, tonnes 
of natural light, and subdued palette. 
 We sat down for a tête-à-tête 
with Chef Leifur Kolbeinsson. His 
former restaurant, 
La Primavera, was 
a pioneer in intro-
ducing Italian food 
to Icelanders way 
back in 1991 and 
in recent years 
Leifur has brought 
his sensibilities to 
Kolabrautin at Harpa. And now, Mar-
shall. 
 “I’d been planning it for a year 
and a half,” says Leifur. “I want to 
do simple things, but with top qual-
ity ingredients. It’s something I’ve 
always loved, and I want to keep with 

the simplicity of the food.” A platter 
of whole plaice on the bone arrived 
just in time, as if a testament to the 
philosophy of the restaurant: fresh 
fish, with a flourish of anchovy, herb 
butter, and a wedge of lemon. Simple. 
Straightforward. Delicious.

Mature diners & 
heirloom produce

“When I served gnocchi and polenta 
in Primavera, most people were like, 
‘What is this?’” laughs Leifur. “It was 
considered rubbish.” It seems appro-
priate that just as the conversation 
veered towards changing attitudes 

in today’s diners, 
we were slurping 
down house-made 
l i n g u i n e  w it h 
shellfish and spicy 
'nduja: a hard-to-
get-in-Iceland Ca-
labrian sausage.
 The receptive-

ness of locals to new flavours has 
increased noticeably during Leifur’s 
long career. “Things have changed 
since I was 20,” he says. “Today, po-
lenta is something anyone would try.”
 Leifur places importance on doing 
justice to the ingredients, whether 

they be local or imported. “If I see 
something interesting, and I see a 
point in using them, I will,” he states, 
going on to talk about how reviving 
heirloom ingredients is one of the 
joys of being a chef. “I was invited to 
the Truffle Festival in San Miniato 
last November,” he says. “One of the 
meals that we had was this fantastic 
florentine with zolfini beans. We’re 
all familiar with cannellini beans, 
but not zolfini—today, producers are 
sending us their heirloom beans.”
 As we sat back satiated, mulling 
over the many aspects of food, decor, 
culture and globalisation, we were 
struck by the nuanced experience 
Marshall created for us. A simple 
summer-bright crudo of red snap-
per festooned with an assortment of 
citrus zest and capers was a perfect 
reminder of everything Marshall 
seems to be about. A lesson in sim-
plicity and contrast, yes—but also in 
both confidence and restraint. The 
freshness also shines through in the 
carefully curated, small but focussed 
wine selection. We tried an extremely 
pleasant French Boisjoli, and made 
plans to revisit for another glass. 
 We rounded things off with a de-
lectable cheesecake—a recipe the 
chef wrangled from sources in San 
Sebastian—and couldn’t agree more 
with what Leifur said: “We want this 
to be about the food and the atmo-
sphere. It’s about good food at afford-
able prices in a beautiful space. This 
is about simplicity.”

     SHARE:  gpv.is/msh07
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welcome

PAN–FRIED FISH 

FISH STEW  
Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,

white wine, cream and butter 
1.850 isk 

PLAICE  
Tomatoes, capers, parsley,  

lemon and butter
2.100 isk

ARCTIC CHAR  
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,

lemon and butter
2.100 isk

salmon (lactose–free)  
Parsley root, broccoli, cashew nuts,

coconut oil, chili and lemon
2.100 isk

Our pan–fried fish is always
served with butter–fried

Icelandic potatoes & fresh salad

desserts

DATE CAKE
Walnuts, coconut,

cream cheese coffee cream,
blueberries and whipped cream

1.400 isk

any
pans
for

lunch?

lækjargata 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

“It’s so easy to try 
new things now. 
People are more 

open minded and 
curious.”

Food

Leifur Kolbeinsson



The New Italian 
Reykjavík's best Italian and Italian-ish cuisine

 

Words: Ragnar Egillson   Photo: Art Bicnick 

Whether it ’s Mario Batali and 
Oscar Farinetti kicking off an 
unstoppable food hall trend with 
Eataly or dumping a Berlusconi 
clone in the White House, it seems 
the world just can’t get enough of 
that Italian steez. 
 The people you’re most likely 
to see eating out in Iceland are 
those with enough youthful vigor 
to leave the house, and enough 
disposable income to splash on 
three-course meals in Reykja-
vík (think those born 1970-1985), 
whose student life and early adult-
hood was synonymous with pasta, 
noodles, pasta and more pasta. 
The fact that these people can still 
stomach the idea of Italian food is 
a miracle. But Italian food is eter-
nal—it has so much to offer that it 
can adapt to anything you throw 
at it, rebranding whilst finding 
new ways to infect us with the 
dolce vita. 
 If all of this has left ye hanker-
ing for Italian, here is the quick 
guide to what Reykjavík has to of-
fer.

Hornið
The oldest operating pizzeria in 
Iceland, Hornið opened in 1979. 
Italian food was the the first to 
represent that most cringe-wor-
thy of terms, “ethnic cuisine”, and 
it remains the best represented 

ethnic cuisine in Iceland (where 
are my Polish restaurants at?). Try 
their dependable, basic thin-crust 
pizzas.

Ítalía
Iceland has never had a signifi-
cant number of Italian expats, but 
Ítalía has the dual distinction of 
being run by actual bonafide Ital-
ians and being the second-oldest 
Italian joint in town 
(1991).  T h i s i s a 
place for fried egg-
plant parm, seafood 
pastas, and decor 
cheesier than their 
rigatoni.

Mat Bar
Ma r Ba r doesn’t 
identify as an Italian place. It’s a 
modern take on Northern Italian 
food with a Nordic flair (at least 
as much flair as us terminally 
stoic Scandis can muster). Think 
grilled vegetables, polenta, arctic 
char, monkfish liver, cured meat, 
full-flavored cheese, and well-
rounded cocktails.

Marshall Restaurant & Bar
Marshall is a little out of the way, 
in a minimal and wide-open space 
framed by brutalist touches. Ex-
pect golden redfish crudo, ‘nduja 
and langoustine tagliolini, and 

moonshine cocktails in the well-
heeled millennial foodie’s Italian 
restaurant of choice.

Borðið
Borðið falls firmly in the category 
of “Mediterranean Cuisine” in the 
Yotam Ottolenghi style. It fea-
tures a rotating seasonal menu 
with nods to North African, Israe-
li, and Italian food. Think roasted 
veggies, bastardized pestos, shak-
shouka, and hummus. You won’t 
leave hungry.  

Essensia
While less likely to dodge the 
designation of Italian, Essensia 
doesn’t exactly flaunt it, either. 
The atmosphere is relaxed, and 

the service fussy—if 
it wasn’t for the legs 
of cured meats hang-
ing from the rafters, 
it would pass for an 
upscale French joint. 
Grab an excellent Nea-
politan pizza and ten-
derloin carpaccio.

On the Horizon
Massimo og Katia have just 
opened their Italian specialty 
store at Laugavegur 163. There 
are rumors of a new Italian place 
opening at the Hlemmur Food 
Hall set to open in June. Modern-
ist Italian restaurant Kolabrautin 
is undergoing some kind of mys-
terious revamp. At last, but not 
least, Jamie’s Italian is set to open 
a branch smack in downtown 
sometime this July.

     SHARE:  gpv.is/ita07
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“Italian food 
is eternal—it 
can adapt to 
anything you 
throw at it.”
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It’s an hour’s drive from the capi-
tal to Borgarnes, and, on this Good 
Friday morning, old-time Southern 
gospel seems a fitting soundtrack 
for the familiar bucolic stretch of 
Route One that normally consti-
tutes a forgettable leg of long-haul 
treks northward. I’ve not even fin-
ished my first cup of joe as we glide 
across the narrow causeway over 
Borgarfjörður and arrive at the 
rocky spit of land on which Borgar-
nes stands. The town’s proximity 
to the capital—and the drab collec-
tion of gas stations and supermar-
kets that line the highway—make 
it tempting to write off Borgarnes 
as a scenically situated rest stop. 
But turning off the Ring Road and 
exploring Borgarnes reveals an un-
expectedly endearing little town, 
steeped in the memory of its me-
dieval past.

Automotive graveyard
 
After clearing the charmless hub 
of roadside amenities, we cruise 
down Borgarnes’s main thorough-
fare towards the tip of the peninsu-
la. First, we explore Hlíðartúnshú-
sin, where several turf houses from 
the early twentieth century remain 
tucked into the rocky hillside. Con-
tinuing through the modest town 
centre, we pass Skallagrímsgarður, 
a small wooded park and the pur-
ported burial site of Skalla-Grímur 
Kveldúlfsson, who first settled this 
area in the ninth century. At the 
peninsula’s end, we cross a narrow 
bridge to the island of Brákarey—
a post-industrial graveyard of au-
tomotive bric-a-brac. Old cars and 
buses rust in varying states of dis-
repair and a bright pink VW camp-
er stands out against the backdrop 
of rocky islets jutting from wa-
ters which, at low tide, reflect the 
bright afternoon sunshine. Tucked 
amidst the warehouses are the 
town’s Transportation Museum 
and Antique Car Exhibition, which 
are closed for the holiday.
 After our exploratory jaunt 
through town, we stop into the Set-
tlement Centre, which houses exhi-
bitions on the medieval settlement 
of Iceland and Egils Saga, which 
takes place chiefly in this region. 

Equipped with an audio guide, we 
work our way through the labyrinth 
of dioramas and infographics that 
help visualise the circumstances of 
9th century settlers and illustrate 
the lore of local hero Egill Skalla-
grímsson. With displays built of 
repurposed wood and found ob-
jects, the Egils Saga exhibition in 
particular is tastefully folksy. 
 The expressive wooden sculp-
tures that fill the exhibit were built 
by artist Aðalheiður Eysteinsdót-
tir, whose congenial statues appear 
in the lobbies of Icelandair hotels 
throughout the country. In the 
Settlement Centre’s restaurant, we 
gorge ourselves on a wholesome 
buffet of salads and roasted vege-
tables—a welcome departure from 
the heavy fare that more commonly 
fills my gut beyond Reykjavík’s city 
limits. We climb the hill behind the 
Settlement Centre where a monu-
ment commemorates Egill’s nurse, 
Þorgerður brák, for whom Brákarey 
is named. Egils Saga recounts how 
Skallagrímur, Egill’s father, chased 
Þorgerður into the sea here and 
hurled a boulder at her, causing her 
to drown and infuriating young 
Egill. The grim tale taints the im-
pressive vista with an unsavoury 
aftertaste. 

Coffee and kitsch
 
We drive up one of the town’s hilly 
roads to our accommodation at 
Borgarnes Bed and Breakfast. Sop-
orific sunlight shines through the 
home’s ample windows. The din-
ing room window affords a sweep-
ing view of the waters and islets 
of Borgarfjörður, perfectly fram-
ing Litla Brákarey, a small island 
that, depending on the tides, can 
be reached on foot. We clamber 
down to the beach to attempt the 
crossing, but decide to stay on the 
shore when viscous mud encases 
our boots on the first step.
 Drowsy from the walk, we re-
charge on coffee and cakes at Kaffi 
Kyrrð, which is also the town’s flo-
rist. Kitschy décor and sanguine 
platitudes (“Dream, Hope, Love”) 
make Kyrrð feel more like a great-
aunt’s living room than a place of 
business, and indeed the handful of 

locals sitting in the café seem com-
pletely at home, chatting breezily 
while sinking into couches as we 
plot our next move.

Steamy baptism
 
The mid-spring sun begins its idle 
descent as we drive forty minutes 
inland along mostly dirt roads to-
wards Krosslaug hotpot. A sign in 
Latin and Icelandic at the begin-
ning of the trail announces that 
Icelanders from the West were bap-
tised here in the year 1000. Indeed, 
the medieval Kristni Saga confirms 
the proclivities of certain Iceland-
ers who eschewed cold water chris-
tening in favour of a more soothing 

experience. It’s hard to blame them: 
the water in the small, mossy pool 
steams at a comfortable 43˚ C. We 
soak for hours, undaunted by er-
rant snowflakes and glacial winds, 
as the sun continues to sink behind 
the mountains. By the time we re-
turn to Borgarnes, diner food is the 
only hot meal available, but after 
our refreshing, languid dunk, I 
have no reason to complain. We re-
turn to the B&B and call it a night.
 The next day, as I sip my morn-
ing coffee, the view out the dining 
room window has changed com-
pletely: seas entirely encompass 
Litla Brákarey and pregnant clouds 
hang above. We nosh on a sump-
tuous breakfast spread whipped 
up by Bertha, the proprietor of 

Borgarnes Bed and Breakfast: hot 
pancakes and several varieties of 
freshly baked breads. Before leav-
ing, we take a final spin around 
town, climbing to the hilltop 
church for a final view of Borgar-
nes and the snow-peaked moun-
tains that dwarf it; nascent grassy 
patches are beginning their yearly 
ascent up the mountainside. After 
25 minutes of driving, the spire of 
Hallgrímskirkja is already visible 
from the road. I’m surprised for a 
moment, but then remember that 
I’m already halfway home.

   SHARE & PHOTO GALLERY: 
       gpv.is/bor07

Adventures Close To Home
There’s more to Borgarnes than gas stations

Distance from  
Reykjavík
70  km

How to get there
Head north on Route One.
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Accommodation provided by
borgarnesbb.is

Relaxing in Krosslaug natural hot pot

The Settlement Centre in Borgarnes

Words: Eli Petzold
Photos: John Rogers



Icelandic wool

icelandiclamb.is



Alt Golden Circle
Exploring lesser known spots on Iceland’s  
most popular tourist trail  
Words: John Rogers  Photos: Timothée Lambrecq   

 

The Golden Circle wasn’t always 
known as such. The first recorded 
mention of the Icelandic-language 
term "Gullni Hringurinn" was in 
1979, on a RÚV radio show hosted 
by tour guide Birna G. Bjarnlei-
fsdóttir. The listing for the item 
reads: “09:00: The Traveller. Birna 
G. Bjarnleifsdóttir hosts a pro-
gram about recreation and travel. 
‘The Golden Circle,’ one of the most 
common routes foreign travellers 
take in Iceland.”
 Whether or not she coined the 
term, Birna couldn’t have known 
t h at  i t  wo u l d 
achieve such lon-
gev it y.  To d ay, 
t h i s  b u s t l i n g 
sightseeing route 
around Þingvel-
lir, Gullfoss, and 
Geysír is—along 
with a dip in the 
Blue Lagoon—the 
most well-known 
day trip in Ice-
land. Buses pour 
around the nar-
row roads all day, 
with people hop-
ping out intermit-
tently for some nature and selfies 
along the way. 
 As well as its blockbusters, the 
route is scattered with tucked-away 
sights that the buses drive straight 
past. It’s with this in mind that we 
set out around the Golden Circle on 
a wet and blustery spring morn-
ing, exploring some lesser known 
places along the way. 

Curious mode

The beauty of hiring a car instead of 
taking the bus is that it grants you 
independence—you can pull over 
whenever something catches your 
eye in a curious and spontaneous 
mode of travel. It’s fun to follow in-
triguing signposts that could lead 
to something, or nothing. 
 The first such thing to catch our 
eye as we head out of the city is the 
distinctive metallic spike of the 
church at Mosfell. The church is rel-

atively recent, but 
there’s been a set-
tlement at Mosfell 
for centuries. A 
wooden church 
dates back to the 
mid-1800s, and 
its history goes 
all the way back to 
Viking times. In 
fact, Egill Skálla-
grimsson of Egils 
Saga is thought to 
be buried in the 
region, and ar-
chaeological digs 
have taken place 

in recent years, turning up intrigu-
ing ruined sites that connect the 
saga era to the present day.
 Þingvellir, the site of Iceland’s 
early parliament, lies nearby. On 
the drive there, we take a moment 
to investigate the roadside lake of 
Leirvogsvatn. Several snow-cov-
ered picnic tables suggest that it’s 
a beautiful stop in the summer. But 

the lake is yet to thaw, so we tread 
out carefully onto the thick frozen 
ice, pausing to take in the inhospi-
table, frigid wilderness.

No anoraks

Þingvellir itself is a large area of 
wooded cliffs and valleys. There’s 
a traffic jam near the car park. We 
pass by the hotspot of activity and 
decide to explore an all-but-empty 
sideroad. Just a few minutes later, 
we happen upon a beautifully wild 
area of Hvannabrekka, and walk 
down the cleft between the Eur-
asian and North American tectonic 
plates without an anorak in sight.
 After a look at Vinnskoga—a 
“friendship grove” of trees, with 
plaques commemorating visits 
from dignitaries such as the Queen 
of England and François Mitter-
rand—we head for the Friðheimar 
farm and restaurant. The tables 
are in the courtyard of a spacious 
greenhouse, right amongst the 
tomato vines. It’s a cheery space, 
brightly lit and adjusted to a com-
fortable Mediterranean tempera-
ture. Their tart and steaming to-
mato soup, and fresh bloody Marys, 
are made from tomatoes plucked 
straight from the vine, and served 
with thick wedges of warm bread. 
It’s a delightful spot that would be 
worth the trip alone.
 As we loop back towards Reyk-
javík, we see a smudge of white 
against the hills. It’s Geysir erupt-
ing in the distance. But in the spirit 
of the day, we turn left instead of 
right, and drive the meandering 
road through the maroon and green 
landscape, content with our mellow 
alternate take on The Golden Circle.
  

   SHARE & VIEW GALLERY:  
 gpv.is/gc07

How to get there:
Take Route One North and turn 
right onto Route 36 

Distance from  
Reykjavík
72  km

Car provided by:
gocarrental.is
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“We walk down 
the cleft be-

tween the 
Eurasian and 

North American 
tectonic plates 
without an an-
orak in sight.”
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How to get there:
Take Route One North, turn onto 
Route 54 then Route 56

Distance from  
Reykjavík
165km

Town Guide
What to do in the charming Snæfellsnes  
town of Stykkishólmur
Words & Photos: John Rogers

 

Of all the small towns around Ice-
land’s coastline, Stykkishólmur—
population 1,195—is one of the most 
charming. The small harbour is 
enclosed by a small, easily hikeable 
cliff that offers views out into the 
island-dotted fjord, and for such 
a small place, there’s plenty to see 
and do, making it a perfect spot for 
a weekend getaway.

Hike: Helgafell

This small mountain (elevation 
73m) is visible to the east on the 
drive into Stykkishólmur. It’s a site 
of importance in the Icelandic sa-
gas, with a grave reputedly belong-
ing to Guðrún Ósvífrsdóttir at its 
base. A local superstition states that 
walking to the top of hill in silence, 
looking only at the ground and keep-
ing pure thoughts in your mind, 
entitles you to a wish at the summit.

Museum: The Library 
of Water

The Library of Water is an instal-
lation by the artist Roni Horn. Oc-
cupying the town’s old library build-
ing, it comprises several cylindrical 
floor-to-ceiling glass pillars, each 
one filled with meltwater and silt 
from one of Iceland’s glaciers. The 
floor is etched with Icelandic and 
English words for weather, and 
there’s a reading room with litera-
ture relating to the project, which 
acts as an imagination of a future in 
which the library might be all that’s 
left of the glaciers. 

Eat: Narfeyrarstofa

This cosy restaurant, on the town’s 
main street, is worth the trip alone. 
In the neat and comfortable dining 
room they serve fresh seafood pulled 
out of the adjacent Breiðafjörður, 
cooked to perfection, with a lunch 
menu of fish soup and main courses, 
and locally sourced beef burgers. 
Narfeyrarstofa is a labour of love, 

and it shows—it’s one of the best 
rural restaurants in Iceland.

Trip: Viking Sushi

Stykkishólmur’s harbour is a busy 
little place, with working fishing 
boats, a ferry to the Westfjords, 
and cruises run by Seatours. 
The most popular is the Viking 
Sushi day trip, which combines 
a spin around the island-dotted 
Breiðafjörður with a memorable 
culinary experience: shellfish are 
dredged from the bottom of the 
fjord, with scallops and sea ur-
chins served with soy sauce right 
there on the deck. It doesn’t get 
any fresher.

Visit: The Volcano 
Museum

Stykkishólmur’s volcano museum 
is home to the personal collection of 
volcanologist Haraldur Sigurðsson. 
There’s a pleasing mixture of film, 
historical documents, geological 
samples, and a display of the cul-
ture inspired by volcanoes, includ-
ing rare prints by Andy Warhol and 
Hokusai. The museum is also an 

academic centre of sorts, meaning  
that whether you’re a casual pass-
erby or an out-and-proud volcano 
nerd, you can learn something here.

Stay: Hotel Egilsen

Housed in a distinctive bright red 
building adjacent to the harbour is 
Hotel Egilsen, a comfortable ten-
room boutique hotel. Originally 
built as a private residence in 1867, 
the house was renovated in 2011, and 
today it’s one of the most charming 
hotels in Iceland. The nice touches 
include Vík Prjónsdóttir blankets, 
immaculate eggshell blue rooms, 
and a café and breakfast room 
that also has an interesting array 
of books to dip into. It’s pricey, but 
worth it.

Swim: Stykkishólmur 
Sundlaug

Pretty much every town in Iceland 
has a local swimming pool, each 
with their own unique character. 

Stykkishólmur’s pool is also home 
to the town’s local sports teams, 
and benefits from a local geother-
mal water supply that’s higher in 
some minerals than either the Blue 
Lagoon or the Mývatn Nature Baths. 
The silky water feels soft on the 
skin, and when you’re done luxuri-
ating in the hot pots, you can have a 
go on the waterslide.

   SHARE & VIEW GALLERY:  
 gpv.is/tg07
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The Library of Water

Stykkishólmur harbour

The best of Icelandic produce 

with a nod to Japan and South 

America. Modern Icelandic 

flavours, share plates and award 

winning cocktails.

Sushi Social
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík

Tel. 568 6600 • sushisocial.is

Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

SOCIALIZE
WITH THE
LOCALS

ICELANDIC
SEAFOOD
makes world’s best sushi 



Island Life
Weird & Wonderful News From Around Iceland
Words: Paul Fontaine

Things To Do Outside Reykjavík

Good news, lumpfish fans! 
Fishermen in the Westfjords 
celebrated an announce-
ment from the Ministry of 
Fisheries that lumpfish sea-
son has been expanded 
from 36 days this year 
to 46. This news is 
sure to come as 
welcome relief 
to anyone who 
feels 36 days 
is just not long 
enough to really 
enjoy lumpfish 
fishing.

An ambulance was involved in a four-car pile-up in Fjarðarbyggð, East 
Iceland. As the ambulance was descending a hill, it turned a blind 
corner and tail-ended a small tour bus that was parked on the side 
of the road. Fortunately, nobody was injured—especially fortunate, 
really, as the ambulance was totalled.
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Place:  
Borg

Situated outside the town of Borgar-
nes north of Reykjavík is this hill-
ock where notorious Viking Skalla-
Grímr Kveldúlfsson supposedly 
settled in the late 800s and claimed 
a vast swathe of Iceland as his own. 
“Borg” can mean “fortress” in Icelan-
dic, and one look at this mound tells 
you why: black, craggy rocks crenel-
ate its crown, and it rises high above 
the surrounding countryside. A trail 
leads to the top, where a monument 
to Skalla-Grímr himself stands. GD 

Hike:  
Eldborg

Located at the heel of Snæfellsnes, 
the peninsula north of Reykjavík, 
this spatter cone crater stands 60 
metres above the serrated lava fields. 
The medieval Icelandic “Book of Set-
tlement” claims it erupted when Vi-
kings were first anchoring their ships 
here in the mid-late 800s, but Eldborg 
is dormant, having last blown its top 
around 3,000 BC. It’s a short, steep 
hike to the summit that rewards 
you with a striking view of the coast, 
and the Snæfellsjökull glacier. GD 

Activity: Romp with 
the goats at Háafell 

The Icelandic goat stood on the 
brink of extinction until one 
woman, Jóhanna Bergmann Þor-
valdsdóttir, made it her mission 
to save them. Today her goat farm 
of Háafell in Borgarbyggð is thriv-
ing: go there to buy milk, cheese 
and meat. Oh, and you can play 
with the very goat that the drag-
on Drogon snatches in season 
four of ‘Game of Thrones’, which 
somehow lived to tell the tale. GD

Photo: Art BicnickPhoto: Wiki CommonsPhoto: Grapevine Archives

People are still driving off-road in 
Iceland, despite strict laws forbid-

ding it. An abandoned jeep was found in 
Hellisskógur near Selfoss, and locals alerted 

authorities to the situation. The driver, who was 
contacted shortly thereafter, admitted to driving 

off-road and then abandoning the vehicle after 
he got stuck. As one might imagine, he has been 

formally charged.

In perhaps the most 
adorable news we 
have ever reported, an 
all-white calf from a family 
in West Iceland was born in the Reykjavík 
Zoo. Even more adorable, the calf’s name is 
Rjómi Sultuson, which literally means “Cream Jams-
son.” Because the calf’s father was a bull named 
Jam, you see. Patronyms must be respected, even in 
the animal kingdom.

I C E L A N D I C  R E S T A U R A N T  &  B A R
Tasty  tapas  and dr inks  by  the  o ld  harbour
T a b l e  r e s e r v a t i o n s :  + 3 5 4  5 1 7  1 8 0 0  -   w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

Certificate of Excellence 
————  2016  ————

WHALE 
OF A TIME!

CLASSIC REYKJAVÍK WHALE WATCHING

EXPRESS REYKJAVÍK WHALE WATCHING

WHALE WATCHING WITH THE PROS 
FROM REYKJAVÍK & AKUREYRI 

BOOK NOW AT ELDING.IS

Tel: +(354) 519 5000 

EL-01

REYKJAVÍK CLASSIC SCHEDULE

 Jan Feb Mar Apr  May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

  9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00

      10:00 10:00 10:00  

13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00 13:00

      14:00 14:00 14:00  

     17:00 17:00 17:00 17:00 17:00 

        19:00  

      20:30* 20:30

* From 15 June 

EL-06

REYKJAVÍK EXPRESS SCHEDULE

 Apr-May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct

10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00 10:00  

   11:00 11:00 

  12:00 12:00  12:00  12:00

   13:00 13:00 

 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00 14:00   

   15:00 15:00

  16:00 16:00 16:00   

   20:00 20:00
Season from 15 April 

Classic and 
Express tours 

also available from 
Akureyri.

See schedules on
whalewatchingakureyri.is

Elding Whale Watching Reykjavík . Ægisgardur 5 . Reykjavik's Old Harbour  
Tel: +(354) 519 5000 . elding.is . elding@elding.is
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While we have high hopes for Sv-
ala’s “Paper” this year, the Grape-
vine wants to be fully prepared just 
in case Iceland doesn’t grab the 
crown. Therefore, we spent weeks 
carefully analyzing each previous 
Eurovision winner, looking for the 
ingredient-X which made them 
win big. In the end, we compiled 
four approaches to seizing Euro-
vision fame and victory—dream 
acts guaranteed to outshine even 
“Euphoria.”

The “Famous Person”
Muscleboy f t Björk per for ming 
“Beach Body Biophilia”
Many countries have tried the 
winning approach of sending 
some big star as their represen-
tative in Eurovision. The UK sent 
Olivia Newton-John and Engel-
bert Humperdinck, Switzerland 
sent Celine Dion, and Sweden sent 
ABBA—so why shouldn’t Iceland 
take advantage of our biggest star? 

While Björk’s music might be too, 
uh, edgy for Eurovision, add buff 
Scooter-style Europop act Mus-
cleboy as a collaborator, and now 
you’ve got an act that’ll appeal to 
both plebeians and audiophiles. 
Sample lyrics: “Crystalline amino 
nebula! Squats and protein powd-

ah!” Costume ideas: fake tans and 
beaded headpieces. 

The “Novelty”
NYIÞ

If you thought Finland’s Lordi was 
weird, well, get ready: NYIÞ is an 
experimental black metal proj-
ect—with emphasis on the experi-
mental. When we reached out to 
them for a description of their mu-
sic, the anonymous masked figures 
behind the “band” said they were 
“a nameless entity that feasts on 
the lifeblood of unknowing souls.” 
Lifeblood? We think the judges 
would love that! Imagine the wind 
machines of Eurovision blow-
ing animal blood and ram skulls 
around the stage, soundtracked by 
tritones. This is a surefire winner! 

Recipe For Victory:  
This Is How We Finally 
Win Eurovision
Words: Hannah Jane Cohen

Just your regular average 
black metal guy, off to the 

store to get some milk

Quite an unnerving thought

Iceland is the only Nordic country that has never 
won Eurovision. But why? It doesn’t really make 
sense, right? There seems to be no shortage of 
talented, world-famous Icelandic musicians: 
Sigur rós, Of Monsters and Men, that woman 
whose name starts with B. But it’s true—while 
Iceland is known for its whimsical and creative 
musicians, we just can’t seem to mix the perfect 
Eurovision cocktail. Which is, let’s face it, ridic-
ulous—even Finland has done it.

Austurstræti 16       Tel. 551 0011       apotek.isAPOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

GRAPVINE’S
BEST OF

2017

Happy Hour
15–18

BEST
PLACE

FOR
COCKTAILS
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The “Traditional Made New”
Sturla Atlas accompanied by the Ice-
landic Symphony Orchestra, playing 
“Heyr mína bæn”

Countries always send in shitty 
polka acts “made modern” with 
electric guitars or slutty outfits. 
But hey, it usually gets them to the 
finals, so obviously Iceland should 
do the same! “Heyr mína bæn” is an 
old-school Icelandic pop song that 
translates as “Hear My Prayer.” Fit-
tingly, it’s also the Icelandic take 
on the Italian song that won Euro-
vision in 1964—already a winner! 
 We’d make it more exciting by 
letting downtown hip-hop boys 
Sturla Atlas cover it. If you don’t 
know Sturla Atlas, all you need 
to know is that their most hard-
core song is about sipping wine. If 
there’s anybody that could appeal 
to both older folks and young kids, 
it’s them. You may as well give us 
the trophy now.

The “This Song Doesn’t Trans-
late Well To English But We’re 
Gonna Throw It In Anyway”
“Bagel” performed by XXX Rottwei-
ler 
One of the best parts of Eurovision 
is when a country translates a song 
into English that would have been 
best left in their native tongue. 
With a plethora of clever Icelan-
dic songs whose wit would make 
no sense in English, why shouldn’t 
Iceland have their moment in the 
sun? Here’s our idea: 

In 2003, Icelandic rap troupe 
XXX Rottweiler put out “Beygla,” 
a rap song whose hook translates 
to “Your mom, your mom, your 
mom, is a bagel.” In Icelandic, bey-
gla means bagel, yes, but it also 
means a dent in a car, so the idea 
is that your mom, according to Er-
pur from XXX Rottweiler, “is like 
a rusty old bicycle.” Mean, right? 
While the song is totally edgy in 
Icelandic, in English it’s just: “Your 
mom is a bagel.”

 
Here’s the idea: Erpur, Bent, and 
Lúlli wear bakers’ aprons á la 2011 
Eurovision stars Buranovskiye Ba-
bushki from Russia. Accompanied 
by each of their mothers, they act 
out the song by throwing bagels 
at each other. Fuck the Panama 
Papers—this would make inter-
national news. Get the champagne 
ready!
 So watch out Eurovision: like 
the Icelandic football team, we 
are going to take your contest by 
surprise with a Viking clap and a 
“HÚH!” Get the trophy ready… and 
don’t say we didn’t warn you. 

Photo: Art Bicnick

XXX Rottweiler 
really like their bagels

Your mother is a bagel

When 101 boys becomes an 
accurate headcount

Day tours for beginners to experienced riders.
Warm overalls provided during the tour!

Adventure
Great

and fun
for all

Use  Promo CodeGRAPEfor a discount on your booking

The ideal way to experience the 
Icelandic horse on excellent 
riding paths while surrounded 
by nature. Ideal for beginners 
and experienced riders. 

Price ISK 11,400 per person.

Enjoy the friendly horses at our 
stables. Ideal for those who 
want to experience the magic of 
the Icelandic horse but do not 
fancy a riding tour. 

Price ISK 3,500 per person.

Meet

TourLava the HorseMeet

555 7000
www.ishestar.is  

APPY HOUR
Happy Hours

CRAVING
Food & Dining

LIVE!
APPENING 
 Event Listings

The Reykjavik Grapevine Apps available on the App Store and the Google Play Store.



Reykjavík Kabarett 
Photos: Art Bicnick

The Reykjavík Cabaret is a feast for the eyes. Our Photo Editor Art Bicnick got the oppurtunity 
to document a performance of this magnificent show. To read more about it turn to page 20.

  
 

  
 

LIFE IN PICTURES
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List of licenced Tour 
Operators and Travel 
Agencies on:  

visiticeland.com

Licensing and
registration of travel-
related services
The Icelandic Tourist Board issues licences to tour operators and travel agents, 
as well as issuing registration to booking services and information centres.

Tour operators and travel agents are required to use a special logo approved 
by the Icelandic Tourist Board on all their advertisements and on their Internet 
website.

Booking services and information centres are entitled to use a Tourist 
Board logo on all their material. The logos below are recognised by the 
Icelandic Tourist Board.

1

mountainguides.is info@mountainguides.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

GLACIER WALKS, HIKING& CAVING FROM REYKJAVÍK 2016

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES 

SMALL GROUPS QUALITY EXPERIENCES

1

GLACIER WALKS

SÓLHEIMAJÖKULL & SKAFTAFELL

DAY TOURS 2016 

mountainguides.is 

info@mountainguides.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

PASSION & 
PROFESSIONALISM

1

SUPER JEEP 
ADVENTURES

icelandrovers.is 
info@icelandrovers.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 

HIGHLAND & GLACIER
TOURS FROM REYKJAVÍK 2016

MAKE EVERY MOMENT 
AN EXPERIENCE

ICELANDROVERS.IS 
info@icelandrovers.is · Tel: +354 587 9999

SUPER JEEP
DAY TOURS 
FROM REYKJAVÍK

WWW.HANDKNIT.IS

• Skólavör›ustígur 19  tel.: (+354) 552 1890
• Borgartún 31  tel.: (+354) 562 1890
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BISTRO & BAR

FÁLKAHÚSINU

Hafnarstræti 1-3
uno.is

OPEN
11:30–24 FRI AND SAT

11:30–23 SUN–THU

HAPPY HOUR

15–18
DRAFT BEER AND

HOUSE WINE BY THE GLASS
50% OFF

SELECTED COCKTAILS

1.200 KR.

HAMBURGER
WITH
CAMEMBERT

LOBSTER
SANDWICH

MUSSELS

LOCALLY SOURCED
DELICIOUS FOOD



Reykjavík is very much a car city 
and, when you look at old photo-
graphs of Iceland’s capital, you 
can see that it pretty much as 
has been for as long as there have 

been cars in Iceland. Here, we 
see what Ingólfstorg used to look 
like back in the day (“the day” in 
this case being 1977). There was 
a cab stand there, and cabs still 

do line up on Aðalstræti, com-
memorating its memory. Later, 
this square came to be affection-
ately known as “Hallærisplanið,” 
or “the lot of ridiculousness,” as 
it was a popular spot for young 
people to hang out and socialise. 
Today, Ingólfstorg is pretty much 
the domain of skaters, bikers, a 
Christmas village, and the occa-
sional major sports event broad-
cast from a giant screen. As such, 
it still retains its power as a so-
cial hub of sorts, albeit without 
the preponderance of cars. 

Remembering 
Reykjavík, The Car City
 
Words: Paul Fontaine

Photo:   
Reykjavik Museum of Photography  
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Photo:  
Art Bicnick

REYKJAVÍK OF YORE  

A skuggabaldur has a cat for a fa-
ther and a fox for a mother. They 
are no less a menace than foxes or 
other beasts that sorcerers send to 
kill the livestock of others. Guns 
are of no use against them. One 
time, a skuggabaldur who had 
done much harm to sheep in the 
county of Húnavatnssýsla was 
cornered in a hole and killed by a 
flock of men. As it was stabbed, 
the skuggabaldur uttered: “Tell 
the cat at Bollastaðir that skugga-
baldur was stabbed today in the 
ravine.” Those present found this 
highly peculiar. Later that day, the 
man who killed the skuggabaldur 
came to Bollastaðir to stay the 
night there. That evening, he re-
counted the tale as he lay on his 
bed. An old tomcat sat on a cross-
beam. But when the man recited 
the words spoken by the skugga-
baldur, the cat leaped on him and 
fastened its claws and teeth into 
his neck. The cat could not be re-

moved until its head had been cut 
off, but by then the man was dead.
Jón Árnason, Íslenzkar þjóðsögur og 
ævintýri I, p. 610.

Taken from 'The Museum of Hidden 
Beings' by Arngrímur Sigurðsson.  
Buy the book at gpv.is/dulbk

MONSTER OF THE MONTH

Skuggabaldur - Shadow Baldur
Words: John Rogers
Art: Arngrimur Sigurðsson

SALKA VALKA
FISH & MORE

SkólavörDustígur 23  • 101 reykjavík

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups, 
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

PLEASED TO MEAT YOU!

NO. 02
the lamburger

www.fabrikkan.is

Made from fresh Icelandic 
lamb, it will make your taste 

buds cry from sheer 
happiness

120 g Lamburger (lamb) in a 
freshly baked Brioche bun with 
mushrooms grilled with garlic, 
cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, red 
onions and sauce Béarnaise.

OPEN  daily 12—6 pm   FREE ADMISSION 
 
 

only 40 min. drive from Reykjavík 
- on the Golden Circle 



BSÍ Bus Terminal • 101 Reykjavík •  +354 580 5400 • main@re.is • www.re.is • www.ioyo.is

EXPERIENCE 
THE SPRING IN 
ÞÓRSMÖRK

THE ADVENTURE HAS STARTED

CREATE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE 
ON WWW.IOYO.IS

BOOK NOW! ON WWW.IOYO.IS AT YOUR RECEPTION

BOOK  ONLINE  FOR  BEST  
AVAILABLE  PRICES.
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Troubadour Ellert Sigþór Breiðfjörð 
Sigurðarson knows how to work a 
crowd. When asked any question about 
getting a bar pumpin’ or bringing the 
mood to a different place, he has the 
playlist ready. “Say if the crowd isn’t 
responsive, then I go to ‘Ég er kominn 
heim’ or ‘Bohemian Rhapsody,’” he 
says. “Everyone blows up during those, 
and if they don’t, then I know they are 
just doing their own thing. Which can 
happen.”
 Ellert has been performing as a 
troubadour now for almost three years, 
but he’s already differentiating himself 
from the pack. “I like doing songs that 
people love and can sing along to but 
maybe others don’t play,” he says. “Take 
‘Break My Stride’ by Matthew Wilder. 
People hear the beginning and think, 
‘What’s this song?’ Then the chorus 
comes in and everyone goes, ‘Oh! I love 
this song!’” He sings the chorus for a 
moment. “Then the playlist is unex-
pected, which makes it more fun and 
memorable. That’s the mood I want to 
evoke.”
 His most requested number? “‘Eg er 
kominn heim’ no question,” he replies. 

“I like that song—many troubadours 
don’t—but it doesn’t matter what I 
like, I’m there to make you feel good 
and if you want to hear it, I’ll play it.” 
He starts to smile. “But you can’t get 
through a night without someone ask-
ing for ‘Wonderwall,’ usually multiple 
times. At least twice.”
 His nighttime hours do have draw-
backs, though. “Once I get home my 

body is still full of adrenaline,” he says. 
“It takes me a long time to come down. 
I won’t get to sleep until 7 or 8 in the 
morning.” 
 It also affects him socially. “If I want 
to go out with friends, I have to plan it 
like a month in advance,” he says. “But 
it comes with the territory. I get to do 
what I love for a living.”

HOUR OF THE WOLF

CITY SHOT

Playing Wonder-
wall Over & Over, 
At Least Twice

Icelandic has been global news as 
of late, because, like the Icelandic 
goat, it’s at risk of becoming extinct. 
The estimated number of Icelandic 
speakers in the world is only 400,000, 
and it remains one of the most poorly 
supported languages on electronic 
devices. Linguistic experts fear that 
at this rate, Icelandic will follow the 
footsteps of Latin and the dinosaurs. 
 This is alarming news. When a 
language is lost, so, too, goes culture 
and history. As a foreigner who decided 
to start learning Icelandic because it 
seemed like a good idea once upon a 
time, I wanted to take this moment to 
reflect on what made me so enamored 
with the language in the first place. 
 When are you a learning a new 
language, you naturally pay attention to 
the makeup of words. If there is a long 
and complex word you don’t recognize, 
you scan it for smaller, simpler words 
that are familiar. This is particularly fun 
with Icelandic, because the language is 
full of compound words. Some are very 
literal, and not all very imaginative: 

Eyja (island) + Fjalla (mountain) 
+ Jökull (glacier) = the volcano 

Eyjafjallajökull

   SHARE: gpv.is/words

 
Every Single Word in Icelandic (http://every-

singleword.is) is a pictographic exploration 
of the Icelandic language. I find an interest-
ing compound word, then deconstruct and 

illustrate it as icons. The goal is to express how 
Icelandic can be deadpan literal and unex-

pectedly poetic at the same time.

Long Live 
Icelandic

WORDS OF INTEREST

Words: & Art: Eunsan Huh

Words:  
Hannah Jane 

Cohen

West-Iceland



150 YEARS OF FAMILY HISTORY IN THE BAY

HÚSAVÍK

Reykjavík

Akureyri
Húsavík

Tel. +354 464 1500 • www.gentlegiants.is • info@gentlegiants.is
MEMBER OF ICEWHALE – THE ICELANDIC WHALE WATCHING ASSOCIATION

WHALE WATCHING • HÚSAVÍK • ICELAND
THIS IS IT 2017

WELCOME

Visit The Gentle Giants 
up north in Húsavík – The Whale Watching Capital of Iceland

THE ORIGINALSTHE ORIGINALS

“Excellent 
Rib Boat Trip”

“Best whale 
 watching 

 experience from 
the  Safari tour!”

“Big whale speed 
boat - AMAZING”

“Fantastic 
 experience, 

worth the time 
and  money”

“Fabulous tour, 
 operated by 
 fantastically 

 enthusiastic staff”

“Absolutely the best 
Whale  watching 

 experience in 
 Iceland”

“Great adventure 
with the rib. Seeing 
so much beautiful 

animals”
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About How To  
See The Northern 
Lights In June
Words: Nanna Árnadóttir

Hi Nanna, 

Could you tell me the best spot in Reykja-
vík to see some Northern lights in June? 
Love the column, thank you! please don’t 
be too snarky hahaha. 

Aurora

Hey Aurora!

Don’t worry, I got you girl!
 For the best Northern Lights in Iceland in 
June, it’s best to get out to some of the more 
isolated spots of the city to avoid light pol-
lution which overpowers the faint Northern 
Lights.
 Try checking out Grótta lighthouse, which 
is a majestic and isolated spot to check out the 
midsummer aurora with stunning sea views. 
And if that doesn’t work try Reynisvatn, a 
small lake near Grafarholt, also isolated, also 
usually free of people and chock-full of an au-
rora sky display.

Enjoy!
Nanna

Hæ sæta Nanna,

Could you please give me recipe plok-
kfiskur?
Well i can find it from internet but i would 
like your recipe.

Sincerely,
Smokkfiskur

Dear Smokkfiskur,

I’m a vegetarian.

Nanna

   WEEKLY NANNA:  gpv.is/nanna
Do you want to ask Nanna a question? Go ahead, but continue at your 
peril. Shoot her an email on nanna.arnadottir(at)gmail.com or tweet her 
using @NannaArnadottir

DON'T ASK NANNA

WWW.RSS.IS  •  +354 497 5000  •  INFO@RSS.IS
USB CHARGING 
IN EVERY SEAT

IN BUS
AUDIO GUIDE

PERSONAL
HOST

DAY TOURS
W E  G U I D E  I N  1 0  L A N G U A G E S !

GREAT PRICES ON ALL THE BESTSELLING DAY TOURS!

BOOK YOUR ADVENTURE NOW! AVALABLE ASSISTANCE 24/7!

DAY TOURS 
FROM 8.990 ISK!

ICE CAVE
CLASSIC

GOLDEN 
CIRCLE EXPRESS
RSS.is/GCE RSS.is/SCC RSS.is/ICC

SOUTH COAST
& CLASSIC

PRICE FROM

28.990ISK
PRICE FROM

8.990ISK
PRICE FROM

12.990ISK

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 07:45

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 09:00

AVAILABILITY
EVERY DAY AT 08:30

“Best company in Iceland”
Reviewed January 23, 2017

GLACIER WALK
& SECRET LAGOON
Departures:
Mondays, Thursdays, Saturdays  
and Sundays at 9am. Thru May 2017.

Price: 31.900 ISK
MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS  • INFO@MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS • TEL: +354 587 9999

1

GLACIER WALKS

SÓLHEIMAJÖKULL & SKAFTAFELL

DAY TOURS 2016 

mountainguides.is 

info@mountainguides.is · Tel: +354 587 9999 
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